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Foreword

Traditional physics courses tend to separate nature into two worlds. On one hand, there
is the world of macroscopic systems such as cars, bicycles and grandfather’s clocks. This
world obeys the laws of classical physics. On the other hand, there is the world of micro‑
scopic systems such as molecules, atoms, nuclei and quarks. This world obeys the laws of
quantum mechanics. In favor of such classification, one usually advances that macroscopic
systems contain a very large number of atoms and have therefore a huge number of degrees
of freedom. These degrees of freedom are in turn hosting so many excitation quanta that
quantum effects, which can be witnessed only when there are only a few variable quanta,
are completely blurred. In contrast, microscopic systems contain sufficiently small num‑
ber of particles that their total number of quanta can be well controlled. Therefore, the
behavior of these systems can escape from the crude classical laws, and the sophisticated
quantum physics laws are free to reign in their world. A dogma had been inscribed in the
mind of physicists: many atoms → classical physics, few atoms → quantum physics. In
the 1980’s, this dogma had to be profoundly revised. It had become possible, thanks to
progress in lithography techniques using electron beams and in sub‑kelvin refrigeration
techniques, to fabricate a whole new class of miniature system which could be measured
at very low temperatures. They were baptized mesoscopic systems: while having still a
very large number of atoms, they had so few relevant excitations above their ground state
that they were behaving quantum‑mechanically, even when measured with the seemingly
grubby leads of electrical measurements. One of the most recognizable feature of these
novel mesoscopic systems were that they were exhibiting interference effects involving the
fundamental quantum constants e and hˉ through classical measurement tools, while at the
same time having all their parameters controlled as engineered quantities. These param‑
eters involved for instance the area of a chip, the density of charge carriers, the value of a
capacitance or an inductance, instead of the invariable, God‑given mass of the microscopic
free electron or proton. One may object that Millikan had observed in 1909 the quantum of
charge e by measuring the fall of droplets of oil with a microscope and a chronometer, but
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in this proto‑mesoscopic physics experiment, there were no manifestation of the superpo‑
sition and entanglement that uniquely characterize quantum mechanics. The same can be
said of the photoelectric effect that measured hc/e.
ˉ
In his PhD thesis work, which the present dissertation explains particularly clearly,
Max Hays has achieved a quintessential goal of mesoscopic physics: manipulate a single
electron spin, the most microscopic of all quantum degrees of freedom, by the tools of an
advanced version of mesoscopic physics: ultra‑low‑noise microwave reflection measure‑
ments. In his experiment, a single fermion is interfaced with a macroscopically measur‑
able supercurrent. So far, only the much less exotic bosonic degree of freedom of a non‑
linear oscillator had been similarly controlled. Another appeal of the quantum manipula‑
tion demonstrated in the research covered by this monograph is that it has the potential to
become one day an important platform for quantum information processing, since it com‑
bines a microscopic regularity with the flexibility of an engineered, macroscopic mode of
coupling signals in and out.
I wish the reader of this dissertation as much pleasure learning about a key mesoscopic
physics experiment as I had supervising this remarkable work.
– Michel Devoret, New Haven, June 2021
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Key concepts and contributions
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1
Introduction
1.1 The magic of superconductors and semiconductors
Much of condensed matter physics is concerned with understanding and controlling the
behavior of electrons on the quantum‑mechanical level. To this end, superconductors and
semiconductors are two of the most well‑studied classes of materials. Individually, super‑
conductors and semiconductors possess incredible properties with far‑reaching applica‑
tions. In superconductors, pairing between electrons results in the flow of dissipation‑less
current, even in the presence of disorder. The defining characteristic of semiconductors,
on the other hand, is a low density of charge carriers. The chemical potential can thus be
controlled directly by applying an electric field (the field effect). In some semiconductors,
relativistic effects result in enhanced g‑factors and strong spin‑orbit coupling.
In the context of quantum information processing, the properties of superconductors
and semiconductors lend themselves to quantum mechanical control of electrons on vastly
different scales. In superconducting circuits, a condensate composed of trillions of elec‑
trons can behave as a single continuous degree of freedom [Devoret and Schoelkopf 2013].
For instance, the complete quantum mechanical state of a superconducting LC oscillator
can be described by the amount of charge on the capacitor. In contrast, semiconductors
lend themselves to control over individual electrons [Hanson et al. 2007]. The field effect
can be used to trap electrons in quantum dots, while enhanced g‑factors make it easier to
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1 µm

Figure 1.1: A single spinful quasiparticle trapped in a Josephson nanowire | Most of
the 10 µm‑long indium arsenide nanowire is coated in epitaxial aluminum (light blue), but
a gap forms a weak link where a single quasiparticle can become trapped. In this thesis,
we explore how the spin state of a such a quasiparticle can be detected and manipulated.
Gates for electrostatic control are shown in pink/orange, and the leads to the rest of the
circuit are shown in green.

achieve a sizeable energy splitting between the spin states. In addition, spin‑orbit coupling
can be used to achieve spin manipulation via an AC electric field [Nadj‑Perge et al. 2010].
What would happen if we had the properties of both superconductors and semiconduc‑
tors in the same electronic system? What new physics would emerge? What additional
control could we achieve? These are the questions posed by experiments on superconduc‑
tor‑semiconductor heterostructures. The basic idea with such heterostructures is that if
the contact between the two materials can be made good enough, the electrons can move
back and forth across the interface unimpeded (their wavefunctions are no longer localized
to one material or the other). In this way, the electrons can inherit characteristics of both
materials, and simultaneously possess all the properties discussed above.
The work presented in this thesis was all done on a particular mesoscopic heterostruc‑
ture: a superconductor‑proximitized semiconductor nanowire [Chang et al. 2015; Krogstrup
et al. 2015]. However, there is a critical detail: in the middle of the nanowire, there is a spa‑
tial gap in the proximitizing superconductor [Fig. 1.1]. The nanowire is thus a particular
example of a weak link: two superconductors separated linked by a non‑superconducting
(aka “normal”) region. In this thesis, we will refer to this nanowire weak link as a Joseph‑
son nanowire.
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1.2 What's so special about a weak link?
Weak links are the backdrop for what is perhaps the most famous phenomenon in meso‑
scopic superconductivity: the Josephson effect, in which a dissipation‑less current flows
across the weak link, even in the absence of a voltage bias [Josephson 1962]. Much less
well‑known than the Josephson effect, however, are the Andreev levels: single‑particle,
sub‑gap, electronic degrees of freedom that are localized to the weak link [Beenakker and
Van Houten 1991; Furusaki and Tsukada 1991]. Fundamentally, it is the Andreev levels
that transport the Josephson supercurrent, and it is the Andreev levels that are the focus of
this thesis.
In the context of superconducting qubits, Andreev levels are often forgotten. Why is
this? Typically, superconducting quantum circuits are based on superconductor‑insulator‑
superconductor weak links (also known as tunnel junctions). While these weak links pos‑
sess millions of Andreev levels, the energies of the Andreev levels are very close to (but al‑
ways below) the superconducting gap. As such, they are essentially frozen out, remaining
in their supercurrent‑carrying ground state. Yet fundamentally, they are fermionic degrees
of freedom populated by the electronic spin‑1/2 quasiparticle excitations of superconduc‑
tors.
The physics of the Andreev levels (and therefore emergent Josephson effects) is deter‑
mined by the geometric and material properties of the host weak link. In tunnel junctions,
the Andreev level energies remain close to the superconducting gap. But as we will see, the
Andreev levels of Josephson nanowires can have energies far below the gap edge. More‑
over, thanks to the properties of the semiconductor, this sub‑gap structure is strongly influ‑
enced by a rich interplay between superconductivity, electromagnetic field effects, device
geometry, and spin‑orbit coupling. In past experiments on Josephson nanowires, these
effects have been harnessed to demonstrate gate‑tunable weak links for superconducting
qubits [Larsen et al. 2015; De Lange et al. 2015], non‑abelian Andreev levels known as Majo‑
rana zero modes [Fu and Kane 2008; Lutchyn, Sau, and Das Sarma 2010; Oreg, Refael, and
Oppen 2010; Mourik et al. 2012; Deng et al. 2016], and, critically for this work, spin‑split
Andreev levels even in the absence of a Zeeman field [Tosi et al. 2019].
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Can we use the richness of Josephson nanowires to our advantage? Can we achieve
control over the Andreev levels in ways which were previously impossible? What new
Andreev physics can we observe? In this thesis, we explore these questions using the tech‑
niques of circuit quantum electrodynamics (cQED) [Blais et al. 2004; Wallraff et al. 2004].
Originally developed for manipulation and measurement of superconducting qubits, cQED
gives us spectroscopic resolution and time‑domain information that is inaccessible in more
conventional DC transport experiments. Moreover, cQED is less invasive than DC trans‑
port. While transport necessarily entails pushing electrons through the system under study,
in cQED the number of electrons in the circuit is often fixed, and only photons are ex‑
changed with the system.

1.3 Structure of this thesis
This thesis is arranged into two parts: a main body where we present the ideas and re‑
sults central to this thesis (chapters 2‑5), and a series of later chapters that give detailed
explanations and information concerning those same ideas and results.
In the main chapters, we will first give an overview of how Andreev levels arise in
weak links, with a focus on how the Andreev levels of Josephson nanowires differ from
those of conventional tunnel junctions. We will then discuss how Andreev levels can be
probed using cQED, and present as a case study our investigation of pair transitions in
Josephson nanowires. Finally, we will present the main result of thesis: the realization of
the Andreev spin qubit, which is formed from the two spin states of a quasiparticle trapped
in the Andreev levels of a Josephson nanowire.
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2
Andreev levels
In this Chapter, we discuss on a qualitative level how Andreev levels arise in weak links, and how
the Andreev levels of a Josephson nanowire differ from those of a tunnel junction. In addition, we
give an overview of how the many‑body states of Andreev levels can be expressed in terms of their
quasiparticle occupation. For a more detailed explanation of these concepts, we direct the reader to
Chapters 6 and 7. Note that throughout the main text (Chapters 2‑5), we will restrict ourselves to
the excitation picture of superconductivity. For a discussion of the pictures of superconductivity,
see Chapter 6.

2.1 How do Andreev levels arise?
The Andreev levels of a weak link can be thought of as the electronic bound states of a finite
square well, where the walls of the well are formed by the superconducting pair potential
of the two leads [Fig. 2.1]. Just as with the finite square well taught in an introductory
quantum course, the Andreev level energies can be found by demanding that the wave‑
functions match at the boundaries of the well. To orient ourselves, let’s first solve for the
energies of electrons trapped in the familiar finite square well, where the potential walls
have height V0 [Fig. 2.1(a)].
We could solve this problem in the normal way by matching first and second derivatives
at the well boundaries, but we can also come at things from the perspective of constructive
interference. First, let’s imagine an electron with energy E < V0 moving to the right. Upon
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Figure 2.1: Comparing the levels of a finite square well to those of a weak link | (a)

The electronic levels of a finite square well form due to constructive interference of the
phases acquired in propagation and reflection. (b) While the same is true of the levels of a
weak link, boundary conditions at the superconductor/normal interfaces result in Andreev
reflection, whereby electrons are reflected into holes of the same spin, and vice versa. The
total phase acquired in the depicted loop depends on the phase drop φ across the weak
link.
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encountering the right wall, it will be reflected with phase ϕr = − cos−1 (2E/V0 − 1), as can
be seen from the formula for the step potential reflection coefficient (see “step potential”
page of Wikipedia). It will then travel back to the left, reflect off the other wall, and pick
up another factor of ϕr . In addition, the electron will acquire a dynamical phase kL as it
travels between the walls. Constructive interference occurs when all the phases acquired
in a round trip sum to a multiple of 2π:

2πn = 2ϕr + 2kL

ϕr = − cos−1 (2E/V0 − 1)

(2.1)

This equation can then be solved (though only numerically) for the energies of the bound
states. Note that while in Fig. 2.1 we have only depicted spin up electrons, the constructive
interference condition for spin down electrons is identical. Electrons trapped in a finite
square well are thus spin‑degenerate, as expected for a time‑reversal‑invariant system.
Now let’s follow the same logic for the Andreev levels of a weak link [Fig. 2.1(b)].
Similar to above, suppose we have an electron moving to the right in the normal region of
the weak link with energy E < ∆. Upon encountering the right superconductor, it must be
reflected. However, there is a catch. Due to the superconducting pair potential, the single‑
particle wavefunctions in the superconductor are quite different than those of a normal
metal: they are superpositions of electrons and holes. Wavefunction matching at the boundary
therefore results in Andreev reflection: instead of the right‑moving electron reflecting into
a left‑moving electron, it is reflected into a left‑moving hole [Andreev 1964]. Perhaps the
oddest thing about Andreev reflection is that it does not seem to conserve charge: −e goes
in, and +e comes out. Where does this charge go? It turns out that it is injected into the
superconductor in the form of a Cooper pair. We will come back to this in a second.
Similar to normal reflection, in Andreev reflection the charge carriers acquire a phase
φ − cos−1 (E/∆), where φ is the phase of the superconducting pair potential. For concep‑
tual/notational simplicity, we define the Andreev reflection phase ϕA as the φ‑independent
part. In this discussion, we set the phase of the pair potential to be zero in the left lead and
φ in the right lead, so that φ is also the phase difference across the weak link [Fig. 2.1(b)].
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We thus have a constructive interference condition similar to above:

2πn = 2ϕA − φ

ϕA = − cos−1 (E/∆)

(2.2)

However, note that in this case we are neglecting the dynamical phase kL acquired by the
charge carriers as they move across the weak link. This is known as the short junction ap‑
proximation. Importantly, this approximation will not apply to all the results in this thesis;
we will generalize Eqn. 2.2 in Chapter 4. Proceeding with the case of a short junction for
now, we can solve the constructive interference condition to obtain an analytic expression
for the energies:

EA = ∆| cos φ/2|

(2.3)

Thus we see that the energy of the Andreev levels depends on the phase difference φ be‑
tween the two superconductors. The Andreev levels therefore carry a current IA =

dEA
dφ .

Actually, we know this must be true from Andreev reflection. Let’s focus on the loop de‑
picted in Fig. 2.1(b), now re‑depicted as the blue loop in Fig. 2.2(a). For every round trip
of the charge carrier, +/ − 2e is injected into the left/right superconductor (a Cooper pair is
lost/gained), and thus the loop carries positive current (charge moves left). For π < φ < 2π,
the blue loop is the loop for which a solution to the constructive interference condition ex‑
ists, as is consistent with the current carried IA =

2π dEA
Φ0 dφ

by EA = ∆| cos φ/2| over this

range of φ [Fig. 2.2(b)]. For 0 < φ < π, however, it is the red loop of Fig. 2.2(a) whose so‑
lution exists. In this loop, the electrons and holes move in opposite directions as compared
to the blue loop, again consistent with the energy‑phase relation.
We are not quite done with our derivation of short‑junction Andreev levels. In reality,
every weak link will have some degree of disorder, which is ignored by Eqn. 2.3. Due
to such disorder, electrons (holes) moving in the normal region can elastically scatter into
electrons (holes) moving in the opposite direction. Mathematically, this is described by the
transmission probability τ from one side of the normal region to the other, and is often
referred to as the transparency. This coherently couples the red and blue loops as depicted
by the black arrows in Fig. 2.2(a), and results in an avoided crossing between the two
9

Figure 2.2: The spin‑up Andreev level of a short junction | (a) Two loops of electrons

and holes are possible, one with electrons moving to the right, and the other with electrons
moving to the left. They are coupled by scattering within the normal region (black paths).
(b) The Andreev level energy EA without (red line for 0 < φ < π, blue for π < φ < 2π) and
with (purple line)
√ scattering in the normal region. Scattering induces an avoided crossing
of strength ∆ 1 − τ .
energies[Beenakker and Van Houten 1991]:
r
φ
EA = ∆ 1 − τ sin2
2

(2.4)

This equation is plotted in purple in Fig. 2.2(b), and is often called the short junction for‑
mula.
The final important feature of the Andreev levels is spin. Just as in the case of electrons
trapped in a finite square well, the Andreev levels are spin‑degenerate. ¹ For the rest of
this thesis, we will refer to each pair of spinful levels as an Andreev doublet. In the short
junction regime, we have found that a weak link hosts a single Andreev doublet.

¹However, this is not a consequence of Kramers theorem, as φ breaks time‑reversal symmetry. Thus, as we
will see in Chapter 4, this degeneracy can be lifted without applying a Zeeman field.
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Figure 2.3: The four many‑body configurations of an Andreev doublet | The even‑parity

states |g⟩ and |e⟩ have zero energy and energy 2EA respectively, while the odd‑parity states
both have energy EA .

2.2 Many-body configurations and microwave manipulation
This thesis explores manipulation and measurement of the quantum mechanical state of
Andreev levels using cQED, and at its heart, cQED is a microwave technology. To un‑
derstand how the Andreev levels can be manipulated with microwaves, we first need a
concrete description of the quantum mechanical state of the weak link.
In the last section, we found that a short weak link hosts a single Andreev doublet. Each
level of the doublet is fundamentally a fermionic mode, and as such can be described by
whether it is occupied by a fermion or not. But what do we call the fermions that occupy the
Andreev levels? Due to the superconducting pairing they are neither electrons nor holes,
but rather superpositions of the two. These new fermions are known as Bogoliubov quasi‑
particles. Just like the electrons and holes from which they are built, the quasiparticles are
spin‑1/2 fermions. Because each level of an Andreev doublet can either be occupied by a
quasiparticle or not, there are four possible many‑body states [Fig. 2.3]:
1.

The ground state |g⟩. Both Andreev levels are unoccupied.

2/3.

The spin states |↓⟩/|↑⟩. A spin down/up quasiparticle occupies the doublet.

4.

The excited state |e⟩. Both Andreev levels are occupied with quasiparticles.

How can these states be coupled with microwaves? Which states can we drive transitions
between? For the case of a single Andreev doublet, the answer is straightforward; the only
possible microwave transition is between |g⟩ and |e⟩. This reasons for this will be explained
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below, but we will also introduce some concepts that will be useful when we move beyond
the case of a single Andreev doublet in Chapter 4.²
To understand the possible microwave transitions between the Andreev levels, it is
helpful to split the many‑body configurations into two manifolds given by the parity of
the number of quasiparticles: the even‑parity states |g⟩, |e⟩, and the odd‑parity states | ↑⟩,
| ↓⟩. In an isolated system, it is impossible for microwaves to couple these two manifolds.
The reason for this is conservation of fermion parity. In an isolated fermionic system, we
would typically assume that the number of particles is conserved. In particular, we know
that microwaves don’t have nearly enough energy to produce/destroy electrons. However,
in the description of superconductivity that we are using here, the number of particles is not
conserved (note that this is just a mathematical artifact; in reality the number of electrons is
still fixed). Instead, within this description, it is only the parity of quasiparticles that must
be conserved (quasiparticles must be created/destroyed in pairs).
So long as we stay within a particular parity manifold, it is in principle possible to drive
transitions between states. For instance, there is a microwave transition of frequency 2EA /h
between |g⟩ and |e⟩ [Fig. 2.4]. We will refer to transitions such as this, which create/destroy
pairs of quasiparticles, as pair transitions. Transitions which maintain the number of
quasiparticles, on the other hand, are known as single‑particle transitions. For the case of
an individual spin‑degenerate Andreev doublet, there is a zero‑frequency single‑particle
transition between | ↑⟩ and | ↓⟩. While we can’t hope to drive this transition while it remains
at zero frequency, we will see in Chapter 4 that it is difficult to drive even if spin degen‑
eracy is broken. However, we will show that there are still ways to manipulate the spin
states by using higher‑energy Andreev doublets, though this requires going beyond the
short‑junction regime.
Sticking with the case of a single Andreev doublet for now, we are thus restricted to the
pair transition of Fig. 2.4. At the end of this chapter, we will see how the pair transition can
be used to coherently manipulate the even manifold, but first it’s important to understand
under what physical conditions a single pair transition will actually be addressable by a
²This is actually why we refer to |e⟩ as the excited state, as opposed to the spin states which are also technically
excited states. This notation/language was built around the Andreev pair qubit, as first demonstrated by the
Saclay group [Janvier et al. 2015].
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Figure 2.4: The pair transition |g⟩ ↔ |e⟩ of an Andreev doublet| (a) A Cooper pair is

broken by a photon with frequency fpair = 2EA /h, exciting two quasiparticles into the
doublet. (b) Frequency fpair of the pair transition as a function of φ. It is identical to EA up
to a factor 2/h.
microwave drive.

2.3 From tunnel junctions to Josephson nanowires
In this section, we highlight the characteristics of Josephson nanowires that make coherent manipu‑
lation of pair transitions possible. In the next chapter, we will show how additional characteristics
of Josephson nanowires enable manipulation of the spin states.
We have so far discussed Andreev physics on a fairly abstract level without consid‑
ering the physical details of the weak link. While there are many physical instantiations
of weak links, perhaps the most common is the tunnel junction. In a tunnel junction, the
normal region of the weak link is insulating such that charge carriers must quantum tun‑
nel from one side to the other. Tunnel junctions certainly host Andreev levels, and as was
mentioned in the introduction, it is the Andreev levels that give rise to the Josephson ef‑
fect that makes tunnel junctions useful in the first place. However, the Andreev levels of a
Josephson nanowire are quite distinct from that of a tunnel junction due to geometric and
material differences between the two kinds of weak links [Fig. 2.5].
One of the biggest differences between tunnel junctions and Andreev levels is the struc‑
ture of their conduction channels. Throughout our discussion of Andreev physics, we
have been pretending that a weak link is a one dimensional system. Of course, this is not
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Figure 2.5: Comparing the Andreev spectrum of a tunnel junction to a Josephson

nanowire | (a) Scanning electron micrographs of an aluminum/aluminum‑oxide tunnel
junction fabricated using a bridge‑free technique. (b) Micrograph of an indium arsenide
Josephson nanowire coated in epitaxial aluminum (blue), with a gap in the middle form‑
ing the weak link. The black structure is a gate, which we will ignore for the moment.
Note the scale bars; despite what one might expect given the name, a nanowire is actually
roughly the same physical size as a typical tunnel junction. Moreover, the charge carriers
in the semiconductor nanowire have a much slower Fermi velocity than in the aluminum
junction; this makes the nanowire “look” even bigger. (c) In a tunnel junction, there are
millions of low‑τ conduction channels, each hosting an Andreev doublet. Note that the
number of Andreev doublets has been decreased and τ has been increased for visual clar‑
ity. (d) A Josephson nanowire can host a single, high‑τ Andreev doublet. The spectrum is
thus much simpler, and near φ = π the level energy is in the range accessible with cQED
experiments.
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true; both the superconducting leads and the normal region must have some 3D structure.
Nonetheless, we can hold onto this 1D‑ness by introducing the concept of a conduction
channel.³ Imagine the leads of the junction as electronic waveguides; the conduction chan‑
nels are then the modes of those waveguides. Just as with waveguides in other contexts,
each conduction channel (mode) is given by a particular quantization of the fields in the
transverse direction. Unlike a typical waveguide, the disorder present in all junctions re‑
sults in coherent mixing between the transverse modes. Nonetheless, just as with a typical
waveguide, the resultant eigenstates (the conduction channels) can still be treated as sep‑
arate 1D systems, each with its own transparency τi . Our above discussion of Andreev
levels can then be applied to each conduction channel separately, such that each will host
a single Andreev doublet.
The Andreev spectrum of a weak link is strongly influenced both by the number of
conduction channels as well as their transparency. Suppose we have typical aluminum/
aluminum‑oxide tunnel junction that might be used in a transmon qubit. Such a junction
possesses millions of conduction channels, and thus hosts millions of Andreev doublets
[Fig. 2.5(a/c)]. However, because the charge carriers have to quantum tunnel across the
oxide, each conduction channel has an extremely low transparency, say τi = 10−6 . The
avoided crossing depicted in Fig. 2.2 is thus quite strong, and all of the Andreev level
energies are close to the gap edge. If we want to study individual Andreev levels, and in
particular, if we want to use the microwave techniques of cQED, there are two problems
with the Andreev levels hosted by tunnel junctions. The first is that for aluminum, ∆/h ≈
44 GHz, and thus all of the Andreev levels will have energies close to this value. This is
outside the frequency range of cQED experiments, which typically operate between 1 and
10 GHz. The second problem is that, even if the Andreev levels were at lower energies,
there would just be too many of them; they essentially form a continuum. We would have
no hope of probing individual levels.
Josephson nanowires can solve both of these problems for us [Fig. 2.5(b/d)]. Due to the
low carrier density of the semiconductor, the nanowire has only a few conduction chan‑
³This description of conduction channels is a bit rough. For a more in depth and precise discussion of conduc‑
tion channels, I recommend “Quantum Transport” by Nazarov and Blanter.
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nels. Moreover, due to the atomic‑level order of the nanowire and the epitaxial aluminum,
each channel can have a transparency that approaches one. The few Andreev levels of a
Josephson nanowire can thus be brought down to a regime that our microwave generators
can reach (< 20 GHz). We now outline how such microwave techniques can be used to
coherently manipulate Andreev levels in the short junction regime.

2.4 The Andreev pair qubit
The Andreev pair qubit was proposed in 2003 by Zazunov et al., and realized experimen‑
tally in 2015 by Janvier et al. in atomic point contacts made from break junctions. The idea
is to use the |g⟩ and |e⟩ states of a short weak link as a qubit, using a microwave drive on
the pair transition to achieve coherent manipulation. In this work, we realized an Andreev
pair qubit using the Andreev levels of a Josephson nanowire. A schematic of such a device
is shown in Fig. 2.6(a). Here we give an overview of how the device works, and leave
experimental results for Chapter 3.
As we saw in the last section, the ground state |g⟩ of the Andreev doublet has zero
energy by definition, while the doubly‑occupied state |e⟩ has energy 2EA . Ignoring an
overall offset, the Hamiltonian for the Andreev pair qubit is thus

HA = EA σz

(2.5)

Here we will focus on two aspects of how such a qubit works when it is realized using
a Josephson nanowire: how the qubit frequency can be tuned, and how we can use mi‑
crowaves to manipulate the qubit state.
First, let’s focus on tuning the qubit frequency. In section 2.2, we saw that the frequency
of the pair transition was given by

fpair

2∆
= 2EA /h =
h

r
φ
1 − τ sin2
2

(2.6)

In this experiment, we had two in‑situ control knobs over fpair . The first was a loop flux Φ as
shown in Fig. 2.6(a), which set the nanowire phase according to φ = 2πΦ/Φ0 . The second
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Figure 2.6: An Andreev pair qubit in a Josephson nanowire | (a) Scanning electron mi‑

crograph of a Josephson nanowire and schematic of DC bias circuitry. The pair qubit is
depicted in its excited state |e⟩, where two quasiparticles are trapped in the weak link.
A flux Φ threads the grey superconducting loop, which controls fpair as shown in (b). The
transparency τ is affected by the gate voltage Vc , thereby giving us control over the strength
of the avoided crossing. The pair transition is driven by an AC flux ϕeiωt , which couples
to the current operator of the weak link JA . The drive is depicted as dropping across the
loop inductance, but can equally be thought of as dropping across the weak link as the two
elements are wired in parallel.
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was a gate voltage Vc (c for “cutter”), which we used to tune the chemical potential in the
nanowire via the field effect. As adjusting the chemical potential affected τ and therefore
the strength of the avoided crossing,⁴ Vc provided further control over the Andreev pair
qubit frequency [Fig. 2.6(b)]. In general, both control knobs were necessary to bring the
pair transition down to a frequency accessible by our microwave generators. We needed
the flux bias to be roughly Φ ≈ Φ0 /2, and we needed the gate voltage to achieve a high
transparency such that the avoided crossing was not too large.
Even with the pair transition frequency in an accessible range, it is not a given that it
can be driven. In general, how does microwave radiation couple to Andreev levels? This
question is a topic of ongoing research, but here we present the basic ideas [Zazunov et
al. 2003; Bretheau 2013; Janvier et al. 2015]. Suppose we apply a microwave drive to the
Josephson nanowire. This will produce on oscillating flux across the nanowire ϕeiωt [Fig.
2.6(a)]. If we suppose that ϕ is small, we can take it into account by Taylor expanding the
Hamiltonian about the DC flux bias Φ:

H = HA + ϕeiωt

∂HA
+ ...
∂Φ

(2.7)

The first term is just our original Hamiltonian HA , but in the second term we see that our
microwave drive couples to a new operator

∂HA
∂Φ .

In turns out that this is the current oper‑

ator of the weak link:

JA =

∂HA
2π ∂HA
=
∂Φ
Φ0 ∂φ

Similarly to the conventional equation for the current I =

(2.8)
2π dE
Φ0 dφ ,

the current operator is the

derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to flux. However, we need to be careful when
computing JA . We know that the qubit energy EA depends on φ, so that will give us some
contribution to the current operator. But it turns out the Andreev level wavefunctions also
depend on φ. And because σz in Eqn. 2.5 is written in the basis of the Andreev levels, it
inherits their φ‑dependence. The math associated with computing

∂σz
∂φ

is a bit hairy, so here

⁴For the measured gate‑voltage dependence of the Andreev spectrum, see Chapter 11.
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we just present the final result and leave the derivation for Chapter 11:

JA = IA [σz (φ) +

√

1 − τ tan

While the diagonal elements are still given by IA =

φ
σx (φ)]
2

(2.9)

2π dEA
Φ0 dφ , we find that the derivative of σz

has

created off‑diagonal elements. This is extremely important. It is the off‑diagonal elements of
the current operator that allow us to drive transitions between Andreev levels, as we must
have an operator with a non‑zero matrix element between |g⟩ and |e⟩.
This concludes our overview of Andreev levels in short Josephson nanowires, and how
they can be manipulated using microwave drives. In the next chapter, we will see how the
many‑body state of the weak link can be detected using cQED.
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3
Probing Andreev levels
with cQED
In this chapter, we first present the basic ideas of circuit quantum electrodynamics. We then describe
the operating principles of the device used in this work, before demonstrating how we used it to
investigate pair transitions in Josephson nanowires.

3.1 What is cQED?
Just based on the name, circuit quantum electrodynamics (cQED) sounds a bit intimidat‑
ing. But despite what the name implies, you really don’t need a strong grasp of quantum
electrodynamics in order to understand cQED. The main idea behind cQED is much more
straightforward, and can be understood by anyone who has taken an introductory course
in quantum mechanics: interesting and useful things can happen when you couple a quan‑
tum harmonic oscillator to another quantum system. In cQED, the oscillators in question
are superconducting microwave resonators, which form a part of a larger microwave cir‑
cuit (hence the “circuit” part of the name).¹ The superconducting nature of these resonators
makes them extremely low loss, which minimizes decoherence and makes the joint quan‑
tum dynamics of the resonator/quantum system much easier to observe. Moreover, be‑

¹Historically, the QED part of the name was inherited from cavity QED, which investigates interactions be‑
tween matter and light on the single quantum level.
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cause the resonators are at microwave frequencies, technology developed in the telecom‑
munications industry (generators, passive microwave components, etc.) can be directly
applied.
Originally, cQED was developed for readout and control of superconducting
qubits [Blais et al. 2004; Wallraff et al. 2004]. The idea is this: suppose you have a quantum
system in which you have stored information. How do you detect what state the system is
in? Experimentally, this can be quite challenging. However, one thing we certainly know
how to do in the real world is measure the frequency of a resonator. How can we use this to
our advantage? Suppose we couple our system of interest to a resonator. It turns out that if
you arrange things just so, the frequency of the resonator will depend on the quantum state of the
system. Thus, we can determine the system state by measuring the resonator’s frequency.
Let’s see how this works for a two‑level system (a qubit). Imagine we couple the sys‑
tem of interest to a resonator via an operator that can exchange excitations between the
system and the resonator. The full Hamiltonian for the resonator, qubit and the excitation‑
exchanging coupling is

HJC = hω
ˉ r a† a +

hω
ˉ q
σz + hg
ˉ c (a† σ− + aσ+ )
2

(3.1)

In the literature, this is known as the Jaynes‑Cummings Hamiltonian. In cQED, experi‑
ments are typically designed such that the frequency difference between the resonator and
the qubit is much bigger than the coupling between them gc ≪ |ωr − ωq |. This is known as
the dispersive regime. In this regime, we can use standard time‑independent perturbation
theory to describe the effect on the energies. In particular, we find that to second‑order in
g/|ωr − ωq | the correction to the joint qubit‑resonator energies En,σ is (the first‑order cor‑
rection is zero):

En,−1 =

|⟨n − 1, +1|ˉ
hgc aσ+ |n, −1⟩|2
hg
ˉ c2 n
=−
hω
ˉ r (n − (n − 1)) − hω
ˉ q
(ωq − ωr )

En,+1 =

ˉ 2 (n + 1)
|⟨n + 1, −1|ˉhgc a† σ− |n, +1⟩|2 hg
= c
hω
ˉ r (n − (n + 1)) + hω
ˉ q
(ωq − ωr )
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(3.2)

Taking the difference and ignoring the n‑independent part in the first step, we have:

En,+1 − En,−1 →
=

hg
ˉ c2 n
hg
ˉ c2 n
+
(ωq − ωr ) (ωq − ωr )

(3.3)

2ˉ
hgc2 n
(ωq − ωr )

Replacing n with a† a, the Hamiltonian can be expressed as

Hdispersive = h(ω
ˉ r + χσz )a† a +

hω
ˉ q
σz
2

χ=

gc2
ωq − ωr

(3.4)

where χ is known as the dispersive shift.² This is probably the most important equation in
cQED. It tells us that, in the dispersive regime, the Jaynes‑Cummings coupling leads to a
qubit‑state‑dependent shift of the resonator frequency by ±χ. Therefore, if we measure the
frequency of the resonator, we can detect the quantum state of the qubit. In general, we
want χ to be large such that the state‑dependent frequency shift is easier to detect. This
can be achieved by cranking up gc , though we have to be careful that we don’t leave the
perturbative regime. We can usually stay safely perturbative by increasing |ωr − ωq |, which
only enters once in χ as compared to the power of 2 on gc .
But how do we actually engineer the coupling between the resonator and the system
of interest? While in theory we can imagine making gc arbitrarily large, this is much more
difficult in practice, and depends a lot on the nature of the system that we want to cou‑
ple to the resonator. If the system is a transmon qubit [Koch et al. 2007], for instance, we
typically use an electric dipole‑dipole coupling between the qubit and the resonator. This
is straightforward because the transmon (and therefore its dipole moment) is reasonably
large (∼ 100 µm). However, if our system of interest is a single electron spin, achieving
a large coupling is much more difficult since the direct interaction between the spin and
the resonator magnetic field is fairly small. Moreover, sometimes the system of interest
doesn’t couple directly to electromagnetic fields at all, such as phonons in a substrate. In

²In this thesis, we will stick to the convention that χ is shift of the resonator frequency given a particular system
state. Some authors use χ → χ/2.
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such situations, we must invent new mechanisms of coupling.³
Things become even more complicated if our system of interest is not a qubit. Luckily,
we can generalize the arguments presented above for the Jaynes‑Cummings Hamiltonian.
In general, any finite‑sized quantum system can be treated in the above way (though it does
need to be highly coherent). At the end of the day, if we want to distinguish between two
quantum states, we need their dispersive shifts to be significantly different. The general‑
ized equation for the dispersive shift χi of state |i⟩ can be written as⁴

χi =

2
X 2ωij gij
j

2 − ω2
ωij
r

(3.5)

We see that there are two options if the dispersive shifts are to be different: either we need
the coupling strengths gij to be substantially different, or we need the spectrum to be suf‑
ficiently non‑degenerate. This will be important when we consider spin in Chapter 4.
Supposing we can engineer significant dispersive shifts of the resonator frequency, we
can then detect the system state by measuring the resonator frequency. In this work, the
resonator frequency was probed using microwave reflectometry: by capacitively coupling
the resonator to a transmission line, the reflection coefficient Γ of a probe tone incident on
the resonator was measured. Critically, Γ depends on the frequency of the resonator, and
therefore on the quantum state of the system of interest. This is discussed quantitaviely in
Chapter 10. In the following we will, often break the reflection coefficient into its real and
imaginary parts Γ = I + iQ.
Before moving on, a final comment on cQED. In this section, we have motivated why
coupling a coherent quantum system with a discrete number of levels is a useful thing to do
from the point of view of measuring the system. However, cQED has come to mean much
more than this. At Yale, for instance, instead of storing quantum information in qubits and
measuring them with resonators, the situation has been reversed. Quantum information is
instead stored in resonators and manipulated/detected using coupled qubits.

³For phonons, piezoelectric couplings have been used successfully [Chu et al. 2017].
⁴Note that when we apply this equation to the two‑level case, we must assume ωr ≃ ωq to get back to Eqn. 3.4.
This is known as the rotating wave approximation, and amounts to ignoring terms like σ+ a† in the coupling
Hamiltonian [Manucharyan 2012].
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Figure 3.1: Coupling a Josephson nanowire to a superconducting microwave resonator |

The Josephson nanowire (scanning electron micrograph) is wired up in parallel with a por‑
tion of the resonator’s inductance (gray), over which a portion of the resonator’s flux drops
Φr . The quantum‑mechanical current JA created by the Andreev levels flows through the
nanowire and around the gray loop, passing through the shared inductance. This results
in a coupling term in the Hamiltonian between the resonator (red) and Andreev levels of
the form Hc = Φr JA .

3.2 Coupling to the Andreev levels
Here we outline the basic ideas behind an inductive coupling between Andreev levels and a mi‑
crowave resonator. While this can give us a flavor for how the coupling works, a full theoretically
rigorous treatment of the coupling is a topic of ongoing research. For a more in‑depth discussion,
see Chapter 11.
As we touched on in the last section, the coupling between a resonator and a quantum
system of interest must be engineered depending on the nature of the system. This thesis
focuses on using cQED to probe Andreev levels. How do we couple the Andreev levels to
a microwave resonator? One of the most miraculous things about Andreev levels is that,
despite the fact that their wavefunction is completely localized to the weak link, they can
carry a current that extends over much larger distance scales. As we saw in Chapter 2,
we can drive transitions by coupling a microwave drive to the current operator JA . We
can couple the Andreev levels to a resonator using a similar trick [Fig. 3.1]. By wiring the
Josephson nanowire up in parallel with a portion of the resonator’s inductance, a fraction
of the resonator’s flux drop will couple to JA , just as we saw with the flux of the microwave
drive. The difference here is that the resonator’s flux is now a quantum‑mechanical oper‑
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ator Φr (a + a† ). The coupling term is thus [Bretheau 2013; Janvier et al. 2015]

Hc = Φr (a + a† )JA → gc (φ)(a† σ− + aσ+ );

√
gc (φ) = Φr 1 − τ IA (φ) tan(φ/2)

(3.6)

where we have dropped the diagonal part of the current operator and performed a rotating
wave approximation. We thus find the the inductive coupling can be expressed as the
Jaynes‑Cummings Hamiltonian with a φ‑dependent gc . We discuss this point in more detail
in Chapter 11, but we do note here that gc is maximum at φ = π for the Andreev pair qubit.
This is very convenient: at half flux, χ =

gc2
2πfpair −ωr

is maximized both because the numerator

becomes big and because the denominator becomes small.

3.3 The device
At this point, I’d like to give a special thanks to my wonderful overseas collaborators, without whom
none of this work would have been possible. The devices had quite a journey before they found their
way to our lab at Yale. The nanowires themselves were grown in Copenhagen by Jesper Nygård and
Peter Krogstrup before being shipped to the group of Attila Geresdi at TU Delft. Two of Attila’s
students, David van Woerkom and Daniël Bouman, then fabricated the devices. David fabricated
the early iterations, and Daniël the later. Again, many thanks to all of these scientists.
Thus far in this thesis, we have covered the basics of the two sub‑fields that these ex‑
periments merge: the physics of Andreev levels hosted by weak links, and circuit quantum
electrodynamics. We now discuss how probing Andreev levels with cQED works on the
experimental level. Here we highlight the salient features of the device and its design [Fig.
3.2], leaving a full discussion of the experimental setup for Chapter 10. Throughout these
experiments, the device design evolved somewhat (again, see Chapter 10), but the basic
layout remained essentially unchanged. The micrographs in Fig. 3.2 are of the device de‑
sign at the time of this writing.
On the practical level, perhaps the ingredient that most distinguishes these experiments
from more typical cQED is the need for DC voltages. This made things a bit tricky: we
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Figure 3.2: The device | (a) An indium arsenide nanowire coated in epitaxial aluminum

(blue), with a gap in the aluminum forming the weak link. The cutter gate (pink) was bi‑
ased to Vc , while the plunger gates (orange) were biased to Vp . The Josephson nanowire was
connected to the rest of the circuit using niobium titanium nitride contacts (green). (b/c)
Zooming out, we see that the nanowire is embedded in a superconducting loop (green).
This loop was used to bias the Josephson nanowire with a flux Φ. In addition, one arm
of the loop served as the shared inductance between the nanowire and the resonator (ma‑
roon). (d) Full device. The differential λ/4 mode of the coplanar strip resonator (maroon)
is inductively coupled to the nanowire at its current anti‑node (lower end). At its voltage
anti‑node (upper end), it is capacitively coupled to microstrip lines that lead to the depicted
external microwave circuitry. The purple trace that runs between the microwave lines con‑
nects to a finger capacitor, serving as a reference for the gates voltages. (f) Both the readout
tone (maroon, frequency fr ) and the drive tone (purple, frequency fd ) were routed to the
resonator via a 1800 hybrid. The reflected readout tone was amplified by an SPA [Frattini
et al. 2018] followed by a HEMT, before being processed at room temperature.
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had to engineer the device such that we could couple in DC voltages, while at the same
time ensuring that microwave photons from the resonator would not get lost down the DC
lines. In principle there are filters one could design for this purpose, but we took a different
approach. Looking at the full device in Fig. 3.2(d), one can see that it is almost perfectly
mirror symmetric. This is very intentional. Because the resonator is a differential mode
with a voltage node at the location of the Josephson nanowire, this symmetry ensures that
the microwave voltage is zero everywhere along the line bisecting the device. Placing the
gates along this zero‑voltage line thus mitigated microwave loss.
Aside from mitigating resonator loss, there was another important design considera‑
tion for the purposes of DC gating. In order for the field effect to work, we need a strong
electric field between the gate and the nanowire. In other words, we need the nanowire to
be at DC ground such that the gate voltage drops between the gate and the nanowire. How‑
ever, the nanowire is galvanically connected to the resonator. We thus needed to ground
the nanowire/resonator island without perturbing the resonator mode. Again, we took
advantage of the symmetry of the device. In Fig. 3.2(d), a purple trace can be seen run‑
ning between the two strips of the resonator. This connects to a large capacitor, effectively
grounding the island (this capacitance is much larger than the gate/nanowire capacitance).
Like the gates, because this strip runs along the zero‑voltage line, it does not perturb the
resonator mode.
Finally, the differential resonator mode was read out in reflection using a 1800 hybrid
[Fig. 3.2(f)]. The signal was amplified by the wonderful SNAIL parametric amplifier de‑
signed by Nick Frattini and Vlad Sivak [Frattini et al. 2018], as well as a HEMT. In the most
recent version of the device, we also supplied the drive tone via the 1800 hybrid.⁵

3.4 Investigating pair transitions
The results presented in this section summarize our paper entitled ”Direct Microwave Measurement
of Andreev‑Bound‑State Dynamics in a Semiconductor‑Nanowire Josephson Junction” by Hays et
al., published in PRL in 2018. For more detailed information, see Chapters 13 and 10.
⁵In earlier experiments we used a separate drive port. See Chapter 10 for details.
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Figure 3.3: Control of the Andreev pair qubit frequency | (a) Inset: Continuous‑wave
two‑tone spectroscopy reveals the qubit transition (θ is the average phase of the reflected
readout tone). The transition frequency fpair is extracted from a best fit to a Lorentzian
line shape. Main figure: dependence of fpair on Φ. Solid line is a fit to the short‑junction
formula for fpair [Eqn. 2.6]. (b) Rabi oscillations of the Andreev pair qubit. The qubit
oscillates between |g⟩ and |e⟩ as the amplitude A of a pulse resonant with fpair is varied.
The y‑axis is normalized by the standard deviation σ of the |g⟩ distribution, see Fig. 3.4.

The first step in our investigation of the Andreev pair qubit was locating the pair tran‑
sition. After some tuning of the Josephson nanowire using the gate voltage Vc (see Chapter
11 for details on this), we located the pair transition near half flux Φ = Φ0 /2 using two‑tone
spectroscopy [Fig. 3.3(a), inset]. As expected, we found that the pair transition frequency
increased symmetrically away from half flux [Fig. 3.3(a)]. This spectroscopy data was some
of the first we obtained, and had to be taken very quickly due to electrostatic instabilities in
the system (an issue that was later solved, see Chapter 10). This is the reason the data was
taken over such a small flux range. Later in this thesis, we will see more detailed examples
of two‑tone spectrocopy measurements of Andreev levels in Josephson nanowires.⁶
Having found the pair transition, we proceeded to coherent manipulation of the An‑
dreev pair qubit. Fig. 3.3(b) shows Rabi oscillations of the qubit as a function of the drive
amplitude A. Measurements of the energy lifetime T1 and coherence lifetime T2 of the
qubit can be found in Chapter 13. This data represents the first coherent manipulation of
Andreev levels in Josephson nanowires.
For the entirety of this chapter thus far, we have only discussed the even manifold of
⁶In particular, we direct the reader to Chapter 11 for many examples of rich Andreev spectra.
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Figure 3.4: Quantum jumps between the many‑body configurations of a single Andreev

doublet | (a) Histogram of the I and Q quadratures of the resonator readout tone (fpair =
8.5 GHz). Each count corresponds to an integration period of 480 ns and the total number of
counts is 9.6×105 . The (I, Q)‑pairs cluster into three Gaussian distributions corresponding
to the many‑body configurations of the Andreev levels [see Fig. 2.3]. Data are rescaled by
the standard deviation σ of the |g⟩ distribution. (b) Time evolution of Q/σ for a sample of
the data in (a). The state assignments shown by the blue, purple, and red bars result from
a maximum‑likelihood estimation to a hidden Markov model (see Chapter 13). This also
yields the parity lifetime of the doublet Tp = 160 µs. We note that the data was taken with
only a ∼ 500 MHz detuning between fpair and fr , such that fpair was being off‑resonantly
driven by the readout tone. It has also been observed that the readout tone can affect the
parity dynamics [Janvier 2016].
an Andreev doublet (|g⟩ and |e⟩). What about the spin states | ↑⟩ and | ↓⟩? When we left
the spin states in section 2.2, we had pointed out that in the short junction regime, there
was no available microwave transition for either spin state, and thus there was no hope
of manipulating them. However, it turns out that we can still detect them even in the
short junction regime. While the Andreev doublet is in the even manifold, we know the
resonator frequency is shifted by +/ − χ depending on whether the Andreev doublet is in
|e⟩/|g⟩. However, if a quasiparticle falls into the Josephson nanowire, the only transition
for it to undergo is back out of the nanowire up onto the gap edge (∼ 40 GHz). This is so
far detuned from the resonator transition that χ is essentially zero. We thus expect three
different values for the resonator frequency: in the even manifold, the resonator frequency
is ωr ∓ χ, but in the odd manifold, it is ωr . This means that we can directly probe the real‑
time dynamics of an Andreev doublet between |g⟩, |e⟩ and the odd manifold, as shown in
the quantum jumps experiment displayed in Fig. 3.4.
We see that while the system moves quickly⁷ between |g⟩ and |e⟩, it can remain in the
⁷Note that due to the relatively weak coupling gc /2π = 23 MHz in this original experiment, we had to operate
the system with fpair quite close to the resonator at a detuning of only ∼ 500 MHz. The readout tone was thus
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odd manifold on much longer timescales[Janvier et al. 2015; Zgirski et al. 2011]. We refer
to this timescale as the parity lifetime. Sometimes known as the poisoning time, here we
define the parity lifetime as:

Tp = (γeven,odd + γodd,even )−1

(3.7)

The parity lifetime is thus a T1 ‑like quantity; it is one of the timescales that limit Andreev
qubits. Moreover, the parity lifetime will limit the operation of future topological qubits.
The idea with these potential qubits is to encode quantum information in the parity of
Majorana modes. While protected from local noise, these qubits will be just as susceptible
to parity switches as our Andreev qubit is.
In this initial experiment, we were able to study the even manifold of a single Andreev
doublet in detail, and we were able to obtain some information on the odd manifold. How‑
ever, there were many questions left unanswered. What are the internal dynamics of the
odd manifold? How long does an individual spin state live? To answer these questions,
we took advantage of additional properties of Josephson nanowires that split the energy
and associated resonator response of the spin states. This is what we explore in the next
chapter.
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4
Unlocking the spin of a
quasiparticle
In this chapter, we first discuss how the geometric and material properties of Josephson nanowires
can result in spin‑split Andreev levels even in the abscence of a Zeeman field. We then present the
central experimental results of this thesis: the realization of an Andreev spin qubit, which is formed
from the spin of a single quasiparticle trapped in the Andreev levels of a Josephson nanowire. We
first summarize how we detect the spin of the quasiparticle [Hays et al., Nat. Phys. (2020)], and
then how we manipulate the spin [Hays et al., Science (2021)]. All of these results were obtained on
one device, which we fondly call 6YD1111.
In the last chapter, we explored how cQED can be used to detect the quantum state
of a single Andreev doublet. But there was a big limitation: when the doublet was in the
odd manifold, we were unable to detect whether the state was | ↑⟩ or | ↓⟩. What if we could
detect this spin? What if we could manipulate it? This is the idea behind the Andreev spin
qubit as proposed by Chtchelkatchev et al. in 2003: when a quasiparticle becomes trapped in
the weak link, its two spin states | ↑⟩,| ↓⟩ can be used for quantum information processing.
Why would one want to manipulate an electronic spin in this context? After all, elec‑
tronic spin manipulation is well‑established in semiconductor quantum dots [Hanson et
al. 2007]. First off, as we will see, there is a lot of interesting physics associated with
superconductor‑semiconductors heterostructures that can be probed in this context. But
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the Andreev spin qubit also has one big technological advantage over conventional spin
qubits: the coupling of the qubit to a superconducting resonator can be made much larger.
In quantum information processing with semiconductor quantum dots, there is
an active effort to integrate cQED techniques with spin qubits [Petersson et al. 2012;
Samkharadze et al. 2018; Mi et al. 2018; Harvey et al. 2018; Landig et al. 2018; Cubaynes
et al. 2019; Borjans et al. 2020; Zheng et al. 2019; West et al. 2019; Urdampilleta et al. 2019].
This is partially for qubit readout, but mainly for qubit‑qubit coupling. Because the dipole
moments of spin qubits are so small, it has been extremely difficult to achieve long‑range
qubit‑qubit coupling. The idea is thus to couple multiple qubits to the same resonator,
thereby engineering qubit‑qubit interactions [Majer et al. 2007].
The challenge is then pushed to achieving strong interaction between a spin qubit and
a superconducting resonator. However, this is also complicated by the inherently weak
interaction between the electron magnetic dipole moment and magnetic fields. In semicon‑
ductor quantum dots, this problem has been solved by hybridizing the spin with a charge
degree of freedom, either via spin‑orbit coupling [Petersson et al. 2012] or with a strong
magnetic field gradient [Harvey et al. 2018; Landig et al. 2018]. This hybridized state can
then couple to the resonator electric field. However, such capacitive coupling schemes will
always be limited by the size of the dot.
In the case of a quasiparticle trapped in the Andreev levels of a Josephson nanowire,
we have another option. The key difference between Andreev levels and the levels of an
electrostatically‑defined quantum dot is that the Andreev levels carry supercurrent. Thus,
as we saw in the last chapter, we can harness the current operator JA of the weak link to
achieve coupling between the resonator mode and the Andreev pair qubit. In this chapter,
we will see how the special properties of Josephson nanowires allow us to extend this cou‑
pling to the Andreev spin qubit. Critically, the size of this coupling is not dictated by the
length of the junction, but by the value of the shared inductance with the resonator. This
should be contrasted with the dot‑size‑limited capactive coupling discussed above.¹
But how can we achieve spin detection and manipulation? The first step is to break the
¹In principle, the Andreev level/resonator coupling could also be capacitive. Instead of coupling to the current
∂H
∂H
operator JA = ∂ΦA , one would couple to the charge operator QA = ∂VA . But then one would be back to
being limited by the size of the weak link.
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spin degeneracy of a quasiparticle trapped in the weak link. As we now outline, this can
be done by taking advantage of spin‑orbit effects in the indium arsenide nanowire. For a
detailed explanation, see Chapter 8.

4.1 Breaking spin degeneracy:
fille long weak links and spin-orbit coupling
While the Andreev spectrum of a single‑channel, short, Josephson nanowire [Fig. 2.5(d)]
is maximally simple and within the frequency range accessible to cQED, it is limited. Be‑
cause the spin states | ↑⟩, | ↓⟩ are degenerate, we have no hope of manipulating them with
microwaves. Yet once again, the magic of Josephson nanowires saves the day. In partic‑
ular, we will see that spin‑orbit coupling in the semiconductor can be used to break the
spin degeneracy. However, in order for spin‑orbit coupling to have an effect, we must go
beyond short junction physics: the charge carriers must spend enough time traversing the
normal region that spin‑orbit coupling can act.
First, let’s ignore spin‑orbit coupling and understand how increasing the length L of the
normal region will affect the Andreev spectrum [Nazarov and Blanter 2009, pg. 150]. We
start with the constructive interference condition Eqn. 2.2, but now include the propagation
phase as we did with the original finite square well Eqn. 2.1:

ϕA = − cos−1 (E/∆)

2πn = 2ϕA ± φ + 2kL

(4.1)

Note that we also now include both signs of the phase ±φ, where + applies to loops carry‑
ing positive current and − to loops carrying negative current. To gain some intuition, we
will perform two approximations: we will linearize the kinetic energy E = hv
ˉ F k, and then
we will assume E ≪ ∆ so that we can expand ϕA ≈ E/∆ − π/2. We can then solve the
constructive interference condition for the energy:
En,± = ±

∆ˉ
hvF /L
(φ + π(2n + 1))
2(∆ + hv
ˉ F /L)

(4.2)

What we find is that the states of a long weak link disperse linearly with phase, and that
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Figure 4.1: Dependence of the Andreev levels on the length of the weak link L | (a)

The four possible current‑carrying loops of ballistic Andreev levels. For the moment, the
spin‑up loops (solid lines) are degenerate with the spin‑down loops (dashed lines). (b‑g)
Because the experiments presented in this chapter were all performed with φ ∼ 0, we now
plot φ ∈ {−π, π} as opposed to φ ∈ {0, 2π}. The spectra shown in panels (b) through (g)
correspond to effective junction lengths L/ξ0 of 0.0, 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.0, and 4.0. As with any
confined quantum system, the level spacing decreases as the size of the system grows.
their slope is a competition between two energy scales: the superconducting gap ∆ and the
dwell energy hv
ˉ F /L. Alternatively, we can express this as a competition between L and the
ξ0 /L
coherence length ξ0 = hv
ˉ F /∆, such that the slope is ∆ 1+ξ
. Fig. 4.1 shows this Andreev
0 /L

spectrum as the length of the weak link is increased. As with any confined quantum sys‑
tem, the level spacing goes down as the system gets bigger. We see that while in the short
junction regime we are restricted to one Andreev doublet per conduction channel, as we
increase L the number of doublets steadily grows.
Although we now have more than one doublet per channel, the Andreev spectrum
is still spin‑degenerate. The other necessary ingredient to break the spin degeneracy is
spin‑orbit coupling, which is naturally found in indium arsenide nanowires.² While we
leave a detailed discussion of the nanowire spin‑orbit coupling for Chapter 8, here we will
highlight the central result. As the name suggests, spin‑orbit coupling is an interaction
between a spin and motional degrees of freedom. In a Josephson nanowire, the critical effect of
spin‑orbit coupling is that the Fermi velocity depends both on the spin of the Andreev level and on the
sign of the momentum [Governale and Zülicke 2002]. Specifically, two of the loops depicted
in 4.2 have a slower velocity (↑, +k and ↓, −k) and two will have a faster velocity (↓, +k and
²Of course, spin‑degeneracy could be broken in other ways, such as by applying a magnetic field.
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Figure 4.2: Adding spin‑orbit coupling | (a) Due to spin‑orbit coupling, the Andreev
levels posses slower/faster Fermi velocities. (b) This makes the effective weak link
length correspondingly longer/shorter, and the slope of the Andreev energies with phase
smaller/larger. (c) Disorder results in avoided crossings (black arrows) between Andreev
levels of the same spin, but crossings at φ = 0, π are protected by time‑reversal symmetry.

↑, −k). What this means for the Andreev spectrum is that, for the faster loops, the effective
weak link length is shorter, and thus they disperse faster with φ [Fig. 4.2(b)]. For the slower
loops, the effective weak link length is longer, and thus they disperse slower with φ. In
this way, spin degeneracy is broken in a long Josephson nanowire. There have been many
theoretical works investigating such a spin‑orbit‑split Andreev spectrum [Chtchelkatchev
and Nazarov 2003; Béri, Bardarson, and Beenakker 2008; Padurariu and Nazarov 2010;
Reynoso et al. 2012; Yokoyama, Eto, and Nazarov 2014; Cayao et al. 2015; Murani et al.
2017; Heck, Väyrynen, and Glazman 2017], but experimentally has been observed only
recently [Tosi et al. 2019].
It is interesting to note that the spin degeneracy that was present without the spin‑
orbit interaction [Fig. 4.1] was not a Kramers degeneracy. Spin‑orbit coupling does not
break time‑reversal symmetry; here the two faster velocity loops (↓, +k and ↑, −k) are a
Kramers pair, as are the slower velocity loops (↓, +k and ↑, −k). Instead, time‑reversal
symmetry is broken by the superconducting phase φ, which was present even in the case of
a spin‑degenerate Andreev doublet in a short weak link. Indeed, we see that each Andreev
level maps to its Kramers partner with φ → −φ; in Fig 4.2(b) ↓, +k and ↑, −k are mirror‑
symmetric about φ = 0, as are ↓, +k and ↑, −k.
As in the short junction regime, we must include disorder if we want a realistic model
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of the Andreev spectrum. Unless the disorder is due in part to something that breaks time‑
reversal symmetry (such as magnetic impurities), it can only induce scattering between
states of like spin. As such, only Andreev levels of the same spin undergo avoided crossings
[Fig. 4.2(c)]; the other crossings at φ = 0, π are protected by time‑reversal symmetry.³ We
will now explore how we can use this spin‑split spectrum to detect and manipulate the
spin of a single quasiparticle trapped in the weak link.

4.2 The Andreev spin qubit
4.2.1 Playing with the spin of a single quasiparticle
First off, why can we restrict ourselves to a single quasiparticle? In the short‑junction
regime where we had only a single Andreev doublet, there were only four possible many‑
body states. However, because a long Josephson nanowire can host more than one doublet
per conduction channel, at first glance it looks like we will have to account for a much larger
number of many‑body states. As with any fermionic system, the Hilbert space of the An‑
dreev levels will grows like 2n , where n is the number of levels; already with two doublets
we have 24 = 16 many‑body states. Thankfully, we are saved by the tendency of the sys‑
tem to relax to the lowest‑energy state. Experimentally, we find that when the system is in
any excited state of the even manifold, it decays to the ground state |g⟩ on µs timescales.
Similarly, when the system is in the odd manifold, it quickly decays to the two spin states
of the lowest‑energy doublet | ↑⟩ and | ↓⟩ on µs timescales (measurements of all these de‑
cay processes can be found in Chapter 13). So if we’re not applying any drives to disturb
the system, it will predominantly be in either |g⟩, | ↑⟩, or | ↓⟩. Thus, when a quasiparticle is
trapped in the junction, we can imagine manipulating its spin state.
Do we even need to consider the higher energy states? After all, the Andreev spin qubit
is built from the two spin states of the lowest‑energy doublet. However, it turns out that the
lowest‑energy doublet is not enough; we need the higher‑energy levels both for spin state
detection and spin manipulation. The problem is that even though spin degeneracy is bro‑
³Unlike in the short‑junction regime, the effect of such disorder can no longer be captured purely by the channel
transparency τ . For a discussion of modeling disorder in long weak links, see Chapter 8.
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ken and thus the transition | ↑⟩ ↔ | ↓⟩ is no longer at zero frequency, it is difficult to couple
to this direct spin‑flip transition via the current operator JA . For a transverse‑symmetric
wire, we have ⟨↓|JA | ↑⟩ = 0 for all φ [Park and Yeyati 2017]. Even if transverse symmetry
is broken, ⟨↓|JA | ↑⟩ is still suppressed, perhaps due to an approximate time‑reversal sym‑
metry [Hays et al. 2021]. Because both the resonator and the drive couple to the Andreev
levels via JA , this restriction applies both to spin manipulation and spin detection. We note
that in Metzger et al. 2021, | ↑⟩ ↔ | ↓⟩ was driven by breaking transverse symmetry with
a microwave drive applied to the gate, though the above considerations still apply to the
Andreev level/resonator coupling.
We are saved by transitions from the spin states | ↑⟩/| ↓⟩ to higher‑energy Andreev levels.
As we will see, these transitions induce spin‑dependent dispersive shifts that allow us to
detect the spin states. Moreover, by using | ↑⟩ and | ↓⟩ in conjunction with a higher‑energy
Andreev level as a Λ‑system, we can achieve coherent manipulation of the quasiparticle
spin. It is enough to consider just one higher energy doublet [Fig. 4.3(a)], thus restrict‑
ing a trapped quasiparticle to the 4‑D Hilbert space spanned by the four levels of the two
doublets. To deal with the fact that the quasiparticle is no longer limited to just the lowest‑
energy doublet, we need to modify our notation slightly. We will add a “q” subscript on
the spin states of the lower doublet | ↓q ⟩, | ↑q ⟩ to indicate that these states form the basis of
the Andreev spin qubit. The spin‑splitting between these two qubit states will be labeled
as Es . Finally, we will denote the spin states of the upper doublet as | ↑a ⟩, | ↓a ⟩, where the
“a” subscript stands for “ancillary”.
As shown in Fig. 4.3(b/c), there are four microwave transitions between the qubit states
and the ancillary states. Because the φ‑dependent spin‑splitting is different for the two
doublets, the transitions are all split from each other except at the spin‑degenerate points
of φ = 0, π. Note that these single‑particle transitions have minima around φ = 0 and
maxima around φ = π (opposite that of the pair transition we studied in the short junction
regime). Moreover, the single‑particle transition/resonator coupling is largest at φ = 0. As
such, the majority of the experiments presented in this chapter were performed close to
φ = 0. Here, the detuning between the transitions and the resonator were the smallest and
the dispersive shifts were the largest, as we discuss in the next section.
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Figure 4.3: Level structure of the Andreev spin qubit | (a) The qubit basis is formed from

the two spin states of the lowest‑energy doublet | ↓q ⟩ and | ↑q ⟩. The ancillary states | ↑a ⟩ and
| ↓a ⟩ are necessary for qubit readout and manipulation. (b) The dependence of the level
energies on φ. Arrows indicate single‑particle transitions from the qubit states to the ancil‑
lary states, with thin/thick lines representing whether the spin is flipped/conserved. Color
(purple/pink) corresponds to the qubit state. The direct spin‑flip transition is indicated by a
black arrow. (c) The φ‑dependence of the single‑particle transitions reveals a characteristic
spider‑like shape. As discussed in the text, we cannot drive the direct spin‑flip transition.
This is indicated by the red cross.
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4.2.2 Spin detection
As discussed in Chapter 3, state readout of a quantum system using cQED relies on the
existence of microwave transitions between the system states |i⟩ to create a state‑dependent
dispersive shift χi of a superconducting resonator’s frequency. The extent to which each
transition participates in χi is determined by the coupling operator between the system
and the resonator. Here, we will summarize our attempts to capture these dispersive shifts
assuming the resonator and Andreev levels are coupled via the current operator JA .
We began by probing the spectrum using two‑tone spectroscopy [Fig. 4.4(b)], finding
the characteristic spider‑like pattern of the four inter‑doublet transitions [Fig. 4.3(c)] [Tosi
et al. 2019]. However, we found that all the transitions were not of equal brightness. At
this particular gate‑voltage bias (Vnw = 0.9 V and Vc = −1.36 V), we found that the
spin‑conserving inter‑doublet transitions were much brighter than the spin‑flipping inter‑
doublet transitions. We attributed this stark contrast in brightness to the drive coupling
predominantly via a spin‑conserving JA . As such, we fit the spectrum with a simple model
in which linearly‑dispersing Andreev levels of like spin undergo avoided crossings due to
normal scattering (see Chapter 11 for details). Around Φ = 0, we extracted the slope of the
| ↓q ⟩/| ↑q ⟩ energy splitting dEs /dΦ = 1.8 nA.
To estimate the Φ‑dependent dispersive shifts χ↓ , χ↑ and therefore the distribution cen‑
ters observed in Γ [Fig. 4.4(c,d)], we calculated the current operator JA based on the same
simple model we used to fit the transition spectrum. Because this model assumed that
normal scattering does not mix Andreev levels of different spin, the calculated JA was au‑
tomatically block‑diagonal. As such, only the spin‑conserving transitions contributed to
the dispersive shifts:

2f↓↓
Φ2
|⟨↓a |JA | ↓q ⟩|2
χ↓ ∼
= − r2 2
2πˉ
h f↓↓ − fr2

2f↑↑
Φ2
|⟨↑a |JA | ↑q ⟩|2
χ↑ ∼
= − r2 2
2πˉh f↑↑ − fr2

(4.3)

where fr = 9.188 GHz is the bare resonator frequency and Φr is the zero‑point fluctuation
of the resonator flux drop across the shared inductance, as discussed in Chapter 3. We
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attribute the observed correspondence in Φ between 4.4(b,d) to this spin‑conserving current
operator; when f↓↓ is tuned closer to fr , the denominator in the expression for χ↓ gets small.
However, we note that this isn’t the full story: gc ∝ |⟨↑a |JA | ↑q ⟩| was also Φ‑dependent. We
leave a more in depth discussion of this for Chapter 11, and here just quote the maximum
value gc ≈ 2π× 35 MHz, which occurred at Φ = ±0.08Φ0 .
The third distribution observed in Fig. 4.4(c,d) corresponds to |g⟩; all three states are
simultaneously visible due to the finite trapping lifetime of a quasiparticle in the Josephson
nanowire, just as we saw with the quantum jumps experiment on the Andreev pair qubit
in Chapter 3. But in this regime of spin‑orbit‑split Andreev levels, we had access to a spin‑
dependent dispersive shift. Thus, we could also probe the spin dynamics and quantify our
spin detection fidelity.
We observed quantum jumps between the two spin states and the ground state by ap‑
plying a continuous readout tone and partitioning the reflected signal into consecutive
1.9 µs shots [Fig. 4.5(b)], with the state assigned based on the black dashed lines in Fig.
4.5(a). We summarize the spin‑flip dynamics by the spin lifetime:

Ts = (γ↑,↓ + γ↓,↑ )−1

(4.4)

We found the spin lifetime, given by to be Ts = 51 ± 4 µs at this particular phase bias. In
addition, we found a parity lifetime that was a bit shorter than in our investigation of the
Andreev pair qubit at 31 ± 1 µs. Both spin flips and parity switches limited the fidelity of
our spin readout. For perfectly QND measurement, consecutive shots should always yield
the same result, which means that transitions should never be observed. To compare to
this ideal, we histogrammed Q conditioned on the state assignment of the previous shot
[Fig. 4.5(c)]. We observed that consecutive shots found the same state |m⟩ with high prob‑
ability Pm,m , with occasional transitions and miss‑assignments resulting in the observed
peaks at the other distribution centers. We quantified these effects with the quantum non‑
demolition metric [Touzard et al. 2019] F = (P↓q,↓q + P↑q,↑q )/2 = 92.2 ± 0.1%. To our
knowledge, this was only the second example of QND readout of a spin‑1/2 particle (as
opposed to a two‑electron system), the first having been achieved by the Tarucha group in
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Figure 4.4: Dispersive readout and spectroscopy of a trapped quasiparticle | (a) Level

structure and transitions out of the lower doublet for Φ < 0. (b) Measured histogram of
Γ/σ, where σ is the standard deviation of one distribution. The data cluster into three distri‑
butions, corresponding to |g⟩, | ↓q ⟩, and | ↑q ⟩. (c) Drive‑probe spectroscopy of the nanowire
reveals the four transitions depicted in (a), with fits to a simple model (see Chapter 11 for
details) plotted for Φ < 0. (d) The distributions shown in (b) shift with Φ as the detun‑
ing between the quasiparticle transitions and the resonator varies, from which the absolute
dispersive shift (right axis) can be determined. Dashed line indicates Φ for data in (b), and
colored curves are predictions based on the extracted model parameters in (c) with only
one additional free parameter (see Chapter 11), which captures the scale and shape of the
behavior.
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2019 [Nakajima et al. 2019].
Although a Zeeman effect was not necessary for our detection scheme, interaction with
magnetic fields is a fundamental property of spins. We determined the spin lifetime Ts as
a function of both φ ∼
= 2π ΦΦ0 mod(2π) and a magnetic field B⊥ applied perpendicular to
the chip substrate [Fig. 4.5(d)] using a hidden Markov model algorithm. At B⊥ = 0 µT,
we observed that Ts increased with |φ| symmetrically about φ = 0. This dependence of
Ts on φ is correlated with the spin splitting Es , which goes to 0 at φ = 0. Applying a
positive (negative) B⊥ resulted in a positive (negative) shift of the φ‑dependence. This can
be explained by a Zeeman‑like shift of the Andreev levels, consistent with the observed
spectrum at B⊥ = 380 µT (see Chapter 11 for this spectroscopy data) and expected for a
magnetic field applied parallel to the spin‑orbit field [Reynoso et al. 2012; Tosi et al. 2019].
For the dependence of all six transition rates between |g⟩, | ↓q ⟩, and | ↑q ⟩, see Chapter 13.
Does this spin lifetime seem reasonable? This is a difficult question to answer, because
at the time of this writing, the source of quasiparticle spin flips is unknown. Electron spin
flips in semiconductor quantum dots are typically caused by some combination of hyper‑
fine interactions, spin‑orbit coupling, and phonon emission [Hanson et al. 2007]. Away
from Es = 0, direct electron/nuclei “flip‑flops” quickly become suppressed because of the
small nuclear spin energy scale. As Es is increased further, Ts typically decreases due to,
among other factors, an increasing phonon density of states. This trend is opposite to our
observations, though we note that for this experiment the phonons may be quasi‑1D for
the investigated spin energies Es /h < 600 MHz due to transverse confinement. An addi‑
tional clue is that increasing the temperature did not affect Ts until approximately 150 mK
(see Chapter 13). Moreover, when the the rates did start to increase at higher tempera‑
tures, they did so independent of flux. For a more detailed discussion of possible spin‑flip
mechanisms, see Chapter 13.

4.2.3 Spin manipulation
Throughout this section, we present data in terms of spin state occupation probabilities P↓ , P↑ .
These were computed based on the thresholds displayed in Fig. 4.6(c).
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Figure 4.5: Quantum non‑demolition readout of the quasiparticle spin (Φ = 0.100Φ0 ) |

(a) The system state was assigned to be |g⟩, | ↓q ⟩, or | ↑q ⟩ based on thresholds indicated by the
black dashed lines. (b) Q(t) reveals quantum jumps between the three states. Colored bars
indicate state assignments, with isolated points indicated by crosses and colored by the
most likely state. (c) Histogram of Q conditioned on the state assignment of the previous
measurement (indicated by color). Solid lines are Gaussian fits. (d) By analyzing Γ(t) using
a hidden Markov model, the spin lifetime Ts was determined as a function of both φ and a
magnetic field B⊥ applied perpendicular to the chip substrate. The star indicates the bias
for data in (a), (b), and (c).
We have seen how to detect the spin state of a quasiparticle trapped in a Josephson
nanowire, but this is only half of what we need to realize the Andreev spin qubit. We must
also be able to coherently manipulate quasiparticle spin. However, as we have discussed,
the direct spin‑flip transition | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑q ⟩ is forbidden when we couple via the current
operator. To get around this, we again turn to the inter‑doublet transitions between the
qubit and ancillary states [Fig. 4.3]. Specifically, we exploit the natural Λ system consisting
of | ↓q ⟩, | ↑q ⟩ and | ↑a ⟩ as depicted in Fig 4.6. By applying two drives with carrier frequencies

f↓ , f↑ equally detuned from the two inter‑doublet transitions | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩, | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩, we
induced a coherent Raman process between the two spin states. For a rigorous description
of such a Raman process, see Chapter 12.
But based on the results of the last section, we have a bit of a problem. There, we
saw that the spin‑flipping inter‑doublet transitions were much dimmer than the spin‑
conserving ones. In such a situation, it would be difficult to drive the Raman process de‑
picted in Fig. 4.6(b); we need the matrix elements associated with both transitions in the Λ
system to be approximately equal. However, we found that this difference in brightness be‑
tween the spin‑flipping and spin‑conserving transitions was not universally observed. At
other gate‑bias points, the spin‑flipping transitions were as bright as the spin‑conserving
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ones, and we even found one bias point where the spin‑flipping ones were brighter.⁴ For
the results presented below, we parked the gates at one of these bias points with approxi‑
mately equal brightness of spin‑flipping and spin‑conserving transitions (Vc = −71.9 mV,
and Vp = 4.0 mV). In addition, we tuned the flux to Φ = −0.14Φ0 (see Chapter 11 for
spectrum gate and flux dependence). With the bias conditions set, we then proceeded to
manipulation of the quasiparticle spin.

Figure 4.6: Principle of the Andreev spin qubit | (a) Calculated Andreev spectrum versus

weak link phase bias Φ/Φ0 . Here L/ξ¯0 = 2, resulting in two Andreev doublets. Away
from the time‑reversal invariant points Φ = 0, Φ0 /2, the doublet spin degeneracy is lifted
due an inter‑subband spin‑orbit coupling. A quasiparticle trapped in such a weak link
resides with near‑unity probability in the two spin states of the lower‑energy doublet | ↓q ⟩
and | ↑q ⟩. (b) With Φ set to the value indicated by the dotted line in (a), two microwave
drives (frequencies f↓ and f↑ ) are equally detuned from the transitions | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ and
| ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩. This induces a Raman process between | ↓q ⟩ and | ↑q ⟩. (c) Our singe‑shot
spin readout was crucial for demonstrating coherent spin manipulation. Throughout this
section, we present data in terms of spin state probabilities P↓ , P↑ , which are computed
based on the thresholds indicated by the black dotted lines.
The Andreev spin qubit existed exclusively when a quasiparticle was stochastically
trapped in the Josephson nanowire, which occurred on a timescale Tp = 22 ± 1 µs at this
bias point. We found that a trapped quasiparticle occupied the two spin states of the low‑
est doublet with roughly equal probability, as shown in Fig. 4.6(c) (this was extremely bias
dependent, see Chapter 14). Thus, even when the transition | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑q ⟩ was driven via

a Raman process, the observed spin state populations would not change. We overcame
this problem by using the single‑shot spin detection discussed in the last section. In each
⁴Further discussion and accompanying data can be found in Chapter 11.
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Raman measurement presented below, we began by preparing the quasiparticle in | ↑q ⟩ via
an initial readout pulse and post‑selection. Our single‑shot spin readout was thus critical
to the coherent manipulation of the quasiparticle spin.

Figure 4.7: Raman transitions of a trapped quasiparticle | (a) In a two‑tone measurement,

the Josephson nanowire was first driven by a saturation pulse (gray) of variable carrier fre‑
quency fd before the quasiparticle state was determined with a readout pulse (maroon). A
dip is observed in P↑ corresponding to the | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition and in P↓ corresponding
to the | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition. (b) The quasiparticle was first prepared in | ↑q ⟩ via an initial
readout pulse and post‑selection. Simultaneous Gaussian pulses (100 ns standard devia‑
tion, 30 dB more power than used in (a)) of variable frequencies f↓ , f↑ were then applied,
followed by a final readout pulse. The observed peak in the final | ↓q ⟩ population lies along
f↓ = f↑ + 609 MHz (black dashed line). (c) Full Γ histograms of the final readout pulse for
the two subsets of measurements enclosed by the gray and black solid lines in (b). Data in
the region enclosed by the gray line shows little population transfer from the post‑selected
| ↑q ⟩ (left panel), while data in the region enclosed by the black shows significant population
transfer to | ↓q ⟩ (right panel).
The first step in driving the Raman process [Fig. 4.6(b)] was locating the two transitions
that defined the Λ system: | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ and | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩. After tuning the transitions to a lo‑
cal maximum in Vc , Vp to mitigate charge noise (see Chapter 12), we measured the spectrum
shown in Fig. 4.7(a) using two‑tone spectroscopy (without spin initialization). The dip in
P↑ at 13.000 GHz corresponds to the drive coming into resonance with the | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩
transition, resulting in population transfer out of | ↑q ⟩ and into | ↑a ⟩. Similarly, the dip in
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P↓ at 13.684 GHz corresponds to the | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition.⁵ In addition to establishing the
existence of the Λ system, this measurement also revealed the | ↓q ⟩/| ↑q ⟩ energy splitting at
the presented bias point Es /h = 13.684 GHz − 13.000 GHz = 684 MHz. As Es is compara‑
ble to the thermal energy at the base stage of our dilution refrigerator (T ≃ 30 mK), this is
consistent with our observation of approximately equal spin state probabilities.
Having characterized the Λ system, we then investigated two‑photon Raman transi‑
tions of the trapped quasiparticle. After initializing the quasiparticle in | ↑q ⟩, we applied
two simultaneous Gaussian pulses with variable respective carrier frequencies f↑ and f↓
and then measured the final qubit spin state [Fig. 4.7(b)]. Throughout this section, we
present data with f↑ and f↓ blue‑detuned from | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ and | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ respectively.⁶
Along a line given by f↓ = f↑ + 609 MHz, we observe increased | ↓q ⟩ population that we
attribute to the onset of a Raman process. As expected for Raman transitions, the slope of
this line is equal to one, since a shift of one drive frequency must be compensated by an
equal shift of the other. The discrepancy between the spin splitting Es = 684 MHz and the
609 MHz offset was due to an uncontrolled shift of the Andreev spectrum that occurred in
between the measurements shown in Fig. 4.7(a) and Fig. 4.7(b) (see Chapter 14).
To further illustrate the dynamics of the quasiparticle under the Raman transitions, we
histogram Γ for data points off/on resonance with the Raman process [Fig. 4.7(c)]. Off reso‑
nance, the quasiparticle was found predominantly in | ↑q ⟩, as expected from post‑selection
on the initial readout pulse. On resonance, there was significant population transfer to
| ↓q ⟩ as desired, as well as a small population transfer to |g⟩. This is due to drive‑induced
quasiparticle de‑trapping, which we comment on further below.
Finally, having induced spin population transfer using Raman transitions, we demon‑
strate the first coherent manipulation of the spin of an individual quasiparticle. We first
chose our Raman drive frequencies using a procedure similar to that shown in Fig. 4.7:
we detuned f↓ by 290 MHz from | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ and varied f↑ until we observed maximum
spin population transfer. We then varied the amplitudes A↓ , A↑ of the two Gaussian pulses
before determining the final quasiparticle state [Fig. 4.8(a)]. The observed oscillations in
⁵The gate voltage and Φ dependence of these transitions can be found in Chapter 12.
⁶Data over a wider frequency range can be found in Chapter 14.
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Figure 4.8: Coherent Λ‑Rabi oscillations of the quasiparticle spin | (a) Independently

varying the amplitudes A↑ and A↓ of the simultaneous Gaussian drive pulses (40 ns stan‑
dard deviation, similar power to Fig. 4.7(b)) resulted in coherent oscillations between | ↑q ⟩
and | ↓q ⟩ characteristic of a Raman process. The oscillations are only present away from
A↓ , A↑ = 0, and are symmetric under sign flips of A↓ , A↑ . (b) Simulated dynamics of the
quasiparticle under the action of the drive pulse.
the population difference between the two spin states are characteristic of a coherent Ra‑
man process. Qualitatively, when either A↓ = 0 or A↑ = 0 there is no population trans‑
fer because both drives are required to induce the Raman process. As the amplitudes of
both drives are increased (roughly along the diagonals |A↓ | ≃ |A↑ |), the spin population
difference undergoes coherent oscillations. As expected, the data are symmetric under
A↓ → −A↓ and A↑ → −A↑ .
Quantitatively, the data are well‑represented by a simulation of the coherent quasi‑
particle dynamics under the action of the drive pulses [Fig. 4.8(b)]. Here we outline this
simulation, with further details included in Chapter 12. The dynamics of the quasiparticle
between the two Andreev doublets were numerically calculated using the Lindblad master
equation [Johansson, Nation, and Nori 2013], with the inter‑doublet transition frequencies
and dephasing rates, spin dephasing rate, state‑dependent readout fidelities, and pulse
frequencies and envelopes fixed to values determined by independent measurements and
instrument settings. We then fit the simulation to the measured data by varying the four
inter‑doublet transition matrix elements, as well as the detuning from the Raman resonance
condition 5.5 ± 0.1 MHz. We also included a phenomenological quasiparticle de‑trapping
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rate γde−trap to capture the measured increase of | ↓q ⟩, | ↑q ⟩ → |g⟩ for larger drive powers. We
were thus able to capture the measured Raman spin dynamics of a quasiparticle trapped
in the Andreev levels of a Josephson nanowire.

Coherence decay of the quasiparticle spin | Bias settings were Vc =
−59.1 mV, Vp = −33.3 mV, Φ = −0.115Φ0 . (a) A Ramsey experiment reveals T2R =
18 ± 1 ns. (b) A Hahn‑echo experiment reveals T2E = 52 ± 3 ns. Oscillations were in‑
troduced in both cases by adding a phase proportional to τ to the final Raman pulse.
Figure 4.9:

With the ability to perform coherent spin manipulation in hand, we then characterized
the coherence lifetime of an Andreev spin. A Ramsey measurement [Fig. 4.9(a)] revealed
spin coherence decay with a timescale T2R = 18 ± 1 ns, while a Hahn‑echo pulse sequence
[Fig. 4.9(b)] resulted in a slightly longer timescale T2E = 52 ± 3 ns. Both measurements
were well‑described by a decay envelope exp [−(τ /T2 )1+α ] with α = 0.3 ± 0.1, indicative
of broadband noise 1/f α [Martinis et al. 2003]. We note, however, that the observed ratio
of T2E /T2R = 2.9 would predict a different exponent α = 0.8 ± 0.1, though still broadband
compared to 1/f where T2E /T2R → ∞. The observed oscillations in Ps are centered about a
lower value in Fig. 4.9(b) as compared to 4.9(a), which we attribute to additional quasipar‑
ticle de‑trapping caused by the echo pulse. Both the observed Ramsey and Hahn‑echo co‑
herence times are comparable to that of spin‑orbit qubits, perhaps the closest cousins of the
Andreev spin qubit[Nadj‑Perge et al. 2010; Petersson et al. 2012; Van den Berg et al. 2013].
However, because here the quasiparticle was trapped in Andreev levels, we possessed a
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different experimental lens with which to investigate the effects of the environment on the
spin coherence.⁷
As the Andreev levels of a Josephson nanowire are tunable via both electrostatic volt‑
ages and Φ, we first suspected charge or flux noise as the source limiting the Andreev spin
qubit coherence. However, we found that neither T2R nor T2E varied with Vc in the vicin‑
ity of the sweet‑spot bias point. This indicated that the spin coherence was not limited by
charge noise, consistent with the observed weak dependence of Es on Vc . By comparing to
the charge‑noise‑limited inter‑doublet transitions, we extracted a lower‑bound of 4.2 µs on
the charge‑noise‑induced dephasing time of the quasiparticle spin (see Chapter 12). More‑
over, the spin coherence time was not limited by flux noise, as we found no measurable
dependence on Φ.
To better understand what was limiting the coherence of the Andreev levels, we addi‑
tionally measured the coherence lifetimes of both inter‑doublet transitions and so‑called
“pair transitions” at several gate bias points [Tab. 4.1]. The latter correspond to the exci‑
tation of two quasiparticles out of the condensate into both levels of a doublet [Bretheau
et al. 2013; Janvier et al. 2015; Hays et al. 2018; Tosi et al. 2019]. We found that the pair
transition coherence times were systematically an order of magnitude longer than inter‑
doublet transition coherence times. To first order, perturbations that couple to spin (such
as a Zeeman field) result in equal and opposite energy shifts of the two doublet levels[Tosi
et al. 2019]. As such, these perturbations do not change the frequency of the doublet pair
transition, and therefore do not cause dephasing. However, such spin‑specific perturba‑
tions do induce dephasing of both inter‑doublet transitions and the Andreev spin qubit.
We thus concluded that the coherence lifetime of the Andreev spin qubit was limited by a
spin‑specific noise source such as hyperfine interactions with the spinful nuclei of indium
and arsenic (though nuclear baths are typically lower frequency than the measured ratio
T2E /T2R = 2.9 would indicate [Malinowski et al. 2017]), phonon‑induced fluctuations of
the nanowire spin‑orbit coupling, or noisy paramagnetic impurities on the surface of the
nanowire [Hanson et al. 2007].
⁷This analysis can also be found in Chapter 13, along with a full discussion of the interactions between the
Andreev levels and the environment.
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Transition
| ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩
pair
| ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩
pair
| ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩
pair

Vc (mV)
‑166.3
‑164.9
144.5
116.2
32.7
30.0

Vp (mV)
‑127.6
‑127.6
24.9
23.8
‑4.7
‑4.7

T2E (ns)
39 ± 8
257 ± 9
9±1
420 ± 20
11 ± 3
490 ± 10

Table 4.1: Coherence lifetimes of various Andreev transitions.
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5
Future directions
The experiments presented in this thesis have barely scratched the surface of Andreev lev‑
els in Josephson nanowires. At the time of this writing, the quasiparticle crew is busy
working on new experiments involving detailed modeling of the resonator/Andreev level
coupling, readout of degenerate spin states, and multiplexed device designs. But there is
so much more one can imagine.
One exciting direction could be the exploration of Andreev molecules [Su et al. 2017;
Pillet et al. 2019; Scherübl, Pályi, and Csonka 2019; Kornich, Barakov, and Nazarov 2019].
Suppose we had two weak links in a single Josephson nanowire. If the weak links are
within a coherence length of each other, their Andreev levels will become coupled. In such
an Andreev molecule, the current across one weak link can thus depend on the phase of
the other. This effect can be used to realize a φ0 ‑junction, where the minimum energy of
the ground state is not at φ = 0, but at some phase φ = φ0 . Or, more closely related to the
work in this thesis, this cross‑weak‑link interaction could be used to couple two separate
Andreev spin qubits.
Perhaps the grandest realm of physics that could be explored in Josephson nanowires
is that of topological superconductors and Majorana zero modes. In principle, the devices
presented in this thesis could host such physics upon the addition of one ingredient: a large
magnetic field (∼ 1 T) applied along the nanowire [Fig. 9.3]. Under these conditions, the
two proximitized sections could be driven into a topological phase with Majoranas bound
to the ends of each section. The two Majoranas near the junction would hybridize into an
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Figure 5.1: A topological Josephson nanowire | A ∼ 1 T magnetic field B is applied

along the Josephson nanowire, driving the proximitized sections into a topological phase.
Majorana zero modes are bound to the end of each topological section. The two Majoranas
flanking the weak link hybridize to form an Andreev level.
Andreev level, which, independent of disorder, would have zero energy for some value of
φ. The Andreev spectrum of such a topological junction could be probed using microwave
spectroscopy, as laid out in Ref. [Väyrynen et al. 2015] and explained in Chapter ??. By
driving transitions involving the Majorana level, one could observe a signature of the zero‑
energy crossing.
And of course, there are many experiments that we haven’t even begun to imagine. I
hope that Chapter 14, where I’ve laid out some unexplained puzzles in this thesis, may be
helpful in dreaming some of these up. I look forward to seeing where the exploration of
Josephson nanowires leads us.
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Part II

The beautiful, messy details
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6
BCS superconductivity
The central insight of Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer (BCS) was that superconductivity can arise
due to an attractive interaction between electrons in a metal, which they showed can occur via a
virtual, phonon‑mediated process. In this chapter, we will assume an attractive interaction between
electrons, and show how under simple assumptions this leads to the original BCS pairing term (for
a full derivation including the origin of the attractive interaction, self‑consistency, etc. we direct
the reader to “Introduction to Superconductivity” by Michael Tinkham). We then explore how
this pairing term affects the physics of the many‑body electron system. For additional reading, I
also recommend the thesis of Landry Bretheau [Bretheau 2013]; I find his description of the various
pictures of superconductivity very helpful.

6.1 The BCS Hamiltonian
The simplest attractive interaction between electrons we can imagine is one that is point‑
like in space. However, we know from Pauli exclusion that two electrons of the same spin
can’t be in the same spot. The simplest possible attractive term is thus given by a point‑like
interaction between opposite spin species:
Z
−V

dx ψ †s (x)ψ s (x)ψ †s (x)ψ s (x)

(6.1)

Here −V is the strength of the attractive interaction, and ψ †s (x) creates an electron of spin
s at point x. Throughout this chapter, we will refrain from implying a spin quantization
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axis and simply label the two spin‑1/2 species s and s. We do this to emphasize that BCS
superconductivity only requires an interaction between opposite spin species, and that no
one spin direction is preferred over another.
In general, it is difficult to diagonalize many‑body Hamiltonians that possess interac‑
tions between particles. However, any Hamiltonian that is bilinear in creation and annhi‑
lation operators can be brought to a diagonal form (only two operators per term, not four
like we have now). Therefore, our goal is to approximate Eqn. 6.1 and bring it to a bilinear
form. We start with the following observation: the attractive term is such that if there is an
electron with spin s at x, there will also be an electron with spin s with some probability. Mathe‑
matically, there will be a nonzero correlation for a pair of electrons p = ⟨ψ †s (x)ψ s† (x)⟩. We
are then well within our rights to consider the dynamics of this system around this average
δp = ψ †s (x)ψ †s (x) − p. We insert ψ †s (x)ψ †s (x) = p + δp into Eqn. 6.1:

Z
−V
=−V
=−V
=−V

Z
Z
Z

dx ψ †s (x)ψ s (x)ψ †s (x)ψ s (x)

(6.2)

dx ψ †s (x)ψ †s (x)ψ s (x)ψ s (x)
dx (p + δp)(p∗ + δp† )
dx |p|2 + p δp† + δp p∗ + δp δp†

The approximation then amounts to assuming δp is small such that δpδp† is negligible. This
is known as a mean‑field approximation. Dropping this term (as well as constant terms that
won’t affect the dynamics), we have

Z
=−V

dx p ψ s (x)ψ s (x) + p∗ ψ †s (x)ψ s† (x)

(6.3)

Finally, we define the BCS pair potential ∆e−iφ = −V p. Here we keep ∆ real, and define
the superconducting phase φ to account for the fact that, in general, p = ⟨ψ †s (x)ψ s† (x)⟩ is a
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complex number. Injecting these definitions brings the BCS pairing term to its final form:
Z

dx∆eiφ ψ †s (x)ψ s† (x) + ∆e−iφ ψ s (x)ψ s (x)

(6.4)

While this interaction is simple in form, its effect on the physics of the electrons is pro‑
found. We will spend the rest of this chapter understanding these effects. Note that due
to the mean‑field approximation, the number of electrons is no longer conserved. Instead,
electrons can be created/destroyed in pairs: the parity of the number of electrons is conserved.
This is often referred to as conservation of fermion parity.
Before we move on, one final manipulation will be helpful. As we will largely be work‑
ing with plane waves, it is convenient to move to the momentum basis:

Z

dx∆eiφ ψ †s (x)ψ s† (x) + H.c.
XZ
′
=
dx∆eiφ c†k,s eikx c†k′ ,s eik x + H.c.
k,k′

=

X

∆eiφ c†k,s c†k′ ,s

Z

′

dxei(k+k )x + H.c.

k,k′

=

X

∆eiφ c†k,s c†−k,s + H.c.

k

Note that in momentum space, the pairing is between species with opposite k.

6.2 Diagonalization of the BCS Hamiltonian
First, let’s forget about superconductivity for a second and imagine a 1D system of freely
propagating electrons. In second quantization, this system is described by the Hamiltonian

H=

X

Ek c†k,s ck,s ; Ek =

k,s

hˉ 2 k 2
−µ
2me

(6.5)

where ck,s annihilates an electron with momentum hk
ˉ and spin s. Note how we have sub‑
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tracted the chemical potential µ from the kinetic energy. The lowest energy state is achieved
when all negative energy states Ek < 0 are occupied. This is the usual Fermi sea: in the
2 2

ground state, a state is occupied iff hˉ2mke < µ.
As we saw in the last section, BCS theory describes superconductivity by introducing
a pairing between electrons of the form ∆c†k,s c†−k,s + H.c. (for now, we assume φ = 0).
However, if we add this term to the Hamiltonian Eqn. 6.5, then it will no longer be diagonal
(all terms are not of the form c† c). In order to bring the Hamiltonian back to a diagonal form,
we make the following crucial observation: the pairing term can be viewed as the simultaneous
creation of two electrons, but it can also be viewed as the transmutation of a hole into an electron.
Let’s see what this statement means mathematically. First, we define the hole annihila‑
†
tion operator hk = c−k,s
(creating an electron is the same as destroying a hole). Note that

the hole carries the opposite momentum of the electron. For symmetry of notation, we also
redefine the electron annihilation operator ck = ck,s . Importantly here, we have dropped
the spin labels. This is because in this picture of superconductivity, we are trading the
spin degree of freedom for the electron/hole degree of freedom (see section 6.7 for more on
this). With these new operators, the pairing term becomes ∆c†k,s c†−k,s +H.c. = ∆c†k hk +H.c.,
which is the mathematical equivalent of the observation we made above.
Before we actually include the pairing term in the Hamiltonian, let’s re‑express Eqn. 6.5
in terms of these new operators:

H=

X
k,s

Ek c†k,s ck,s =

X

Ek (c†k ck + hk h†k ) →

k

X

Ek (c†k ck − h†k hk )

(6.6)

k

where we have dropped a constant offset resulting from the fermionic anti‑commutation
relations. While the new Hamiltonian is equivalent to Eqn. 6.5, the introduction of the
holes has transformed the energy spectrum: one band has undergone a flip of momentum
k → −k (the holes carry opposite the momentum of the electrons), as well as a flip in
energy Ek → −Ek due to the fermionic anti‑commutation relation as shown in Eqn. 6.6.
This is shown pictorially in Fig. 6.1(a) and (b).
We now write the full BCS Hamiltonian for a bulk 1D superconductor by adding the
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Figure 6.1: Building the band structure of a BCS superconductor | (a) We start with the

spin‑degenerate parabolic energy bands of a 1D system of free electrons. (b) Describing
one of the bands as holes results in a flip of momentum as well as energy. (c) Adding
pairing creates an avoided crossing of strength 2∆ between the two bands, with the new
eigenstates having mixed electron‑hole character.
pairing term to Eqn. 6.6:

HBCS =

X

Ek (c†k ck − h†k hk ) + ∆c†k hk + ∆h†k ck

(6.7)

k

In this representation, we see that the pairing term coherently mixes the electron and hole
branches of the original Hamiltonian. Specifically, the pairing term results in avoided
crossings of strength 2∆ between the two branches [Fig. 6.1(c)]. Thus, we find that in
BCS theory, there are no states within ∆ of the Fermi energy. This is known as the super‑
conducting gap.¹
We show this rigorously by first defining the electron‑hole spinor Ψk =

ck
hk



such that

the Hamiltonian can be expressed in the compact form

HBCS =

X

Ψ†k Hk Ψk ;

Hk = [Ek σz + ∆σx ]

(6.8)

k

Here the Pauli matrices σi operate in electron‑hole space. This expression is useful because
it shows explicitly that HBCS does not mix k. We can then consider a single k, and diag‑
onalize the two‑by‑two matrix Hk (if you like, we can think of k as parameterizing Hk ).
Because the Pauli matrices form a basis in this truncated Hilbert space, the energies can be
¹In BCS theory, the superconducting gap has the same value as the pair potential. However, this is not in
general true; it depends on the momentum‑dependence of the electron‑electron attraction.
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read off immediately:
q
±ϵk = ± Ek2 + ∆2

(6.9)

As for any two‑by‑two system, full diagonalization is then achieved by applying a uni‑
tary Uk such that Uk Hk Uk† = ϵk σz . This transformation is often expressed in terms of two
parameters known as coherence factors:
1 p
1 p
uk = √
1 + Ek /ϵk ; vk = √
1 − Ek /ϵk
(6.10)
2
2
u∗k vk∗ 
The unitary is then written Uk = −v
, and our diagonalization of Hk is complete (note
k uk
that while in 6.6 the coherence factors are purely real, this will not be the case below). How‑
ever, to diagonalize the full Hamiltonian HBCS we must define new fermionic operators
γk,+ 
†
γk,− = Uk Ψk . With these new definitions, we can inject I = Uk Uk and simplify:

HBCS =

X

Ψ†k Uk† Uk Hk Uk† Uk Ψk =

X

†
†
γk,− )
γk,+ − γk,−
ϵk (γk,+

(6.11)

k

k

and thus reach a fully diagonal Hamiltonian. The new operators γk,± are known as Bogoli‑
ubons (named after Nikolay Bogoliubov, who was one of the first physicists to point out the
above transformation), and are the effective particles of BCS superconductors. Note that
here, γk,+ destroys a Bogoliubon at positive energy +ϵk , while γk,− destroys a Bogoliubon
at negative energy −ϵk .

6.3 Discussion of the single-particle states
In this section, we will develop a notation for the Bogoliubons and their wavefuntcions that is par‑
ticularly helpful for understanding Andreev reflection. For all following sections in this chapter,
however, we will use the notation already introduced above.
While we did not note it explicitly above, we can see from the definition of the Bogoli‑
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ubons that they are superpositions of electrons and holes:


γk,+

= Uk Ψk =

 ∗

+uk ck + vk∗ hk
−vk ck + uk hk

γk,−

(6.12)

†
This relation can also be expressed as γk,±
= Ψ†k ψ± , where ψ± are the electron‑hole wave‑

functions of the Bogoliubons:

ψ+ =

 
uk

ψ− =

vk

 ∗
−vk
u∗k

(6.13)

The upper component of the spinor is the electron amplitude, while the lower component
is the hole amplitude. At the gap edge where Ek = 0 (|k| = kF ), Eqn. 6.10 gives |uk | =
|vk | =

√1 .
2

The minimum energy Bogoliubons |ϵk | = ∆ are thus equal superpositions of electrons

and holes. This mixed nature of the single‑particle eigenstates is an important property of
superconductors, and, as we will see, leads to interesting phenomena such as Andreev
reflection. To discuss such phenomena, however, it is first important to understand the
nature of the Bogoliubons in detail.
Away from the gap edge, each Bogoliubon is either electron‑like (larger electron ampli‑
†
tude) or hole‑like (larger hole amplitude). A common pitfall is to assume that because γk,+
†
. However, as can be seen
has a positive energy, it is electron‑like, and vice versa for γk,−

graphically in Fig. 6.2, the electron/hole character of the Bogoliubons depends not only
on their energy, but also on their momentum (for now, ignore the γ labels in Fig. 6.2). If
|k| > kF , it is indeed the case that the positive energy Bogoliubons are electron‑like, while
the negative energy Bogoliubons are hole‑like. But if |k| < kF , the situation is flipped:
the positive energy Bogoliubons are hole‑like, while the negative energy Bogoliubons are
electron‑like. All of this is consistent with what we know about a normal metal: if we are
above the Fermi energy, holes are energetically favorable, while below the Fermi energy
electrons are favored.
When considering the electron/hole character of the Bogoliubons, a large amount of
confusion can stem from the fact that the notation γk,± hides their four‑fold degeneracy.
For illustrative purposes, let’s focus on the positive energy band ϵk as plotted in Fig. 6.2. As
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can be seen in the figure, there is the typical two‑fold degeneracy associated with k → −k
(the kinetic energy does not care about the sign of the momentum). But about each of
the two Fermi points, there exists a second two‑fold degeneracy because for every state
slightly above kF , there is an equal energy state slightly below kF (mathematically, ϵk is
invariant under Ek → −Ek ). From Fig. 6.2, we see that each pair of such states has opposite
electron/hole character. So in total, we find that for every energy (strictly, ∆ < | ± ϵk | <
µ), there is one electron‑like and one hole‑like Bogoliubon for positive momentum, and
the same for negative momentum. A final comment on the degeneracies: in this picture
of superconductivity we have lost spin degeneracy because we swapped it for the mirror
symmetry of the energies ±ϵk . This is discussed further in section 6.7.

Figure 6.2: Breaking up the Bogoliubons γ for each value of ϵk | Color indicates the

electron/hole character (pink is larger electron amplitude, and teal is larger hole amplitude).
The subscript +(−) indicates whether acting with γ † adds (removes) energy, and → (←)
indicates positive (negative) momentum.
In order to codify the electron/hole character of the Bogoliubons into notation and miti‑
gate confusion around the degeneracy, we break the Bogoliubons γk,± up into four species
of equal energy. Pink/teal indicates whether a Bogoliubon is electron‑like or hole‑like,
→ / ← indicates whether it has positive/negative momentum, and +/− continues to indi‑
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cate positive/negative energy (see γ labels in Fig. 6.2 for a graphical representation):





γ+,←







γ
γk,+ =

+,←




γ+,→







γ+,→







γ−,←







γ
γk,− =

−,←




γ−,→







γ−,→


k < −kF
−kF < k < 0

(6.14)

0 < k < kF
k > kF

To understand Andreev reflection, we will also need the electron‑hole wavefunctions ψ(x)
for these Bogoliubons, where we now explicitly include the position dependence:

ψ→

 
 
 
 
u +ikx
u +ikx
u −ikx
u −ikx
=
e
ψ→ =
e
ψ← =
e
ψ← =
e
v
v
v
v

(6.15)

Note that while in Eqn. 6.13, the electron amplitude of ψ+ was uk while the electron am‑
plitude of ψ− was −vk∗ , now the electron amplitude is always given by u. Eqn. 6.15 applies
to both positive and negative energy Bogoliubons, with appropriate definitions of the elec‑
tron/hole amplitudes:

q
p
1
u= √
1 + 1 − (∆/ϵ)2
2
q
p
1
u= √
1 − 1 − (∆/ϵ)2
2

q
p
e−iφ
v = √ sgn(ϵ) 1 − 1 − (∆/ϵ)2
2
q
−iφ
p
e
v = √ sgn(ϵ) 1 + 1 − (∆/ϵ)2
2

(6.16)

Importantly, we have reintroduced the superconducting phase φ. This is easy to do at this
stage because we know that the phase associated with a pair of electrons is φ, or equiva‑
lently that the phase of a hole relative to an electron is −φ. Finally, we present simplified
forms for the momenta by first linearizing the kinetic energy E ≈ ±ˉ
hvF (k ∓ kF ), and then
√
using |E| = ϵ2 − ∆2 to write
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p
1
sgn(ϵ) ϵ2 − ∆2
hv
ˉ F
p
1
k = kF −
sgn(ϵ) ϵ2 − ∆2
hv
ˉ F

(6.17)

k = kF +

Several notes about the wavefunctions 6.15:
• We reiterate that while in 6.13 we had different solutions for positive and negative
energies, 6.15 works for all energies. This is taken care of by sgn(ϵ) in 6.16 and 6.17.
• We have defined things such that as ∆/ϵ → 0, we have u, v → 1 and v, u → 0 [see
Fig. 6.3]. Thus while all Bogoliubons have electron character u and hole character v,
whether |u| or |v| is larger determines if a Bogoliubon is electron‑like or hole‑like.
• At the gap edge ϵ = ±∆, u = u = |v| = |v| =

√1 .
2

These Bogoliubons are equal

superpositions of electrons and holes.
• For ∆ << µ (where linearization is valid), we have k ≈ k ≈ kF . The correspondence
between the ← / → subscripts and the sign in the exponent is thus consistent.

Figure 6.3: Electron amplitudes (u, solid lines) and hole amplitudes (v, dashed lines) of
the Bogoliubons | For electron‑like Bogoliubons (a), the electron amplitude u approaches
1 as ϵ/∆ → ∞, while for hole‑like Bogoliubons (b), the hole amplitude v approaches 1 as
ϵ/∆ → ∞. Both kinds of Bogoliubons have equal electron‑hole character |u|2 = |v|2 at
ϵ = ∆.
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6.4 Density of states
The most common pictorial representation of a superconductor’s state is via the density
of states. The density of states is defined as νS =

dN
dϵk ,

where N is the total number of

states with energy less than ϵk . We make the approximation that the density of states of the
normal metal νN =

dN
dEk

is constant on the scale of ∆, then use the chain rule:

dN
dN dEk
=
dϵk
dEk dϵk
q
d
= νN
ϵ2k − ∆2
dϵk
ϵk
= νN q
ϵ2k − ∆2

νS =

(6.18)

This is plotted in Fig. 6.4. At ±ϵk = ∆, there are divergences in the density of states
dϵ
known as coherence peaks. Mathematically, they occur because 1/ dk
→ ∞ at the gap edge.

Physically, they occur because the pairing has resulted in an avoided crossing between the
electron and hole bands, “pushing” states away from the Fermi energy and to the gap edge.

Figure 6.4: Superconducting density of states in the one‑particle picture | (a) Light pur‑

ple shading indicates unoccupied states. As the spectrum is symmetric about zero energy,
dϵ
νS must be symmetric as well. A divergence occurs at |ϵ| = ∆ because 1/ dk
→ ∞ at the
gap edge, as can be seen in (b).
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6.5 Superconducting ground state and the Cooper pairs
So far, we have discussed individual Bogoliubons. However, it is clear that we are working
with a many‑body system. To find the ground state, let’s first re‑state the diagonalized BCS
Hamiltonian:

HBCS =

X

†
†
ϵk (γk,+
γk,+ − γk,−
γk,− )

(6.19)

k
†
The ground state of the system is, by definition, the lowest energy state. Every γk,−
has

a negative energy −ϵk . Therefore, the ground state is the state with all of these negative
energy states populated (see Fig. 6.5(a) for a pictorial representation). To find this state
mathematically, we must first find the vacuum state of the Bogoliubons |V ⟩. This is defined
by

γk,± |V ⟩ = 0

(6.20)

for all k. Using the definition of the Bogoliubons (Eqn. 6.12, 6.13):

†
γk,± |V ⟩ = ψ±
Ψk |V ⟩
† ck 
= ψ±
hk |V ⟩
ck,s 
†
= ψ±
|V ⟩
c†

(6.21)

−k,s

So if |V ⟩ = c†−k,s |0⟩, then γk,± |V ⟩ = 0 where |0⟩ is the vacuum of electrons. Then we can act
on the vacuum state with all the negative energy Bogoliubons to get the ground state:
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|gφ ⟩ =

Y

†
|V ⟩
γk,−

(6.22)

k

=

Y

Ψ†k ψ− |V ⟩

k

Y
=
(−vk∗ c†k,s + uk∗ c−k,s )c†−k,s |0⟩
k

Y
=
(u∗k − vk∗ c†k,s c†−k,s )|0⟩
k

→

Y

(uk − vk eiφ c†k,s c†−k,s )|0⟩

k

where in the last step we take the expressions for uk , vk from Eqn. 6.10 and placed the
superconducting phase on the creation operators. Note that for each value of φ there is a
different ground state, as indicated by the subscript in |gφ ⟩. We see that the ground state
is a product state of superpositions of unoccupied and occupied pairs of electrons. This is
the first definition of a Cooper pair: uk − vk eiφ c†k,s c†−k,s .

Figure 6.5: BCS ground state and quasiparticle excitations | (a) In the ground state of

the superconductor, all the negative energy Bogoliubons are populated, as indicated by
dark purple shading. (b) Quasiparticle excitations can be created either by de‑populating
a negative energy Bogoliubon, or by populating a positive energy one.
We can also construct a ground state with a definite number of electron pairs N . This
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is given by the Fourier transform:
Z
|N ⟩ =

dφ e−iN φ |gφ ⟩

(6.23)

This is known as Anderson projection. How do we see that |N ⟩ is indeed the state with a
definite number of electron pairs N ? First imagine fully factorizing the product state in the
last line of Eqn. 6.22. As each pair of creation operators carries around eiφ , the number of
factors of eiφ in a particular term will be the same as the number of pairs. The e−iN φ in the
integrand will then pick out only terms with N pairs, and all other terms will integrate to
zero. The second definition of the Cooper pairs is the electron pairs described by |N ⟩. For
example, it is often heard that ”N Cooper pairs have tunneled across a junction.” What is
actually meant is that the superconductor on one side of the junction is described by |N ⟩.

6.6 Quasiparticle excitations
An excited state of the superconductor can be reached by starting with the ground state
|gφ ⟩, and then either de‑populating one of the negative energy Bogoliubons or populating
one of the positive energy Bogoliubons [Fig. 6.5(b). Each such excitation is known as a
quasiparticle. Mathematically,

γk′ ,− |gφ ⟩ = γk′ ,−

Y

†
γk,−
|V ⟩ = c†−k′ ,s

k

γk†′ ,+ |gφ ⟩ = γk†′ ,+

Y

†
γk,−
|V ⟩ = c†k′ ,s

Y
k̸=k′

(uk − vk eiφ c†k,s c†−k,s )|0⟩

Y

k̸=k′

k

(6.24)

(uk − vk eiφ c†k,s c†−k,s )|0⟩

We see that in a bulk superconductor, an individual quasiparticle actually corresponds to
an unpaired electron. All other electrons still form Cooper pairs, but the unpaired electron
no longer participates in the condensate.
It’s important to note that for an isolated hunk of superconductor, quasiparticles must
always be created in pairs. While we have lost conservation of electron number in the BCS
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Hamiltonian, parity is still conserved. However, the action of an individual Bogoliubon
†
γk,±
= ( c†k

h†k

)ψ± breaks parity: it is a superposition of creating/destroying a single elec‑

tron. As such, any excitation of an isolated superconductor must be in the form of pairs of
quasiparticles.

6.7 Pictures of superconductivity
6.7.1 One-particle picture
Everything that has been presented so far in this chapter has been in what is known as the
“one‑particle picture” of superconductivity. This is a convenient picture because it lets us
see the ground state directly from the negative energy Bogoliubons. We can get to the other
two pictures from the one‑particle picture via some simple transformations.
For illustrative purposes, let’s imagine starting from the ground state of the supercon‑
ductor and then creating an excitation. We can then see how this excitation looks in the
different pictures. Specifically, let’s suppose that we have a photon incident on our super‑
conductor with energy hω
ˉ > 2∆. Because the photon doesn’t carry much momentum, the
momentum of the Bogoliubons must be conserved in the absorption. The absorption thus
consists of destroying a negative energy Bogoliubon and creating a positive energy one
with the same momentum:

†
γk,+
γk,− |gφ ⟩

2ϵk = hω
ˉ

(6.25)

This situation is exactly what is depicted in Fig. 6.5(b). Now let’s see how this many‑body
configuration looks in the other pictures of superconductivity.

6.7.2 Excitation picture
Perhaps the most common representation of superconductivity is the excitation picture. In
this picture, we construct the Bogoliubons such that they all describe excitations out of the
ground state. While in this picture the properties of the ground state are hidden, it has the
advantage of highlighting the spinful nature of the Bogoliubons, and it is for this reason
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that we use it in Chapters 2 through 4.
The transformation is straightforward from the one‑particle picture. We keep the posi‑
tive energy Bogoliubons γk,+ as they are, but describe the negative energy Bogoliubons by
their Hermitian conjugate:
†
γk,s
†
γ−k,s

!
=

†
γk,+

γk,−

!
=

+uk ck † + vk hk †

!

−vk ck + uk hk

=

+uk c†k,s + vk c−k,s

!

−vk ck,s + uk c†−k,s

(6.26)

†
Note the flip of momentum and spin on γ−k,s
, and how this tracks back correctly to the

underlying electrons as seen on the far right‑hand side. With these new definitions, the
Hamiltonian becomes

HBCS =

X

†
†
γk,− ) →
γk,+ − γk,−
ϵk (γk,+

X

†
†
γk,s + γk,s
Ek (γk,s
γk,s ),

Ek = ϵk

(6.27)

k

k

Where we have dropped a constant resulting from the fermionic anti‑commutation rela‑
tions and rearranged the sum over momentum for γk,s . Note that we have also redefined
the energy Ek = ϵk ; we do this to highlight that if we switched to a new picture of super‑
conductivity. The effect on the spectrum is shown graphically in Fig. 6.6: we have taken
the negative energy band of the one particle picture and flipped it in momentum −k → +k
as well as energy −ϵk → +ϵk .
†
and
We see that in the excitation picture, we once again have spin degeneracy: both γk,s
†
γk,s
create a particle with positive energy Ek . In fact, our example excitation 6.25 is exactly

this:

†
†
†
|gφ ⟩
γk,+
γk,− |gφ ⟩ = γk,s
γ−k,s

2Ek = hω
ˉ

(6.28)

Instead of moving a Bogoliubon from negative to positive energy as in the one‑particle
picture, here we see that we create two Bogoliubons (quasiparticles) with opposite spin
and momentum. In general, when moving from the one particle picture to the excitation
picture, we can imagine flipping each negative energy state both in energy and momentum,
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Figure 6.6: Comparing density of states, energy spectra, and quasiparticle excitations in

the one‑particle (a/b) and excitation pictures (c/d) | Note how in moving to the excitation
picture, the depopulated state at negative energy has become a populated state at positive
energy.
as well as inverting the population.

6.7.3 Semiconductor picture
The final picture of superconductivity we present here is the semiconductor picture. It has
become prominent in recent years as investigations of the interplay between superconduc‑
tivity, spin‑orbit coupling, and Zeeman fields have picked up speed, such as in topological
quantum computation [Fu and Kane 2008; Lutchyn, Sau, and Das Sarma 2010; Oreg, Refael,
and Oppen 2010].
The semiconductor picture is useful when we have conflicting pairings of creation and
annihilation operators in our Hamiltonian. For instance, suppose we have both supercon‑
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ducting pairing and a Zeeman field perpendicular to the spin quantization axis:

∆c†k,s c†−k,s + B⊥ c†k,s ck,s + H.c.

(6.29)

In the one‑particle picture, we brought the pairing term to a diagonal form by replacing
one of the electron creation operators with a hole annihilation operator c†−k,s = hk,s (note
that we are now keeping the spin label for reasons that will become apparent). However,
if we apply this transformation to Eqn. 6.29, then we just move the problem over to the
Zeeman term:

∆c†k,s hk,s + B⊥ c†k,s h†−k,s + H.c.

(6.30)

So should we perform the electron/hole transformation or not? The answer is that yes,
we should, but that we should also keep the original electrons. Moreover, we apply the
transformation to both spin species: c†−k,s = hk,s and c†k,s = h−k,s . Let’s see how this works
with the free particle Hamiltonian:

H=

X

Ek (c†k,s ck,s + c†k,s ck,s )

(6.31)

k

1X
Ek (c†k,s ck,s + c†k,s ck,s + c†k,s ck,s + c†k,s ck,s )
2
k
1X
Ek (c†k,s ck,s + c†k,s ck,s − h†−k,s h−k,s − h†−k,s h−k,s )
=
2
k
X
1
=
Ek (c†k,s ck,s + c†k,s ck,s − h†k,s hk,s − h†k,s hk,s )
2
=

k

where we have rearranged the sum of momentum for the holes term in the last step. Note
the factor of

1
2

that has appeared out front; this is often forgotten. Now we define the


†
†
†
†
†
four‑component “Nambu” spinor Υk = ck,s ck,s hk,s −hk,s . Note the minus sign on

the last hole operator; this is important so that terms don’t cancel due to fermionic anti‑
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commutation. The Hamiltonian can thus be written as

H=

X Ek
2

k

Υ†k σz sI Υk

(6.32)

where the Pauli matrices σi act in electron‑hole space and the Pauli matrices si act in spin
space. Now the Zeeman term can be written as

B⊥ c†k,s ck,s + H.c. =

B⊥ †
Υ σI sX Υk
2 k

(6.33)

∆ †
Υ σX sI Υk
2 k

(6.34)

and the pairing term can be written as

∆c†k,s hk,s + H.c. =

and then we can proceed as we did in the one‑particle picture to find the eigenstates, only
this time with a four‑component wavefunction.
However, one must be quite careful when using the semiconductor picture. By describ‑
ing things with the four‑component spinor Υk , we have artificially doubled the degrees of
freedom. Let’s explore what effects this leads to. First, we re‑express the spinor in terms of
only electron operators:

Υ†k


=



c†k,s

c†k,s

c−k,s −c−k,s

(6.35)

Notice that the first term in the spinor is equal to minus the Hermitian conjugate of the
fourth, and the second is equal to the Hermitian conjugate of the third. Mathematically,
this is expressed via the symmetry operation

P = σY sY K =

0
0
0
−1

0
0
1
0

0
1
0
0

−1
0
0
0


K

PΥ†k = Υk

(6.36)

where K is the complex conjugation operator. This artificial symmetry is sometimes known
as electron‑hole symmetry, and is purely an artifact of the semiconductor picture (this is
not to be confused with a different usage of “electron‑hole symmetry”, which is an approx‑
imate symmetry that can occur in systems when particles above the Fermi energy behave
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the same as those below). Applying this to each of the terms in the Hamiltonian:

Hk = Ek σZ sI + ∆σX sI + B⊥ σI sX

(6.37)



kinetic :
pairing :
Zeeman :


P Ek σZ sI P † = Ek σY sY σZ sI σY sY = −Ek σZ sI


P ∆σX sI P † = ∆σY sY σX sI σY sY = −∆σX sI


P B⊥ σI sX P † = B⊥ σY sY σI sX σY sY = −B⊥ σI sX

So in total, Hk picks up a minus sign under the transformation P Hk P † = −Hk . Let’s see
what this means for the eigenstates ψi (in the one‑particle picture we had only two solutions
±, but since Hk is now 4‑D there are four solutions indexed by i):

Hk ψi = ϵk,i ψi

(6.38)

PHk P † Pψi = Pϵi ψi
Hk Pψi = −ϵi Pψi

The last line tells us that ψj = P ψi is also an eigenstate of Hk with energy ϵj = −ϵi . How‑
ever, it is not just that there is a mirror symmetry, but that the associated Bogoliubons are
very much the same:

†
γk,i
= Υ†k ψi = Υ†k P † Pψi = Υk ψj = γk,j

(6.39)

†
We do not have independent Bogoliubons: creating the Bogoliubon γk,i
with energy ϵi is

equivalent to destroying the Bogoliubon with energy −ϵi . Thus not only do we have a
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forced mirror symmetry in the spectrum (even in the presence of the time‑reversal symme‑
try breaking B⊥ ), but when filling levels with Bogoliubons, we must take care to respect
property 6.39. For our example excitation, this means that we now have two populated Bo‑
goliubons at positive energy, and two de‑populated Bogoliubons at negative energy (see
Fig. a.7). Note that in Fig. 6.7, we are playing it a bit loose with the spin labels. We origi‑
nally applied the Zeeman term perpendicular to the spin quantization axis defining s and
s, but in Fig. 6.7 we are still labeling the spin‑split states as s and s.
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Figure 6.7: Comparing density of states and quasiparticle excitations for each of the

three pictures | For illustrative purposes, a Zeeman field is included to break spin degen‑
eracy. (a/b) For the one‑particle picture, the Zeeman field shifts all energies upward. (c/d)
In the excitation picture, one spin species is shifted up while the other is shifted down. Here
we see an example of how the excitation picture is more intuitive when dealing with spin‑
dependent interactions. (e/f) In the semiconductor picture, we can imagine duplicating the
excitation picture, but then flipping the duplicate to negative energy. The two quasipar‑
ticles are then represented by two filled states at positive energy, and two empty ones at
negative energy.
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7
Andreev reflection,
Andreev levels,
and the Josephson effect
7.1 Andreev reflection
Andreev reflection is the fundamental process underpinning mesoscopic superconductivity. It is at
the heart of the proximity effect, kinetic inductance of disordered superconductors, and, as will be
shown at the end of this chapter, the Josephson effect. But what is Andreev reflection? Put simply,
it is a quantum‑mechanical process by which electrons are converted into holes at the boundary
between a normal region and a superconductor. As we will show, it arises due to the requirement of
wavefunction continuity across the interface between the two materials. In this Chapter, we use the
notation developed in Chapter 6 and work in the one‑particle picture.
Imagine an electron moving in the normal region N incident on an interface with a
superconductor S. Furthermore, suppose its energy ϵ is positive but less than the super‑
conducting gap ∆ [Fig. 7.1]. Upon encountering the interface, it can’t continue into the
superconductor because there are no states below ∆ for it to occupy, and therefore it must
be reflected. However, instead of being reflected as an electron, it is reflected as a hole.
This is known as Andreev reflection [Andreev 1964].
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of Andreev reflection | (a) A right‑moving electron γ+,→ is Andreev

reflected into a left‑moving hole γ+,→ , injecting a Cooper pair into the superconductor. (b)
Decay of the wavefunction in the superconductor demands that the electron momentum
is slightly above kF (k = kF + i/ξ). This allows us to read of the reflection coefficient v/u
from the color of the band in (c), as indicated by the vertical dotted line. Note that while
the momentum carried by the hole is still positive, its velocity is negative.
Mathematically, we can see why Andreev reflection occurs by matching the electron‑
hole wavefunctions at the boundary. In the normal region where ∆ → 0, the incoming
 
1 ikx
electron is described by ψN,→ = AN
e where AN is a normalization constant. While
0
there is no state at |ϵ| < ∆ in the superconductor, we can get evanescent waves. This can
be seen by rearranging Eqn. 6.17, but assuming ϵ < ∆:

p
1
1
k = kF + i
sgn(ϵ) ∆2 − ϵ2 = kF + i sgn(ϵ)
hv
ˉ F
ξ
p
1
1
k = kF − i
sgn(ϵ) ∆2 − ϵ2 = kF − i sgn(ϵ)
hv
ˉ F
ξ

(7.1)

√
where we have defined the energy‑dependent coherence length ξ = hv
ˉ F / ∆2 − ϵ2 . For the
state currently considered (k > 0, ϵ > 0, x > 0), eikx decays but eikx blows up. Thus, the
evanescent wavefunction inside the superconductor must be described by the electron‑like
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u +ik x −x/ξ
solution ψS,→ = AS
e F e
. Now the crucial observation: because the wavefunction
v
in the superconductor has a nonzero hole‑amplitude v, the outgoing particle in the normal region
 
0 ikx
must be a hole ψN,→ = AN
e . The hole is “outgoing” in the sense that its Fermi velocity
1
is negative. The continuity equation at the boundary reads

ψN,→ |x=0 + ψN,→ |x=0 = ψS,→ |x=0
AN

 
1

+ AN

 
0

0

= AS

1

(7.2)

 
u
v

Using the lower vector equation, we can eliminate AS to solve for the ratio of the reflected
hole amplitude to the incoming electron amplitude:

AN /AN = v/u

(7.3)

For |ϵ| < ∆, a bit of algebra shows that this reflection coefficient AN /AN = v/u has modulus
one:

s

p
1 − i (∆/ϵ)2 − 1
p
v/u = e
1 + i (∆/ϵ)2 − 1
s 
p
ϵ 2
−iφ
=e
(1 − i (∆/ϵ)2 − 1)2
∆
p
ϵ
= e−iφ
(1 − i (∆/ϵ)2 − 1)
∆
−iφ
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(7.4)


|v/u| =
2


=

ϵ
∆
ϵ
∆

2

p
p
(1 − i (∆/ϵ)2 − 1)(1 + i (∆/ϵ)2 − 1)

(7.5)

2
(1 + ((∆/ϵ)2 − 1))

=1

The reflection coefficient can thus be fully described by a phase ϕA in the complex plane:
v/u = e−iφ eiϕA . We know the real part ϵ/∆ will be equal to cos ϕA . Further, we see that the
imaginary part is negative, which tells us that ϕA must also be negative. In summary, we
find

v/u = e−iφ eiϕA

ϕA = − cos−1 (|ϵ/∆|)

The electron→hole transmutation discussed above is only one of several possible An‑
dreev reflection processes. For instance, if the orientation of the superconductor and nor‑
mal region are flipped (S on right, N on left), a left‑moving electron may be reflected into a
hole. Moreover, it is also possible for holes to be Andreev reflected into electrons. In total,
there are thus four possible Andreev reflection processes for a particular energy of particle.
Is the phase acquired in each of these Andreev relfection processes the same? In each
case, one must follow the logic we went through above (incident electron with positive
momentum and energy). These steps are summarized by the below algorithm:
1. Which momentum (k or k) gives a decaying wavefunction into the superconductor
(consider ϵ, k, and x)?
• If k, reflection coefficient is v/u.
• If k, reflection coefficient is v/u.
2. Is the incoming particle an electron or a hole?
• If electron, the reflection coefficient found in step one is correct.
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• If hole, take the complex conjugate.
In the end however, the result is quite simple: if ϵ > 0, the Andreev reflection phase is
+ϕA , while if ϵ < 0, the Andreev reflection phase is −ϕA . We can thus take all energies into
account and define the Andreev reflection coefficient:

rA ≡ eiϕA ;

ϕA = −sgn(ϵ) cos−1 (|ϵ/∆|)

(7.6)

Note that for simplicity of notation rA does not include φ dependence.
Notes on the physics of Andreev reflection So far in this section, we have reached a
concrete, mathematical understanding of Andreev reflection. However, there are several
points that are important from a physics perspective. We can consider them from the point
of view of conservation laws:
1. Conservation of charge. In Andreev reflection, an incoming electron is transmuted
into an outgoing hole (or vice versa). But an electron has charge −e, and a hole +e.
Where did the −2e of charge go? It turns out that it is injected into the superconductor
in the form of a Cooper pair (see section 6.5). As we will see in our discussion of the
Josephson effect, Andreev reflection can thus lead to the flow of current between
normal and superconducting regions.
2. Conservation of energy. This one is not so interesting, but I include it for complete‑
ness. Throughout our discussion of Andreev reflection, we have assumed energy
conservation. This is exactly the same as in introductory 1D quantum scattering prob‑
lems (e.g. step potential).
3. Conservation of momentum. Andreev reflection differs from a typical scattering
problem in that it involves states with roughly the same momentum (in typical 1D
scattering, we might have eikx → e−ikx ). Starting with the continuity equation 7.2,
let’s take a look at the full wavefunction ψA (x) for the first Andreev reflection process
we considered:
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ψN,→ |x=0 + ψN,→ |x=0 = ψS,→ |x=0
AN

 
1

+ AN

 
0

0

= AS

(7.7)

 
u

1

v




y

 
 

 
1 ikx
0 ikx
u ikx
ψA (x) = Θ(−x)
e + rA
e
e
+ Θ(x)
0
1
v

(7.8)

while Andreev reflection involves states with roughly the same momentum, it isn’t
quite conserved. In ψA (x), the momentum of the hole is slightly less than that of the
2ϵ
electron: k − k = hv
ˉ F . While we ignored this momentum mismatch in our discussion

above (we did not demand continuity of the derivative at the boundary), in principle
it can lead to normal reflection. For most superconductors, the gap is small compared
to the Fermi energy (the momentum mismatch is small compared to the Fermi mo‑
mentum), and so this effect is small. However, for the proximitized semiconductors
considered in this thesis (smaller Fermi energies), this approximation may not be a
great one [Sriram et al. 2019].

7.2 Andreev levels: the "short junction" limit
Andreev levels are spatially localized, fermionic modes which form due to constructive interference
of Andreev reflection processes. They are the microscopic modes responsible for the Josephson super‑
current, and are central to the results presented in this thesis. In this section, we derive the Andreev
spectrum in the so‑called “short junction” limit [Beenakker and Van Houten 1991; Furusaki and
Tsukada 1991].
The prototypical Andreev level occurs in a superconductor‑normal‑superconductor
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junction [Fig. 7.2]. An electron moving to the right in the normal region is Andreev re‑
flected into a left‑moving hole upon encountering the right superconductor. Upon reach‑
ing the left superconductor, the hole is then Andreev reflected back into a right‑moving
electron. We can already see that this loop will carry current: every round trip, the right
superconductor loses 2e of charge, and the left superconductor gains it. To gain a deeper
understanding of the Andreev levels, we next derive their energy spectrum as function of
the superconducting phase drop φ across the junction.

Figure 7.2: Formation of an Andreev level | A right‑moving electron in the normal region

is reflected into a hole with amplitude v/u = rA e−iφ/2 upon encountering the right super‑
conductor. The hole travels back to the left, whereupon it is reflected back into an electron
with (v/u)∗ = rA e−iφ/2 . The constructive interference of these two processes forms an
Andreev level.
Andreev levels form when the loop shown in Fig. 7.2 satisfies a constructive interfer‑
ence condition. First, we choose a gauge and divide the phase drop equally between the left
and right superconductors. When the electron is Andreev reflected off of the right super‑
conductor (superconducting phase +φ/2), the hole picks up a phase +ϕA − φ/2. Note that
the phase between the electron and hole includes minus the superconductor’s phase, since
the transmutation of an electron into a hole is equivalent to the destruction of two electrons.
The hole then travels back to the right (although it also has momentum ≈ kF , its velocity is
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negative) and encounters the left superconductor (superconducting phase −φ/2). It is then
Andreev reflected back into the electron, acquiring a phase +ϕA − φ/2. An Andreev level
will form if these processes constructively interfere, i.e. if the total phase is a multiple of
2πn. For now, we will restrict ourselves to n = 0, which will correspond to φ ∈ {−π, +π}.
This gives us a condition on the level energy:

(7.9)

φ = 2ϕA
φ = −2 sgn(ϵ) cos−1 (|ϵ/∆|)
−sgn(ϵ)φ = 2 cos−1 (|ϵ/∆|)
→ ϵ = ±∆ cos(φ/2)

However, note that 2 cos−1 (|ϵ/∆|) can only take values from 0 to π. So in Eqn. 7.9, the step
with the right arrow is only valid for ϵ > 0 if φ ∈ {−π, 0}, and for ϵ < 0 if φ ∈ {0, π}. A sim‑
ilar constructive interference condition exists for left‑moving electrons and right‑moving
holes, but because the electron→hole and hole→electron processes are occurring on the
opposite superconductors, the superconducting phase acquires a sign flip:

−φ = 2ϕA

(7.10)

φ = 2 sgn(ϵ) cos−1 (|ϵ/∆|)
sgn(ϵ)φ = 2 cos−1 (|ϵ/∆|)
→ ϵ = ±∆ cos(φ/2)

Here the step with the right arrow is only valid for ϵ > 0 if φ ∈ {0, π}, and for ϵ < 0 if
φ ∈ {−π, 0}.
In the end, we see that the Andreev level energies are ϵA = ±∆ cos(φ/2) no matter the
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value of φ, and all these considerations about the range of cos−1 seem a bit trivial. However,
because we expect the current carried by the Andreev levels to be given by

dϵ
dφ ,

it is nice to

see that they are built out of states with appropriate momentum/velocity for each range of
φ. This is summarized by Fig. 7.3 and by the equation below:

ϵA =





 ±∆ cos(φ/2) with momentum ±kF for φ ∈ {−π, 0}



 ±∆ cos(φ/2) with momentum ∓kF for φ ∈ {0, +π}

(7.11)

In our derivation of the Andreev energies Eqn 7.11, we have neglected any dynamical phase
acquired by the charge carriers as they propagate across the normal region. The dynamical
phase is given by ϵt/ˉ
h, where t = L/vF is the propagation time for a normal region of length
L. The Andreev reflection phase is set by ϵ/∆, so the dynamical phase is negligible if

ϵ/∆ ≫ ϵL/ˉ
hvF

(7.12)

hv
ˉ F /∆ ≫ L
ξ0 ≫ L

where ξ0 is the zero‑energy coherence length (see text after Eqn. 7.1). This condition is
known as the short junction limit.
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Figure 7.3: Momentum of the Andreev levels | For φ ∈ {−π, 0}, the upper energy state

is built of positive momentum particles and the lower energy state is negative momentum
particles. For φ ∈ {0, +π}, the situation is reversed.

Including disorder: scattering formalism
Eqn. 7.11 is not the end of the story when it comes to the Andreev levels. In reality, any
junction will possess some amount of disorder, and thus we must take scattering in the nor‑
mal region into account. To do this, it is convenient to change notation slightly and consider
outgoing/incoming particles relative to the normal region. This is depicted schematically
in Fig. 7.4 for both positive and negative momentum loops.

Figure 7.4: Formation of both positive and negative momentum Andreev levels de‑

picted in a scattering picture | Particles headed out of the normal region encounter the su‑
perconductors and are reflected back towards the normal region via an Andreev process.
The incoming particles then pass through the normal region and head back out toward the
other superconductor.
As we have seen, and as is re‑depicted in Fig. 7.4, outgoing particles from the normal
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region will get Andreev reflected back into incoming particles. In this incoming/outgoing
scattering picture, we have

Ψ†in = SA Ψ†out








†
 cR,out 

†
 cR,in 



 † 
c

L,in 

Ψ†in = 
 † 
h 
 R,in 
 † 
hL,in

(7.13)

Ψ†out




 †
 cL,out 


=

†

h
 R,out 
 † 
hL,out




e−iφ/2

0
0
rA



0
0
0

SA = 

rA e+iφ/2
0
0


0
rA e−iφ/2
0




rA e+iφ/2 



0


0
0

Assuming no scattering in the normal region for a second, the incoming particles will then
become outgoing particles as follows:

Ψ†out = SN Ψ†in

0


1
SN = 

0


0

(7.14)


1 0 0


0 0 0


0 0 1


0 1 0

We can plug Eqn. 7.14 into 7.13 to obtain an eigenvalue equation:

SA SN Ψ†in = Ψ†in

(7.15)

This equation holds if det(SA SN − I) = 0. This is the equivalent of the constructive inter‑
ference condition we had before, and indeed solving it gives ϵA ± ∆ cos(φ/2).
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Figure 7.5: Including disorder | Due to disorder in the normal region, incoming particles

are transmitted only with probability |t|2 and reflected back with probability |r|2 . This co‑
herently couples the positive and negative momentum loops, forming hybridized Andreev
levels.
Now we include scattering in the normal region [Fig. 7.5]. The scattering matrix for
 † 
 †  
r t
cR,in
cR,out
, where we assume r, t ∈ R and r2 +
=
the electrons is given by
†
c†L,in
cL,out
t −r
t2 = 1. Note that r and t can be complex, but this would not change the final solution.
The hole scattering matrix is, in general, the complex conjugate of the electron scattering
matrix (see Chapter 8), but here this has no effect since we have assumed real reflection
and transmission coefficients. In total, the scattering matrix in the normal region is thus




r t 0 0 




 t −r 0 0 


SN = 

0 0 r t 




0 0 t −r

(7.16)

Now, solving the equation det(SA SN − I) = 0 gives us the final form for the Andreev level
energies in the short‑junction limit:

ϵA = ±∆

q
1 − t2 sin2 (φ/2)

(7.17)

The two solutions are plotted in Fig. 7.6. We see that the effect of adding scattering in the
normal region is to create an avoided crossing between the positive and negative current‑
carrying states of strength 2∆r.
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Figure 7.6: Short‑junction energies | Disorder in the normal region results in a coherent

coupling between the positive/negative momentum Andreev loops (ϵ = ± cos(φ/2), gray
lines), resulting in an avoided crossing of strength
2∆r. This gives the final form of the
q
short‑junction Andreev level energies ϵA = ± 1 − t2 sin2 (φ/2) (black lines).

In most other parts of this thesis, the most important feature of the Andreev levels will
not be their electron/hole character, but instead the direction of current flow. In addition,
as can be guessed from the title of this thesis, the spinful nature of the Andreev levels will
be important. As such, we will often depict the scattering in a slightly simplified form that
highlights the current and spin of the Andreev levels [Fig. 7.7].

7.3 The Josephson effect
The Josephson effect, in which a supercurrent flows across an SNS junction even in the absence of an
applied voltage, is probably the most famous phenomenon in mesoscopic superconductivity. More‑
over, it is the foundation of quantum information processing with superconducting circuits. Here
we demonstrate that it is the Andreev levels that are responsible for the flow of this supercurrent.
However, note that these results do not apply to Josephson nanowires!
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Figure 7.7: Two depictions of scattering processes | Two equivalent pictorial represen‑

tations of scattering processes that give rise to the Andreev levels. The one on the left has
everything nice and labeled, and it highlights the electron/hole character of the Andreev
levels. The one on the right is less busy, and instead highlights the spinful nature and
current‑carrying properties of the Andreev levels. Blue corresponds to current flowing to
the left, and red corresponds to current flowing to the right. Black arrows reprsent normal
scattering.
In a superconductor‑insulator‑superconductor junction (also known as a tunnel junc‑
tion), the probability for an electron to traverse the insulating region unimpeded is quite
small; it must quantum tunnel from one side to the other. As such, when considering the
Andreev level energies for a tunnel junction, we can expand Eqn. 7.17 for small t:

ϵA = ±∆

q

1 − t2 sin2 (φ/2)

(7.18)

≈ ±∆(1 − t2 sin2 (φ/2)/2)
= ±[∆ −

∆t2
(1 − cos φ)]
4

But the story is not quite this simple. Throughout our discussion of Andreev physics, we
have been pretending that we are dealing with a one dimensional system. Of course, this
is not true. However, we can model the leads of the junction as electronic waveguides,
with the modes of the waveguides determined by quantization in the transverse direction.
Each of these modes is known as a conduction channel. We can then treat each conduction
channel as a separate 1D system, each with its own tunneling amplitude ti (for a more in
depth discussion of conduction channels, I recommend ”Quantum Transort” by Nazarov
and Blanter). Each ”1D” conduction channel will then host a pair of Andreev levels (posi‑
tive/negative energy), and their energies will add in parallel. The total energy of the junc‑
tion is thus:
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=−

X
∆t2i
[∆ −
(1 − cos φ)]
4

(7.19)

i

→

X ∆t2
i

i

4

(1 − cos φ)]

= EJ (1 − cos φ);

EJ =

∆X 2
ti
4
i

and thus we have found the familiar form for the Josephson energy. Because the current
and the inductance of the junction are given by the first and second derivatives of the flux
Φ/Φ0 = φ, the Josephson current and inductance pick up factors of Φ0 = h/(2e):
ˉ

2
L−1
J = EJ /Φ0

IJ = EJ /Φ0

(7.20)

The Landauer formula states that the normal state conductance of the junction is given
P
by GN = G0 i t2i where the conductance quantum is G0 = e2 /πˉh. We can thus relate
the Josephson energy, current and inductance to the normal state conductance, though
typically this relation is expressed between the normal state resistance RN = 1/GN and
the Josephson inductance:

L−1
J =

∆(2e)2 X 2
ti
4ˉ
h2
i

(7.21)

∆e2
GN /G0
hˉ 2
hˉ
LJ =
RN
π∆

L−1
J =

When relating the supercurrent to the normal‑state resistance, this is known as the
Ambegaokar‑Baratoff relation. This relationship between the transmission of the con‑
duction channels and the supercurrent has been verified direclty in atomic point con‑
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tacts[Goffman et al. 2000; Della Rocca et al. 2007].
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8
Andreev levels in
Josephson nanowires
In this chapter, we calculate the energy spectrum of Andreev levels in Josephson nanowires. First, we
show how increasing the junction length results in more Andreev doublets per conduction channel.
Then, after discussing spin‑orbit physics in unproximitized semiconductor nanowires, we demon‑
strate how spin‑orbit effects break the Andreev level spin degeneracy. As we will primarily be con‑
cerned with single quasiparticle excitations, we will restrict ourselves to the excitation picture of
superconductivity.
There has been quite a bit of theory on spin‑orbit‑split Andreev levels [Chtchelkatchev and
Nazarov 2003; Béri, Bardarson, and Beenakker 2008; Padurariu and Nazarov 2010; Reynoso et al.
2012; Yokoyama, Eto, and Nazarov 2014; Cayao et al. 2015; Murani et al. 2017; Heck, Väyrynen,
and Glazman 2017], and the spectrum of such a weak link was recently probed using cQED tech‑
niques [Tosi et al. 2019]. Here we apply the scattering formalism developed in Chapter 7 [Beenakker
and Van Houten 1991] and derive the transcendental equations published in [Nazarov and Blanter
2009; Beenakker and Van Houten 1992] and [Tosi et al. 2019].

8.1 Scattering of holes
This chapter focuses on how changing the properties of the normal region affects the An‑
dreev levels of a weak link. As we approach this question using the scattering picture
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formulated in Chapter 7, the problem boils down to writing down the correct scattering
matrix for the normal region SN . As we saw in Chapter 7, SN has both an electron part Se
and a hole part Sh . In the short‑junction regime, we had the simple relation Se = Sh . How‑
ever, this is not generically true. Additionally, we will encounter spin‑dependent scattering
matrices in this chapter, so we need to differentiate between Se,↓ and Se,↑ .
Let’s consider spin down electrons incident on the normal region:




†
cR,in,↓ 

 = Se,↓ 

c†L,out,↓
c†L,in,↓


†
cR,out,↓ 

(8.1)

We can get the hole scattering matrix by taking the Hermitian conjugate of this expression.
We’re working in the excitation picture, so we’ll hold on to (and flip) the spin label when
converting to holes:









†
cR,in,↓ cL,in,↓ Se,↓

 

†
†
†
†
†
hR,out,↑ hL,out,↑ = hR,in,↑ hL,in,↑ Se,↓




†
†
h
hR,out,↑ 
∗  R,in,↑ 

 = Se,↓ 

h†L,in,↑
h†L,out,↑

cR,out,↓ cL,out,↓

=

(8.2)

∗ . Note we don’t have to toggle the in/out labels since the holes
So we find that Sh,↑ = Se,↓

have the same Fermi velocity as their electron counterparts. But there’s still another detail
to consider if the scattering matrix has energy dependence. We’ll be working in the exci‑
tation picture in this chapter, so all particles (both electrons and holes) will always have
positive energy. However, a positive energy hole is the absence of a negative energy elec‑
tron. The hole scattering matrix must therefore be evaluated at negative energy. The final
relation between the electron and hole scattering matrices is thus:

∗
Sh,↑ (E) = Se,↓
(−E)

Note that this relation holds for any of the pictures of superconductivity.
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(8.3)

8.2 Beyond the short-junction approximation
In this section, we detail how the Andreev level spectrum is modified when the dynamical phase
acquired by the weak‑link‑traversing charge carriers can no longer be neglected. In this situation,
disorder can no longer be represented by the channel transparency alone. We therefore investigate
several crude models of disorder, and comment on their validity.

8.2.1 Increasing junction length
In Chapter 7, we found the spectrum of Andreev levels in the short‑junction regime by con‑
sidering constructive interference of Andreev reflection and normal reflection. However,
as discussed in the text around Eqn. 7.12, we neglected the dynamical phase acquired by
the charge carriers as they traverse the normal region of the weak link. Let’s see what hap‑
pens when we take the dynamical phase into account, first assuming that the weak link is
free of disorder.
The first step is to linearize the kinetic energy (the only energy for a particle in the
normal region). For the two Fermi points (±), we have E = ±ˉ
hvF (k ∓ kF ). As an electron
traverses the normal region of length L, it picks up a propagation phase

(8.4)

ϕp = kL = (+kF + E/ˉhvF )L

Note that this is independent of the direction it’s traveling; the sign in the momentum
cancels with the sign of ±L. The disorder‑free scattering matrix Eqn. 7.14 is then modified
as




0
ei(+kF +E/ˉhvF )L
0
0




 i(+kF +E/ˉhvF )L

0
0
0
e


SN = 


i(−kF +E/ˉ
hvF )L 

0
0
0
e




i(−k
+E/ˉ
hv
)L
F
F
0
0
e
0

(8.5)

As discussed in section 8.1, the hole part of the scattering matrix been conjugated and the
sign of the energy has been flipped E → −E. Note that the net result is thus a sign flip
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on kF in the propagation phase. As before, we can then compute det(SA SN − 1) to find the
Andreev level energies. However, without disorder, this is overkill; we can simply tack the
dynamical phase onto the sum of phases we had in the disorder‑free short junction case.¹
Eqns. 7.9/10 then become:

±φ = 2ϕA + 2EL/ˉ
hvF + 2πn

(8.6)

Note the factor of two on the dynamical phase; in a full round trip, the charge carriers
traverse the normal region twice. We also find that the dependence on kF has dropped
out. For a disorder‑free weak link, the electron portion +kF L cancels with the hole portion
−kF L. Unlike the short‑junction case, the constructive interference condition Eqn. 8.6 has
no analytic solution. Instead, we solve for E(φ) numerically [Fig. 8.1], and find that as we
increase L, the number of Andreev doublets also increases. This is the same as in any other
confined quantum system: when the system size grows, the level density increases.
What is different about the Andreev levels of a long junction as compared to say, a
particle in a box, is that the Andreev levels still disperse with φ, and therefore carry a su‑
percurrent. In the long‑junction case, we find that the Andreev levels form a characteristic
“shoe‑lace” pattern [Fig. 8.1]. We can gain some intuition for why this pattern is occurring
by Taylor expanding ϕA for E ≪ ∆:

±φ = 2ϕA + 2EL/ˉhvF + 2πn

(8.7)

≃ (−π + 2E/∆) + 2EL/ˉ
hvF + 2πn
= 2E(L/ˉhvF + 1/∆) + π(2n − 1)
E=±

(ˉhvF /L)∆
(φ − (2n − 1)π)
(ˉ
hvF /L) + ∆

We see that in the long‑junction case with E ≪ ∆, the Andreev spectrum is linear in φ with
a slope determined by a competition between two energy scales: the superconducting gap
∆ and the dwell energy hv
ˉ F /L (known as the Thouless energy in a diffusive mesoscopic
¹I write Eqn. 8.5 to compare to the disorder‑full case below.
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Figure 8.1: Dependence of the Andreev levels on the length of the weak link L | (a) The

four possible Andreev loops, with blue/red corresponding to current flowing left/right,
and solid/dashed corresponding to spin up/down. (b) The spin‑degenerate energies of the
Andreev levels as L is increased. As many of the experiments on long weak links in this
thesis were performed near φ = 0, we plot the energies from φ = −π to +π. The spectra
shown in panels (b) through (g) correspond to effective junction lengths L/ξ0 of 0.0, 0.5,
1.5, 2.5, 3.0, and 4.0. As with any confined quantum system, the level spacing decreases as
the size of the system grows.
system). Taking the further limit of ∆ ≫ L/ˉhvF , we find that the current is given by
2π dE
2π
= hˉ vF /L = 2evF /L
Φ0 dφ
Φ0

(8.8)

In this limit, the current carried by the Andreev levels is exactly what we would expect for
an electron traversing the weak link in time vF /L before Andreev reflecting off the super‑
conducting lead and injecting a Cooper pair.
As shown in Eqn. 7.12, the extent to which short junction physics breaks can also be
expressed in terms of the ratio of the junction length to the coherence length ξ0 /L. The
low‑energy dispersion relation then becomes
En = ±

∆
(φ − (2n − 1)π)
1 + L/ξ0

(8.9)

8.2.2 Single scatterer
As in the short‑junction regime, we must include disorder. However, in the case of a long
junction, disorder is not so straightforward to model. In Chapter 7, we implicitly assumed
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Figure 8.2: Single‑scatterer model (a) In the single‑scatterer model, we include disorder

by assuming a single point‑like scatterer at position x0 in the normal region of the weak
link. (b) Calculated spectrum (purple) for L/ξ0 = 4.0, x0 = L/4, and t = 0.9. Avoided
crossings (black arrows) are induced between the ballistic Andreev levels (red/blue). (c)
Spectrum for pathological choice of x0 = 0. Crossings at φ = 0 are not avoided, unlike
anything we have ever seen in experiment.
that we had a single scatterer with transmission amplitude t in the zero‑dimensional nor‑
mal region of the weak link. But if we assume a single scatterer in the long junction regime,
there is another degree of freedom: the position x0 ∈ {0, L} of the scatter within the nor‑
mal region [Fig. 8.2(a)]. While transmitted particles will still acquire the dynamical phase
EL/ˉ
hvF , particles incoming from the left that are reflected will acquire a dynamical phase
2Ex0 /ˉ
hvF ; the factor of 2 is present because the particle has to make its way to the scatterer,
and then all the way back to the lead. Similarly, incoming particles from the right that are
reflected will acquire a dynamical phase 2E(L − x0 )/ˉ
hvF . The full scattering matrix of the
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normal region is then





re2i(+kF +E/ˉhvF )(L−x0 )

tei(+kF +E/ˉhvF )L

0

0

tei(+kF +E/ˉhvF )L

−re2i(+kF +E/ˉhvF )x0

0

0

0

0

re2i(−kF +E/ˉhvF )(L−x0 )

tei(−kF +E/ˉhvF )L

0

0

tei(−kF +E/ˉhvF )L

−re2i(−kF +E/ˉhvF )x0





SN = 















(8.10)
Remember that the hole part of the scattering matrix has both been conjugated and E →
−E, such that the net effect is kF → −kF . Taking the determinant of the full scattering
matrix det(SA SN − 1) then gives a transcendental equation for the Andreev level energies
(I recommend using Mathematica):

0 = r2 cos(4E(x0 − L/2)/ˉhvF ) + t2 cos(φ) − cos(2EL/ˉ
hvF + 2ϕA )

(8.11)

The first term takes into account normal reflection and therefore depends on x0 , while the
second and third terms reduce to 8.6 for t → 1.
While this model of a single scatterer with variable position does indeed give us a spec‑
trum that appears physical (it introduces avoided crossings between Andreev levels of
opposite current), it has several problems. The main issue is that it just doesn’t seem very
realistic; it is highly unlikely that in a real device, there is a single point‑like impurity some‑
where in the junction that is scattering charge carriers. This non‑physicality is reinforced
by the fact that there are pathological choices of x0 . For instance, suppose x0 = L/2. Then
we have this funny situation where the crossings around φ = 0 are no longer avoided due
to destructive interference of the reflected particles. We have certainly never seen anything
like this in experiment.

8.2.3 Double barrier
We now discuss what seems like a more realistic model of the disorder, though as we will
discuss below, current experiments are unable to probe the structure of the disorder di‑
rectly. This model is based on the following observation: the most likely location for normal
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Figure 8.3: Double‑barrier model (a) Scanning electron micrograph of a Josephson

nanowire. Epitaxial aluminum coats two of the six nanowire facets, with a gap in the
middle forming the weak link. While the contact between the indium arsenide and the
aluminum is very good, it is not perfect. (b) In the double‑barrier model, we account for
disorder by placing two fixed scatterers at x = 0 and x = L, perhaps more accurately
capturing the source of scattering in our nanowires. (c) Calculated spectrum (purple) for
L/ξ0 = 4.0, rL = 0.1, rR = 0.5, kF L = π
reflection to take place is at the boundaries between the semiconductor and the supercon‑
ductor. Much work has gone into making this interface as transparent as possible; it’s why
we have so‑called “hard gaps” in the nanowire (the density of sub‑gap states in a proxim‑
itized section of nanowire is very small). Nonetheless, the interface is not perfect; there is
a small lattice mismatch between the aluminum shell and indium arsenide nanowire. A
more appropriate model is therefore a double‑barrier model, where one scatter is fixed to
x = 0 and the other to x = 1.
The overall transparency of this structure can be calculated by summing all possible
paths of an electron from the right to the left. The most straightforward path is of course
to tunnel straight through both barriers; this occurs with amplitude tL tR . But if the parti‑
cle only makes it through the first barrier on its initial try, it still has a chance to make it
through the whole structure so long as it completes m loops between the two scatterers.
The amplitudes of all these processes add, such that the total transmission amplitude is
given by
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tDB =

∞
X

tL eiϕp (−rR rL e2iϕp )m tR

(8.12)

m=0

=

tL tR eiϕp
1 + rR rL e2iϕp

where we have taken advantage of the properties of the geometric series. Similar logic can
be applied to get the other three elements of Se (or you can just use transfer matrices +
Mathematica). In the end, we have

rR +
Se = 

rL t2R e2iϕp
1+rR rL e2iϕp

tL tR eiϕp
1+rR rL e2iϕp



tL tR eiϕp

1+rR rL e2iϕp

rR t2L e2iϕp
−rL −
1+rR rL e2iϕp

(8.13)

Again, we have Sh (E) = Se∗ (−E) which results in kF → −kF inside ϕp . Solving for the
constructive interference condition (definitely use Mathematica), we get:

0 = − sin2 (EL/ˉ
hvF ∓ φ/2 + ϕA )

(8.14)

+ (rL2 + rR2 ) sin2 (EL/ˉhvF ∓ φ/2)
− rL2 rR2 sin2 (EL/ˉ
hvF ∓ φ/2 − ϕA )
− 2rL rR cos(2kF L)(1 − E 2 /∆2 )

In the last term, we can see that, in the double barrier case, the Fermi momentum does
matter. We can gain some intuition for this by performing what is known as the resonant
level approximation.

8.2.4 Resonant level
Let’s go back to the formula for the overall transmission amplitude through the double bar‑
rier Eqn. 8.12. When will the transmission be largest? Considering the propagation phase,
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the denominator will be smallest when 2ϕp = (2n + 1)π. This is precisely the constructive
interference condition for a level of energy Er (wavevector kr ) to form between the two
barriers in the normal state:

2ϕp = (2n + 1)π
kr =

(2n + 1)π
2L

Er = hv
ˉ F (kr − kF ) = hv
ˉ F(

(2n + 1)π
− kF )
2L

Note the additional factor of π/2 as compared to the typical infinite square well; this is
because we have chosen the reflection amplitudes of both barriers to be negative only when
viewed from the left. In short, this is why kF matters in the double‑barrier case: the effective
transparency of the system is largest when on resonance with the level Er . Let’s explore
this further by expanding tDB around this resonance condition:

tDB =

tL tR eiϕp
1 + rL rR e2iϕp

≃

tL tR eiϕp
1 + rL rR (−1 + i(2ϕp − (2n + 1)π))

≃

tL tR eiϕp
1 + rL rR (−1 + 2iL(E − Er )/ˉ
hvF )

(8.15)

The level Er is only well‑defined if the coupling to the superconductor is weak tL , tR ≈ 0.
We thus further expand tDB :
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tL tR eiϕp
1 + rL rR (−1 + 2iL(E − Er )/ˉ
hvF )
iϕ
p
tL tR e
q
q
=
1 + 1 − t2L 1 − t2R (−1 + 2iL(E − Er )/ˉhvF )

tDB ≃

≃

tL tR eiϕp
1 + (1 − t2L /2)(1 − t2R /2)(−1 + 2iL(E − Er )/ˉhvF )

≃

tL tR eiϕp
t2L /2 + t2R /2 + 2iL(E − Er )/ˉhvF

(8.16)

In the second‑to‑last step, we have kept only the leading‑order terms in both the real and
imaginary parts of the denominator. Finally, it customary to re‑express the transmission
amplitudes as the coupling rates of the level into the leads Γi = t2i /(2L/vF ); the electron
attempts to tunnel out (with success probability t2i ) every time interval 2L/vF . The final
form for the resonant level transmission amplitude is thus
√

tRL =

ΓL ΓR eiϕp
ΓL /2 + ΓR /2 + i(E − Er )

(8.17)

One can perform similar expansions to construct the scattering matrix for the resonant level
case, and then use det(SA SN −1) to obtain a transcendental equation for the energies. Or, it
is somewhat easier to simply start with the transcendental equation we found in the double
barrier case Eq. 8.14, and expand it instead.
First, we plug in 2kF L ≃ (2n + 1)π − 2Er L/ˉ
hvF and ri2 = 1 − (2L/vF )Γi :

0 = − sin2 (EL/ˉhvF ∓ φ/2 + ϕA )

(8.18)

+ (1 − (2L/vF )ΓL + 1 − (2L/vF )ΓR ) sin2 (EL/ˉ
hvF ∓ φ/2)
− (1 − (2L/vF )ΓL )(1 − (2L/vF )ΓR ) sin2 (EL/ˉ
hvF ∓ φ/2 − ϕA )
p
p
− 2 1 − (2L/vF )ΓL 1 − (2L/vF )ΓR cos((2n + 1)π − 2Er L/ˉ
hvF )
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Next, we expand to second order in Γi . Finally, we make another approximation that we
glossed over in our derivation of tDB above: we assume that the junction is quite short.
We therefore expand to lowest‑order in L, which ends up being L2 . After performing all
of these approximations (and dividing by L2 in the last step), we find the transcendental
equation [Beenakker and Van Houten 1992]:



0= ∆ −E
2

2



E −
2

Er2

1
− Γ2
4



p
φ
+ E 2 Γ ∆2 − E 2 + ∆2 ΓL ΓR sin2
2

(8.19)

Suppose that we are perfectly on resonance Er = 0, and E is small. Taking terms only at
second order in E, we can solve the above transcendental equation to obtain

˜
E=∆

r
φ
1 − τ̃ sin2
2

˜ =
∆

∆
1 + 2∆/Γ

τ̃ =

4ΓL ΓR
Γ2

(8.20)

which looks exactly like the short junction formula Eqn. 7.17 with effective transparency τ̃
˜ Note that the effective transparency is also given by tRL with Er → E.
and effective gap ∆.
Also, the effective gap shrinks as Γ gets smaller. This makes sense; the level “feels” the
superconductors less as the coupling to the leads goes down.

8.2.5 Comparing models of disorder
When we left the single‑scatterer model, we had pointed out that for the pathological choice
of x0 = L/2, there are no longer avoided crossings at φ = 0 due to destructive interference
of reflected particles [Fig. 8.2(c)]. However, we can also construct “pathological” situations
in the double‑barrier/resonant‑level model. For instance, if we set ΓL = ΓR in Eqn. 8.20,
then we find τ̃ = 1 and thus there will be no avoided crossing at φ = π. This is actually
just the weak link version of resonant tunneling; when we send in particles exactly on
resonance with a level, they are transmitted with unity probability. This can also be viewed
as destructive interference of the reflected particles.
So which model of disorder should we use? The simple answer is that, for now, we
can’t tell the difference between them; either model can give us very similar looking spectra
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Figure 8.4: Comparing the two models of disorder (a) Calculated spectrum using the

single‑scatterer model with L/ξ0 = 4.0, x0 = L/4, and t = 0.9. (b) Calculated spectrum
using the double‑barrier model with L/ξ0 = 4.0, rL = 0.1, rR = 0.5, and kF L = π.
[Fig. 8.4]. This is a bit frustrating. We would like to be able to extract material properties
from the measured spectrum, but the exact values we obtain will depend on the model of
disorder we choose [Tosi et al. 2019]. In the experiments presented in this thesis, we also
have access to the dispersive shifts. In principle, these contain information about other
system operators (e.g. JA ). Perhaps detailed modeling of the dispersive shifts could narrow
down the structure of disorder in Josephson nanowires.

8.3 Spin-orbit coupling
We begin this section with a naive derivation of the Rashba interaction. We then proceed to a de‑
scription of the bands of an infinite nanowire in the normal state under the action of the Rashba spin‑
orbit coupling, before discussing how this leads to changes in the Andreev spectrum of a Josephson
nanowire.
At its core, spin‑orbit coupling is a relativistic effect. The first place most physicists learn
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about spin‑orbit coupling is in the context of the hydrogen atom. The energy levels of the
electron are slightly shifted because, upon shifting into the electron’s rest frame, the electric
field emanating from the proton is partially transformed into a magnetic field:

BSO =

p × Enuc
mc2

(8.21)

where p is the electron momentum. Note that we have assumed small velocity such that
the Lorentz factor is approximately unity. The electron spin can then interact with this
magnetic field in a typical Zeeman fashion

HSO =

gµB
gµB
BSO · σ =
(p × Enuc ) · σ
2
2mc2

(8.22)

and thus we find that the electron spin is coupled to the electron momentum (its “orbit”).
What happens when we are dealing not with an electron bound to a nucleus, but one
that is free to propagate through a crystal? There are two main types of spin‑orbit cou‑
pling in this context, known as the Rashba and Dresselhaus interactions. In this thesis, we
will focus on the Rashba interaction, though Dresselhaus is also present in semiconductor
nanowires.

8.3.1 The Rashba effect
Suppose that instead of an electron bound to a proton, we have an electron which is free
to move through a crystal. Moreover, suppose that there is a constant electric field pointed
in the z direction. Similar to the case of the hydrogen atom, the electric field will lead to a
spin‑orbit coupling:

α
gµB
(p × E ẑ) · σ = ẑ · (σ × p)
2
2mc
hˉ
α
= (σx py − σy px )
hˉ

HR =

(8.23)

ˉ BE
. The last line of Eqn. 8.23 is known as the Rashba Hamiltonian.
where α = hgµ
2mc2

But there’s a catch. For E = 1 V/nm (a very strong electric field), we would have α ∼
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10−4 meV·nm. However, some semiconductors exhibit much stronger Rasbha interactions.
For instance, in indium arsenide α can be ≃ 30 meV · nm. While the arguments supplied
above thus give some flavor of how the Rashba interaction arises, it is too simplistic to
properly capture the scale of α. Note that it not enough to just plug in the effective electron
mass to the formula for α; this does not bridge the five orders of magnitude.
It’s not important for the results that follow that we understand exactly why the Rashba
interaction can be so strong. However, the naive model above does possess a qualitative
feature critical to the Rashba interaction: the external electric field. In bulk materials, such
an electric field is not naturally present. However, in mesoscopic heterostructures such
as semiconductor nanowires, boundary effects and contact with other materials can cause
such electric fields to arise in the system. Electric fields applied with gates can also serve
the purpose, though in this thesis, we did observe many effects of spin‑orbit near zero gate
voltage.

8.3.2 In an infinite nanowire
Now let’s specialize the Rasbha effect to the case of a semiconductor nanowire. We will
assume that this nanowire is aligned along the x direction and is very long, such that the
momentum along the nanowire is a good quantum number [Fig. 8.5(a)]. We will again as‑
sume that the electric field is in the z direction.² This will give us the Rashba interaction, but
it also provides some confinement. We thus assume that the z degree of freedom is frozen
out, and model the transverse confinement in the y direction as a harmonic oscillator[Fig.
8.5(b)]. The Hamiltonian without spin‑orbit is thus
 2 2
  2

py
hˉ kx
1
2 2
H=
−µ +
+ mω y
2m
2m 2

(8.24)

While the Hamiltonian in the x‑direction is that of a free particle, the y‑dependent part of
the Hamiltonian is a harmonic oscillator, and thus the wavefunctions and energies in the
y‑direction are that of a harmonic oscillator. We can thus index the quantum state of the
²In these wires, we’re not actually sure which direction the electric field points. One hypothesis (put forward
by Valla) is that it is due to band bending effects at the interface with the substrate, but it could also be caused
by radial confinement due to changing material properties at the surface of the nanowire.
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Figure 8.5: Spin‑orbit couping in a semiconductor nanowire | (a) A very long unproximi‑

tized nanowire aligned in the x‑direction. An electric field E results in a Rashba interaction
and confinement in the z direction. (b) The transverse wavefunctions of the first two sub‑
bands n = 0 and n = 1. (c) Energies of the first two sub‑bands without spin‑orbit coupling.
(d) Including the longitudinal term of the Rasbha interaction results in a spin‑dependent
displacement in kx . The first and second sub‑bands now cross at the locations indicated
by the black dashed circles. (e) The transverse Rasbha term leads to avoided crossings be‑
tween the bands. The Fermi points (stars) of the new effective lowest‑energy band have
different velocities: the smaller momentum points have slower velocity, while the veloc‑
ity of the larger momentum points is roughly the same as in (d). The transverse Rashba
term has also entangled spin and translational degrees of freedom; spin is no longer a good
quantum number.
electron by three quantum numbers: its momentum in the x direction kx , the Fock state
index in the y direction n, and the spin s; we will label the state |kx , n, s⟩. Moreover, we
will restrict ourselves to the first two Fock states n = 0, 1 such that we are left with the two
spin‑degenerate bands shown in Fig. 8.5(c).
Now we add a Rashba spin‑orbit interaction. As seen in Eqn. 8.23, there are two terms
to consider: −αpx σy /ˉ
h and +αpy σx /ˉ
h. Let’s start by adding the first one, ignoring the y‑
dependent part of the Hamiltonian for a second:
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hˉ 2 kx2
− kx ασy − µ
2m
1 2 2
=
(ˉh kx − 2mα kx σy ) − µ
2m
1
(ˉhkx − mα σy /ˉ
h)2 − mα2 /2ˉh2 − µ
=
2m

H=

(8.25)

We see that the effect of this term it to displace the parabolic kinetic energy bands by ±mα/ˉh
depending on the sign of the spin in the y direction [Fig. 8.5(d)].
Now we add the second Rasbha term +αpy σx /ˉh. This terms mixes the already spin‑
orbit‑split bands: avoided crossings form where the n = 0 and n = 1 states cross each
other [see black dashed circles in Fig. 8.5(c), Fig. 8.5(d)], since py has a matrix element
between these states. Moreover, because this mixing term depends on σx , the spin in the
y direction is no longer a good quantum number. Instead, we are left with an energy‑
dependent spin texture; the spin is entangled with the translational degrees of freedom.
This effect is strongest near the avoided crossing, as can be seen from the coloring of the
bands in Fig. 8.5(d).
What’s the point of all of this? While there will be some details of our discussion of spin‑
orbit that we will need to come back to, there is one crucial effect of the Rashba interaction
that underpins our investigations of spinful Andreev levels. Restricting ourselves to the
lower band in Fig. 8.5(d), we see that there are two different Fermi velocities: the two Fermi
points closer to kx = 0 have smaller slope, while the two outer Fermi points have larger
slope. As we will see in the next section, it is this effect that breaks the spin degeneracy of
the Andreev levels in Josephson nanowires.

8.4 Spin-orbit split Andreev levels
As we saw in the last section, an intra‑sub‑band Rashba interaction can result in a spin‑ and
momentum‑dependent Fermi velocity. How does this affect the Andreev levels? Neglect‑
ing disorder again for now, let’s look go back to our discussion on the effect of the weak link
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length L [Fig. 8.1]. We found that by including the propagation phase ϕp = (kF + E/ˉ
hvF )L,
the energy spacing between Andreev levels went down and more levels could fit inside
the gap. Including the Fermi velocity mismatch induced by spin‑orbit, the only difference
is that two of the loops shown in Fig. 8.1 have a slower Fermi velocity v1 , and two have a
faster Fermi velocity v2 . This change is illustrated in Fig. 8.6. For the loops with smaller
velocity, the junction looks “longer” (the charge carriers pick up more propagation phase),
while for the loops with larger velocity, the junction looks “shorter” (the charge carriers
pick up less propagation phase). Critically, for each pair of levels that was before degen‑
erate, one has a smaller velocity, and one has a larger velocity. This is how spin‑degeneracy can
be broken in Josephson nanowires.³
Now let’s add disorder again. Previously, we only including normal scattering between
electrons with the same spin. We can do this again, as indicated by the black arrows in Fig.
8.6(a). This results in the avoided crossings shown in panel (c). The crossings at φ = 0, π
are protected by time‑reversal symmetry. This is the characteristic spectrum for spin‑orbit‑
split Andreev levels in Josephson nanowires, as was observed in [Tosi et al. 2019] and the
experiments presented in this thesis.
However, a word of caution is in order here. While we have drawn the particles in
panel (a) as spin up or spin down, this is no longer really true. In 8.5(e), we can see that the
slow charge carriers (the Fermi points closer to zero momentum) are no longer eigenstates
of σy . In fact, they are no longer eigenstates of spin at all, but some superposition of |sy =
−1, n = 0⟩ and |sy = +1, n = 1⟩ (this is for the positive momentum Fermi point). So
is it then correct to only include scattering as indicated in Fig. 8.6(a)? Almost certainly
not. However, it may not be such a bad approximation, because as we saw in Fig. 8.6(c),
the simple scattering picture [panel (a)] does result in avoided crossings everywhere there
should be (again, crossings at φ = 0, π are protected by time‑reversal symmetry). Including
other scattering terms would certainly cause additional repulsion between levels, but just
between levels that didn’t cross in the first place.
We now derive the Andreev level structure [Fig. 8.6(c)] in both the single‑scatterer,
³Note that we don’t have direct access to the band structure, so we can’t actually tell that something like Fig.
8.5 is happening. We see its effects only indirectly in the Fermi velocity mismatch, and even that we only see
indirectly as the splitting of the Andreev levels.
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Figure 8.6: Adding spin‑orbit coupling | (a) Due to spin‑orbit coupling, the Andreev
levels posses slower/faster Fermi velocities. (b) This makes the effective weak link
length correspondingly longer/shorter, and the slope of the Andreev energies with phase
smaller/larger. (c) Disorder results in avoided crossings (black arrows) between Andreev
levels of the same spin, but crossings at φ = 0, π are protected by time‑reversal symmetry.

double‑barrier, and resonant‑level models of disorder. These calculations are the same as
those performed earlier in the case without spin‑orbit, only this time we include the Fermi
velocity mismatch.

8.4.1 Single scatterer
The scattering matrix becomes

Se,↑



i(+k
+E/ˉ
hv
)(L−x
)
i(+k
+E/ˉ
hv
)(L−x
)
i(+k
+E/ˉ
hv
)L
1
1
0
2
2
0
1
1
re
te
e

=
 (8.26)
i(+k
+E/ˉ
hv
)L
i(+k
+E/ˉ
hv
)x
i(+k
+E/ˉ
hv
)x
2
2
2
2
0
1
1
0
te
−e
re

and Se,↓ is the same but with k2 , v2 → k1 , v1 and vice versa. The transmitted particles have
the same velocity/momentum all the way across the junction, but the reflected particles
must switch velocity/momentum upon encountering the scatterer. This leads to a modifi‑
cation of the transcendental equation [Tosi et al. 2019]:
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0 = r2 cos[2E(x0 − L/2)(v1−1 + v2−1 )/ˉh]

(8.27)

+ t2 cos[EL(v2−1 − v1−1 )/ˉ
h − sφ]
− cos[EL(v2−1 + v1−1 )/ˉ
h + 2ϕA ]
where s ∈ {+1, −1} for the two spin species. The numerical solution to this equation is
plotted in 8.6(c)

8.4.2 Double-barrier
First, let’s add a slow/fast dependence to the propagation phase Eqn. 8.4:

(8.28)

ϕ1 = (+k1 + E/ˉ
hv1 )L
ϕ2 = (+k2 + E/ˉ
hv2 )L

The scattering matrix for spin‑up electrons then becomes

rR +
Se,↑ = 

rL t2R ei(ϕ1 +ϕ2 )
1+rR rL ei(ϕ1 +ϕ2 )

tL tR eiϕ2
1+rR rL ei(ϕ1 +ϕ2 )


tL tR eiϕ1

1+rR rL ei(ϕ1 +ϕ2 )

rR t2L ei(ϕ1 +ϕ2 )
−rL − 1+r r ei(ϕ1 +ϕ2 )
R L

(8.29)

and Se,↓ is the same with ϕ1 → ϕ2 and vice versa. As always, we use det(SA SN − 1) to
obtain a trancendental equation for the energies. It is very similar to what we obtained in
the double‑barrier model without spin‑orbit [Tosi et al. 2019]:
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0 = − sin(ε1 + ϕA ) sin(ε2 + ϕA )

(8.30)

+ (rL2 + rR2 ) sin(ε1 ) sin(ε2 )
− rL2 rR2 sin(ε1 − ϕA ) sin(ε2 − ϕA )
− 2rL rR cos((k1 + k2 )L)(1 − E 2 /∆2 )

but now ε1 = EL/ˉ
hv1 − sφ/2 and ε2 = EL/ˉ
hv2 + sφ/2.

8.4.3 Resonant level
Again, we include spin‑orbit in the resonant level case by expanding the transcendental
equation obtained in the double‑barrier case.



p
1 2
φ
2
2
E − Er − Γ + E 2 Γ ∆2 − E 2 + ∆2 ΓL ΓR sin2
0=+ ∆ −E
4
2
EL −1
+ sΓL ΓR
(v1 − v2−1 ) sin φ
hˉ


2

2

(8.31)

The only additional term as compared to Eqn. 8.19 is the last one. It is asymmetric in φ
as expected, with a sign that depends on s. However, it also has an additional factor of L.
As we have assumed small L in the resonant level case, it is a very small correction. This
is expected for small L: in order for spin‑orbit interaction in the normal region to have a
significant effect, the charge carriers must spend an appreciable amount of time in crossing
the weak link.
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9
What would happen in a
topological weak link?
In this chapter, we sketch how the Andreev spectrum of a topological weak link would be modified
by the presence of Majorana zero modes. By probing the spectrum using two‑tone spectroscopy, the
presence of topological superconductivity could thus be verified. For more detail on why Majoranas
are cool, I recommend “Introduction to topological superconductivity and Majorana fermions” by
Martin Leijnse and Karsten Flensberg. For a general introduction to topology in condensed mat‑
ter systems, I recommend the online course “Topology in condensed matter systems” organized by
Anton Akhmerov (https://topocondmat.org).
The biggest reason physicists are so excited about superconductor‑proximitized semicon‑
ductor nanowires is that, by applying a large magnetic field (∼ 1 T) and carefully tuning
of the chemical potential, the system could be driven through a topological phase transi‑
tion to a p‑wave superconducting state. This situation is depicted in Fig. 9.1 for one of our
Josephson nanowires. If both proximitized sections were driven to the topological phase,
then the system would host a total of four Majorana zero modes located at the ends of both
topological sections. The two Majoranas closest to the weak link would hybridize into a
single Andreev levels. The energy of this special Majorana level could be brought to zero
by tuning φ, independent of disorder. This parity‑protected zero‑energy crossing could be
probed using the spectroscopy techniques presented in this thesis [Väyrynen et al. 2015],
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verifying the presence of topological superconductivity.
This chapter is structured as follows: we begin with a tight‑binding toy model of a
topological weak link, and derive the energy of the Majorana level as a function of φ. We
then show how, due to a simple modification of the Andreev reflection coefficient by p‑
wave pairing, that the Majorana level energy can also be derived using the same scattering
formalism employed in Chapters 7 and 8. Next, we present a qualitative description of
how the topological phase can be reached using the Josephson nanowires discussed in this
thesis, and conclude with an outline of how two‑tone spectroscopy could be used to probe
the Majorana level.

Figure 9.1: A topological Josephson nanowire | A ∼ 1 T magnetic field B is applied

along the Josephson nanowire, driving the proximitized sections into a topological phase.
Majorana zero modes (purple circles) are bound to the end of each topological section. The
two Majoranas flanking the weak link hybridize to form an Andreev level.

9.1 Tight-binding model of a p-wave weak link
9.1.1 The Kitaev chain
The unpaired Majoranas of this tight‑binding model were first pointed out by by Alexei Kitaev
[Kitaev 2001], hence the name.
Suppose we had a 1D, spinless, fermionic system. Its tight‑binding Hamiltonian is given
by

H=

N
−1
X

µc†n cn + tcn c†n+1 + H.c.

(9.1)

n=1

where µ is the chemical potential and t is the nearest‑neighbor hopping strength. What
kind of superconductivity can we imagine in this situation? For a BCS superconductor,
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the pairing term would look like ∆cn,↑ cn,↓ + H.c. However, we are considering the case of
spinless fermions. We can’t have ∆cn cn + H.c. because of Pauli exclusion, so the next thing
we can imagine is nearest‑neighbor pairing: ∆cn cn+1 +H.c. This is actually the pairing term
for a p‑wave superconductor. To understand the name, it’s helpful to imagine to p‑orbitals
overlapping, as depicted in Fig. 9.2(a). Our full Hamiltonian then becomes

H=

N
−1
X

µc†n cn + tcn c†n+1 + ∆cn cn+1 + H.c.

(9.2)

n=1

Figure 9.2: Tight‑binding model of a spinless p‑wave superconductor | (a) A tight‑

binding model with N sites (gray rectangles). Each site hosts a fermion cn (dotted blue
ovals), each of which can be broken into two Majoranas γn,1 , γn,2 (purple circles). The
model has a pairing between fermions on adjacent sites, as depicted by the blue p orbitals.
(b) The Majoranas can also be grouped into the fermions c̃n (dotted red ovals). These are
the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian for t = ∆ and µ = 0. In this case, γ1,1 and γN,2 are left
unpaired.
As we shall see, we gain a lot of insight into this Hamiltonian by breaking the fermions into
their Majorana operators [Fig. 9.2(a)]:
1
cn = (γn,1 + iγn,2 )
2

γn = γn†

{γn , γm } = 2δnm

(9.3)

Despite the fact that I’m using γ to represent the Majoranas, note that they are not the same
as the Bogoliubons. For one thing, they are Hermitian; this is why Majoranas are sometimes
refereed to as their own anti‑particle. They have an anti‑commutation relation similar to
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normal fermions, but there is an additional factor of 2.
Before we continue, it will make the algebra a lot easier if we restrict ourselves to the
special situation of ∆ = t and µ = 0. The results below generalize to other parameter
regimes, but let’s go with this for the moment. Plugging the Majorana operators in, we
find

H/∆ =

=

=

=

=

N
−1
X
n=1
N
−1
X
n=1
N
−1
X
n=1
N
−1
X
n=1
N
−1
X
n=1

cn c†n+1 + cn cn+1 + H.c.

(9.4)

cn (c†n+1 + cn+1 ) + H.c.
1
(γn,1 + iγn,2 )γn+1,1 + H.c.
2
1
1
(γn,1 + iγn,2 )γn+1,1 − (γn,1 − iγn,2 )γn+1,1
2
2
i
γn,2 γn+1,1
2

We then define new fermions c̃n =

1
2 (γn,2

+ iγn+1,1 ) such that the Hamiltonian can be

written as [Fig. 9.2(b)]

H/∆ =

=

=

N
−1
X
n=1
N
−1
X
n=1
N
−1
X

i
γn,2 γn+1,1
2

(9.5)

1
(c̃n + c̃†n )(c̃n − c̃†n )
2
c̃†n c̃n

n=1

We thus find that the new fermions c̃n are the eigenstates, and all possesses energy ∆.
However, there are only N − 1 of the new fermions, and we started with N sites! Where’d
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the last one go? In Fig. 9.2(b), we see that in writing the new fermions c̃n , we have left
out the Majoranas at the ends of the wires γ1,1 and γN,2 . Moreover, these Majoranas don’t
appear in the Hamiltonian! We thus find that we have two isolated, unpaired Majoranas;
this is what is so exciting about a 1D spinless p‑wave superconductor. We can still imagine
grouping these two Majoranas together into a new fermion:
1
c̃M = (γN,2 + iγ1,1 )
2

(9.6)

But again, because this fermion does not appear in the Hamiltonian Eqn. 9.5, the energy is
the same whether c̃†M c̃M = 0 or c̃†M c̃M = 1. The system thus has a degenerate ground state,
indexed by the parity of this special fermionic mode.
In this section, we have assumed t = ∆ and µ = 0. However, it turns out that the
Majoranas at the end of the wire will be unpaired so long as |µ| < t, though they will not
be perfectly localized at the ends and instead their wavefunctions will decay into the chain.
For |µ| > t, the gap closes, the system undergoes a topological phase transition, and the
unpaired Majoranas are no more.

9.1.2 Kitaev chain as a weak link
Now let’s turn our tight‑binding model into a topological weak link. We do this simply by
connecting the two ends of the chain by a tunnel coupling t′ eiφ/2 cN c†1 + H.c., as depicted
in Fig. 9.3(a). Here, as usual, φ is the superconducting phase difference across the weak
link. However, instead of leaving it on the pairing term ∆e−iφ cn cn+1 , we use a gauge
transformation to move it onto the tunneling term cn → cn e−iφ/2 . This is where the factor
of two in the exponent comes from; the phase gets split between the two fermions in the pairing
term. This will be very important for the φ dependence of the Andreev levels, as we will
see below.
Let’s break the tunneling term down into the Majorana operators:
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Figure 9.3: Tight‑binding model of a spinless p‑wave weak link | (a) We can imagine a

weak link by connecting the two ends of the chain depicted in Fig.9.2 with a tunnel cou‑
pling t′ eiφ/2 cN c†1 + H.c. As usual, the phase is controlled by an external flux φ = 2πΦ/Φ0 .
To rediagonalize the Hamiltonian, we have to consider the six labeled Majoranas for a to‑
tal of three fermionic modes c̃N −1 , c̃M and c̃1 . In the presence of the tunnel coupling, the
eigenmodes are given by c̃M and c̃± = √12 (c̃N −1 ± c̃1 ). (b) Energies of the three modes as
a function of φ for t′ = 0.5. In this semiconductor‑like picture of superconductivity, the
degrees of freedom are doubled such that the solid/dashed curves actually correspond to
the same state, hence the mirror symmetry about Ẽ = 0. Orange corresponds to c̃+ , pink
to c̃− , and purple to the Majorana level c̃M . (c) Energies for t′ = 0.3. As we enter the low‑
transparency regime, the Majorana level energy is well‑approximated by ẼM ≈ ∆t′ cos φ2 .

1
1
t′ eiφ/2 cN c†1 − t′ e−iφ/2 c†N c1 = + t′ e+iφ/2 (γN,1 + iγN,2 ) (γ1,1 − iγ1,2 )
2
2
1
1
− t′ e−iφ/2 (γN,1 − iγN,2 ) (γ1,1 + iγ1,2 )
2
2
it′
φ
=+
sin (γN,1 γ1,1 + γN,2 γ1,2 )
2
2
′
it
φ
+
cos (γN,2 γ1,1 − γN,1 γ1,2 )
2
2
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(9.7)

So once we add this term to the Hamiltonian, it will no longer be the case that γ1,1 and γN,2
are absent. They are coupled to each other, and also to γ1,2 and γN,1 . And since γ1,2 and
γN,1 were coupled to γ2,1 and γN −1,2 respectively in Eqn. 9.5, we have to keep track of all
six of these Majoranas to re‑diagonalize the Hamiltonian. To do this, we define the spinor
of Majoranas




γN −1,2 




 γN,1 




 γN,2 


Γ=



 γ1,1 




 γ1,2 




γ2,1

(9.8)

such that the Hamiltonian of the weak link can be written as 14 Γ† Hφ Γ where

+∆
 0


−∆
0


 0
0

Hφ = i 

−t′ sin φ2
 0


 0 +t′ cos φ2


0
0


0

0

0

0

+t′ sin φ2

−t′ cos φ2

0

+t′ cos φ2

+t′ sin φ2

−t′ cos φ2

0

0

−t′ sin φ2

0

0

0

0

+∆

This is kind of like the semiconductor picture; one of the factors of

1
2

0 


0 


0 



0 


−∆


0

(9.9)

in 14 Γ† Hφ Γ is coming

from the fact that we have included, for example, both γ1,1 γN,2 and γN,2 γ1,1 . The other
factor of

1
2

would go away if we converted from Majoranas back to fermions, as in Eqn. 9.5.

To gain some intuition about what’s going on here, let’s start with the simpler case of
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φ = 0. Then we have for the Hamiltonian:


Hφ=0



0
0
0 
 0 +∆ 0




′
−∆ 0
0
0 −t
0 




′
 0
0
0 +t
0
0 


= i



′
0
0
−t
0
0
0






′
 0
+t
0
0
0 −∆




0
0
0
0 +∆ 0

(9.10)

Here we see that if t′ = 0, we have three two‑by‑two blocks along the diagonal correspond‑
ing to the three fermions of the unpaired case: two fermions c̃N −1 , c̃1 with energy ∆ (the
first and third blocks) and one with zero energy c̃M (the second block). Due to t′ , the first
and third blocks are mixed and the second block no longer has zero energy, as can be seen
by computing the energy eigenvalues:
s
′

ẼM = t

Ẽ± =

t′2
t′ p ′2
∆2 + √ ± √
t + 4∆2
2
2

(9.11)

The Majorana level has energy ẼM = t, while c̃1 and c̃N −1 have been hybridized into
√
2 have been pushed up by t′2 / 2 and then split
c̃± = √12 (c̃N −1 ± c̃1 ): their energies Ẽ±
′ √
by √t 2 t′2 + 4∆2 .
Now let’s look at the φ‑dependence of the energies. I don’t include the full expressions
here because they are quite messy, but instead plot the result in Fig. 9.3(b). Remarkably,
even though the Majoranas are coupled via tunneling, we find that ẼM crosses zero energy
at φ = π. Moreover, its period in φ is 4π instead of 2π like we are used to; this is known as
the 4π Josephson effect. Note that the dashed/solid lines of the same color in Fig. 9.3(b) are
not independent solutions of Hφ , and instead represent the same state. This is very similar
to the semiconductor picture discussed in Chapter 6.
We can make a general argument that tells us that the Majorana level must cross zero
energy between φ = 0 and φ = 2π. For φ = 0, we saw that all three levels have positive
energy [Eqn. 9.11], and are thus unoccupied in the ground state. therefore, the parity of the
ground state is even. Now suppose that φ = 2π; this just flips the sign of t′ . The energies
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of c̃± are unaffected, but the energy of the Majorana level is inverted ẼE → −ẼE . Now, the
Majorana level is occupied in the ground state, and thus the parity is odd. The only way
the parity of the ground state can change is if ẼM = 0 for some value of φ ∈ {0, 2π}. The
crossing of ẼM with zero is thus parity‑protected.
Finally, we note that within this tight‑binding model, for low t′ we can approximate the
Majorana level energy as [Fig. 9.3(c)]

ẼM ≈ ∆t′ cos

φ
2

(9.12)

This is the commonly‑quoted form of the 4π Josephson effect. In the coming sections, we
will see that this is actually the form of ẼM for a short weak link in the continuous case,
independent of t′ .

9.2 Continuous model of a p-wave weak link
9.2.1 From tight-binding to the continuous case
To move from the tight‑binding model of the last section to the continuous case, I find it
easiest to first shift to the momentum basis. We will focus on the pairing term:
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H=

X

∆cn cn+1 + H.c.

n

=

X
n

=∆

∆

X

X

ck e−ikna

(9.13)

X

′

ck′ e−ik (n+1)a + H.c.

k′

k

eika ck c−k + H.c.

k

≈∆

X

(1 + ika)ck c−k + H.c.

k

=∆

X

ck c−k + ∆

k

=∆

XX
k

=∆

X

n

X

ikack c−k + H.c.

k

eikna cn

X

′

e−ikn a cn′ + ∆

n′

X

ikack c−k + H.c.

k

ikack c−k + H.c.

k

→

X

(∆ka)ck c−k + H.c.

k

where in the fourth line we have assumed that the lattice spacing a is small (this gets us to
the continuous case), and in the last step we have absorbed the factor of i into the fermions
with a gauge transformation ck → ck e−iπ/4 . We find something similar to s‑wave pairing
∆ck,↑ c−k,↓ , except that ∆ has been replaced with ∆ka, and of course we’ve lost the spin
degree of freedom. And that’s it! The big change in the p‑wave case is that the pairing is
linear in k, instead of just constant. We will now track this change through our discussions
of superconductivity and Andreev reflection in Appendices A/B to see how the Andreev
spectrum is modified. To make this clearer, let’s define the momentum‑dependent pairing

∆k = ∆0 k

∆0 = ∆a

(9.14)

so that the pairing term is just ∆k ck c−k + H.c.
Before moving on, let’s quickly write the p‑wave pairing term in position space (assum‑
ing φ = 0):
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X

k∆0 ck c−k + H.c.

k

=−

X

′

Z

k ∆0 ck c

k′

′

dxei(k+k )x + H.c.

k,k′

Z
1X
′
=−
dx∆0 ck eikx pck′ eikx + H.c.
hˉ
k,k′
Z
1
=−
dx∆0 ψ(x)pψ(x) + H.c.
hˉ

So we see that the pairing term is the momentum operator sandwiched between the same
fermionic annihilation operator ψ(x).

9.2.2 Diagonalizing the p-wave Hamiltonian
This section is almost identical to Chapter 6.2. We simply track the modified p‑wave pairing term
through the same calculation and find one important difference from the s‑wave case.
The free‑particle Hamiltonian is

H=

X

Ek ck† ck ; Ek =

k

hˉ 2 k 2
−µ
2me

(9.15)

We don’t have spin anymore, so we have to work in the semiconductor picture (see Chapter
6) where we double the degrees of freedom. We define hk = c†−k and ck = ck and thus pick
up a factor of

1
2

in front of the Hamiltonian:

H=

X
k

Ek c†k ck →

1X
Ek (c†k ck − h†k hk )
2

(9.16)

k

where we have dropped a constant offset resulting from the fermionic anti‑commutation
relations. This transformation is shown pictorially in Fig. 9.4(a) and (b).
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Figure 9.4: Building the band structure of a p‑wave superconductor | (a) We start with the

parabolic energy band of a 1D system of free electrons, and double the degrees of freedom.
(b) Then, we describe one of the bands as holes. This results in a flip of momentum as well
as energy. (c) Adding pairing creates an avoided crossing of strength 2∆0 kF between the
two bands, with the new eigenstates having mixed electron‑hole character.
Next, we add the pairing term

Hp−wave =

1X
Ek (c†k ck − h†k hk ) + k∆0 c†k hk + k∆0 h†k ck
2

(9.17)

k

And just like in the BCS case, we define the electron‑hole spinor Ψk =

ck
hk



such that the

Hamiltonian can be expressed in the compact form

Hp−wave =

1X †
Ψk Hk Ψk ; Hk = [Ek σz + k∆0 σx ]
2

(9.18)

k

Here the Pauli matrices σi operate in electron‑hole space. Because the Pauli matrices form
a basis for a particular k, the energies can be read off immediately:
q
±ϵk = ± Ek2 + k 2 ∆20

(9.19)

Again, we define the coherence factors. This is where the critical difference from the BCS
case arises:
1 p
sgn(k) p
uk = √
1 + Ek /ϵk ; vk = √
1 − Ek /ϵk
2
2

(9.20)

The critical difference as compared to the BCS coherence factors is the factor of sgn(ϵ) on vk . This
will modify the Andreev reflection coefficient, as we will discuss in the next section. First,
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let’s continue with our diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. The diagonalizing unitary ma‑
u∗k vk∗ 
trix is written Uk = −v
, and our diagonalization of Hk is complete. To diagonalize
k uk
γk,+ 
the full Hamiltonian Hp−wave , we define the Bogoliubons γk,−
= Uk Ψk . With these new
definitions, we can inject I = Uk† Uk and simplify:

Hp−wave =

X

Ψ†k Uk† Uk Hk Uk† Uk Ψk =

k

X

†
†
ϵk (γk,+
γk,+ − γk,−
γk,− )

(9.21)

k

and thus reach a fully diagonal Hamiltonian.

9.2.3 A p-wave weak link
Using the same scattering arguments as we used in Chapter 7 for an s‑wave weak link, we
can construct the Andreev levels of a p‑wave weak link. There are two important differ‑
ences. First, we must remember that we only have one spin state, and that we have doubled
the degrees of freedom. The spectrum will thus contain a purely mathematical symmetry.
Second, and this is the critical feature that will give us zero‑energy states, the Andreev
reflection coefficient rA has been modified. We can ignore the momentum‑dependence of
the pairing (we assume |k| ≈ kF ), but we can’t ignore the factor of sgn(k) on vk . This results
in a simple modification of the Andreev reflection coefficient in moving from the s‑wave
case to the p‑wave case:

rA → sgn(k)rA

(9.22)

Now we apply the scattering formalism developed in Chapter 7. All we have to do
is include the sign of the momentum on rA . Note that right‑moving holes have negative
momentum, so it’s c†L,out and h†R,out that pick up the minus sign:
Ψ†in = SA Ψ†out
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(9.23)

Figure 9.5: Scattering formalism for a p‑wave superconductor | As compared to the s‑

wave case, the only difference is that the Andreev reflection coefficient picks up the sign of
the momentum.
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We’ll use the same scattering matrix for the normal region as we did in Chapter 7:



t′

0 0
r



′
t −r 0 0 


SN = 

 0 0 r t′ 




′
0 0 t −r

(9.24)

Now, solving the equation det(SA SN − I) = 0 gives us the formula for the single Andreev
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level of a short, p‑wave weak link:

EM = (∆0 kF )2 t′ cos

φ
2

(9.25)

This is the same expression for the Majorana level energy that we found in the low‑t′ , tight‑
binding model Eqn. 9.11. Note that here, in this more accurate continuous model, we have
found that this expression is correct independent of t. To generalize to the case of a long
weak link, one would simply use the modified Andreev scattering matrix SA in conjunction
with the various models of SN discussed in Chapter 8.

9.3 Majoranas as Andreev levels between a p-wave superconductor
and vacuum
This section follows naturally from the results of the last section, but as this is my favorite way to
think about the emergence of Majoranas, I’m grouping it separately.

Figure 9.6: Majoranas as Andreev levels | Constructive interference of normal and An‑

dreev reflection for r′ = 1. The particles are all moving at zero energy, so rA = i.

We can understand the Majoranas bound to the end of a p‑wave superconductor as the
Andreev level of a p‑wave weak link where t′ → 0. Then, the two sides of the weak link
don’t talk to each other, and we can throw one of them away; let’s keep only the right
superconductor [Fig. 9.6]. From Eqn. 9.25, we see that EM = 0 for t′ = 0. So far so good;
this is consistent with what we learned from the Kitaev chain. What about the operator
properties? Let’s convert all the electron/hole scattering operators to the position basis,
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focusing on the part of the wavefunction in the superconductor (which decays with ξ0 ):

c†R,out

Z
=

h†R,in =
h†R,out

=

c†R,in

=

Z
Z
Z

dxe+ikx e−x/ξ0 ψ † (x)

(9.26)

dxe+ikx e−x/ξ0 ψ(x)
dxe−ikx e−x/ξ0 ψ(x)
dxe−ikx e−x/ξ0 ψ † (x)

Now we can see from Fig. 9.6 that the Majorana level will be a superposition of these op‑
erators. We will reference the phase to c†R,out , and ignore normalization:

γ = c†R,out + ih†R,in + ih†R,out + c†R,in
Z
= 2 cos(kx)e−x/ξ0 [ψ † (x) + iψ(x)]
Z
iπ/4
cos(kx)e−x/ξ0 [ψ † (x) + ψ(x)]
→ 2e

(9.27)

where in the last step we have performed a gauge transformation ψ(x) → ψ(x)e−iπ/4 . Now
if we look at the position space creation operators, we see that we are left with exactly the
properties of a Majorana [Eqn. 9.3]:

ψ † + ψ = (ψ † + ψ)†

{ψ † + ψ, ψ † + ψ} = 2

(9.28)

Majoranas arise when the eigenmodes of the system are described by superpositions of a
creation operator and its complex conjugate, as shown above. One way to see why this oc‑
curs at the edge of a p‑wave superconductor is to recognize that Andreev reflection results
in superpositions between electrons and holes. But in a spinful s‑wave superconductor,
the superposition is between two different spin species ψ †↓ + ψ ↑ , and thus it doesn’t have
the properties Eqn. 9.28. Only when we have spinless p‑wave pairing can Majoranas arise.
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9.4 Making an effective p-wave superconductor
The topological phase transition in proximitized semiconductor nanowires was pointed out inde‑
pendently by Oreg et al. and Lutchyn et al. in 2010. For a rigorous description, see those works;
“Introduction to topological superconductivity and Majorana fermions” also has a good discussion.
Here, we present on a qualitative level how a combination of ingredients in nanowire systems can
result in a topological spinless 1D superconductor.
1D system First, let’s start with a plain nanowire with no spin‑orbit coupling, oriented
along the x direction [Fig. 9.7(a)] (pretend the superconductor isn’t there for a second). Re‑
stricting ourselves to one sub‑band, we are left with spin‑degenerate parabolas [Fig. 9.7(b)].
Magnetic field So we have a 1D system, but we need to make it spinless. This we do with a
strong magnetic field (∼ 1T), pushing one of the bands up and the other down [Fig. 9.7(b)].
On the Hamiltonian level, we have added a term
gµB B
σx
2

(9.29)

Then, if we restrict ourselves to the lower band, we have essentially frozen out the spin
degree of freedom. Note that we have applied the magnetic field along the nanowire; the
reason for this will be explained below.
Trying to add superconductivity, but failing As far as well‑behaved low‑temperature su‑
perconductors go, the only materials we know of all have s‑wave pairing:

∆c†k,↑ c†−k,↓ + H.c.

(9.30)

The idea is to coat the nanowire with an s‑wave superconductor [Fig. 9.7(d)], thereby al‑
lowing the correlation between pairs in the superconductor to leak into the semiconductor
(the proximity effect). But as we see above, s‑wave pairing is an interaction between elec‑
trons of opposite momentum, but also opposite spin. And we’ve frozen out the spin degree of
freedom with magnetic field; all the spins in the lower band of Fig. 9.7(c) are pointing along
the x direction. As such, the s‑wave correlations cannot make their way into the nanowire.
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Spin‑orbit coupling can fix this problem for us.
Spin‑orbit coupling Let’s assume the electric field generating the Rashba term is pointing
in the +y direction [Fig. 9.7(a)]. The Rasbha term is then

HR =

α
(ˉhkx̂ × E ŷ) · σ
E

(9.31)

= αkσz

Adding this term to our nanowire thus adds some momentum‑dependent spin texture
[Fig. 9.7(d)]. Specifically, for the lower‑energy subband that we are interested in, it rotates
the spin towards ↑ for +k and towards ↓ for −k. Note that the spin degree of freedom is still
frozen out, it’s just that the spin rotates as we vary momentum. In experiment, we’re not ac‑
tually sure which way the Rashba‑generating electric field is pointing. But since the Rashba
term is a cross product between the electric field and momentum along the nanowire, we
know that the Rasbha field will be perpendicular to the nanowire. And because the mag‑
netic field must be perpendicular to the Rashba field to get the spin texture [Fig. 9.7(a)], the
magnetic field is applied parallel to the nanowire. Additionally, the critical field of thin‑
film superconductors is much larger when the field is applied parallel to the film. This is a
happy coincidence.
Adding superconductivity Now when we add a proximitizing s‑wave superconductor, it
will actually have an effect [Fig. 9.7(e)]. Here we are working in the semiconductor picture,
so we’ve doubled the degrees of freedom and then flipped them in momentum and energy.
Due to s‑wave pairing, an avoided crossing forms between the bands. We are thus left
with a spinless p‑wave superconductor. However, it turns out this is only true if gµB |B| >
p
∆2 + µ2 ; tuning the system to satisfy this inequality drives it into the topological phase.
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Figure 9.7: A nanowires as an effective spinless p‑wave superconductor | (a) A semi‑

conductor nanowire oriented along the x direction (gray), with a proximitizing supercon‑
ductor on two facets (blue). A magnetic field B|| is applied along the nanowire, while an
electric field oriented in the y direction results in Rashba spin‑orbit coupling. (b) The spin‑
degenerate bands of one subband of the nanowire with no magnetic field, spin‑orbit cou‑
pling, or superconductivity. (c) The magnetic field splits the bands, pushing one up and
one down. As indicated by the arrows, the spins of the higher‑energy band point along
negative x, while the spins of the lower‑energy band point along positive x. We want to
introduce superconductivity by coupling the states circled with the black dots with an s‑
wave pairing term. (d) Including spin‑orbit coupling ensures that while the spin degree
of freedom is still frozen out, the spin at +k is slightly different than at −k. (e) Thus by
including s‑wave pairing, we end up with a spinless superconductor.

9.5 Probing the Majorana level in a cQED architecture
In this section, we briefly outline the main idea presented in Väyrynen et al. 2015.
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Suppose that, using the device presented in this thesis, we managed to drive the Joseph‑
son nanowire into the topological phase. How could we detect the presence of the Majorana
level? Throughout this thesis, we have emphasized that microwaves must conserve parity,
and the situation is no different here. Whereas in transport experiments evidence of Ma‑
joranas has been found by direct tunneling of electrons into a zero energy mode [Mourik
et al. 2012], here we must maintain parity.

Figure 9.8: Probing a p‑wave weak link with microwaves | (a) Schematic of the Majorana

level and the next lowest energy Andreev level around φ = π. Note that this is just a cartoon
spectrum. Two microwave transitions are possible: a pair transition that populates the
Majorana level and the Andreev level at the same time (solid arrows), or if the Majorana
level is already populated, the quasiparticle can be driven to the Andreev level (dotted
arrow). (b) The frequencies of this two transitions versus φ meet at φ = π. Critically, they
both exhibit a kink due to the Majorana level crossing zero energy.
To get around this problem, one could use an additional auxiliary Andreev level to
probe the Majorana level. A cartoon spectrum is plotted in Fig. 9.8(a) in the excitation pic‑
ture. Restricting ourselves to only these two levels, there are two microwave transitions
one could imagine. If both levels are depopulated, then a pair transition could be driven to
create a quasiparticle in both. On the other hand, if one of the levels is occupied by a quasi‑
particle, a single‑particle transition could be driven to shuffle the quasiparticle between the
two levels.
The frequencies of these two transitions are plotted in Fig. 9.8(b). The critical feature of
this spectrum is that, where the transitions meet at φ = π, they are kinked. This is due to
the Majorana level crossing zero energy, and it is thus this kink that one would look for in
two‑tone spectroscopy in order to verify the presence of the topological phase.
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10
The device
In this Chapter, we first discuss the basic working principle of the device and how it was realized in
practice. We then outline the details of the design and fabrication of the device. Finally, we show the
small but important changes to the design that took place over the course of these experiments.

10.1 Principle
The original idea behind these experiments was to investigate the Andreev levels of Joseph‑
son nanowires using CQED. In superconducting atomic point contacts, cQED techniques
had been successfully implemented to investigate the weak link Andreev levels [Janvier
et al. 2015]. We adopted the general structure of those devices, but replaced the atomic
point contacts with Josephson nanowires.
As was discussed in Chapter 3, we used an inductive coupling between the resonator
(frequency fr ) and the Josephson nanowire [Fig. 10.1]. While the specifics of this coupling
are discussed in Chapter 11, the basic idea is this: the Josephson nanowire was wired up
in parallel with a portion of the resonator’s inductance such that the coupling between the
two systems was approximately Hc = JA Φr , with JA the weak link current operator and
Φr the fraction of the resonator zero‑point flux fluctuations that dropped over the shared
inductance. The resonator was capacitively coupled to a transmission line with strength
κc . By monitoring the resonator response to a probe tone sent down the transmission line,
we were able to detect dispersive shifts due to the Andreev levels and thereby determine
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their quantum state.

Figure 10.1: Coupling a Josephson nanowire to a superconducting microwave res‑

onator | Color‑enhanced scanning electron micrograph of a Josephson nanowire. The InAs
nanowire was partially coated by epitaxial Al (blue), with an uncovered region forming
the weak link. A flux Φ applied through a small‑inductance loop set the weak‑link phase
bias φ ∼
= 2π ΦΦ0 mod(2π), and a gate voltage Vc was used to tune the chemical potential.
The Josephson nanowire was inductively coupled to a superconducting resonator (red, fre‑
quency fr = 9.188 GHz), which was capacitively coupled with strength κ to a transmission
line to probe the reflection amplitude Γ.
Looking back through the last paragraph, we see that there are three important res‑
onator properties: fr , κc , and Φr . When designing the last iteration of the device, we tai‑
lored these to what little we knew about the Andreev levels of Josephson nanowires, as we
now discuss.

The frequency
We chose fr ≃ 9 GHz, which is on the high end of the typical cQED frequency range.
We thought the transparency of the nanowire might be low, which would mean high‑
frequency Andreev transitions. As the conventional Jaynes‑Cummings‑style dispersive
shift falls of with the detuning, we wanted our resonator mode to be as close as possible to
the Andreev transitions.
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The transmission line coupling
The main design constraint on the coupling to the transmission line κc was that we wanted
it to be bigger than the internal loss κi of the resonator.¹ In previous devices, we had found
κi /2π as large as 1 MHz, so we wanted κc to be at least this large. But we also don’t want
κc to be too big, because it would reduce our sensitivity to dispersive shifts. We thus chose
κc /2π ≃ 4 MHz, which was a happy medium.

The flux drop
The flux drop Φr sets the scale of the coupling to the Andreev levels. As is derived in
Chapter 11, the resonator‑pair qubit coupling for a short junction was given by
√
gc (φ) = Φr 1 − τ IA (φ) tan(φ/2)

IA (φ) =

2π dϵA
2π∆
τ sin φ
q
=
Φ0 dφ
Φ0 4 1 − τ sin2 (φ/2)

(10.1)

In Ref. [Hays et al. 2018], we fit the pair transition to the short junction formula and ex‑
tracted τ = 0.98 and ∆ = h × 30 GHz. We didn’t really trust this fit; we suspected we
weren’t quite in the short‑junction regime as ∆ = h×44 GHz for bulk aluminum. Nonethe‑
less, short junction theory was all we had to work with. In designing the next iteration of
devices, we thus plugged these numbers into the above equations. Setting φ = π, which is
where the above formula is maximum, we get gc /Φr = 30 nA. Thus, we just had to choose
a value of Φr that would give us a good coupling.
But what is a good coupling? It comes down to the optimal value for the dispersive shift
χ = gc2 /(2πfpair − ≀). It turns out that, to get maximum SNR for two‑state discrimination,
we want χ = κc /2. We can see this from the formula for a resonator measured in reflection,
which is frequency‑shifted by χ [Axline 2018]:

Γ=

ωro − (ωr ± χ) + i(κc − κi )/2
ωro − (ωr ± χ) − i(κc + κi )/2

(10.2)

If the readout frequency is on resonance with the bare resonator frequency ωro = ωr and
¹The farther we go into this regime, the more information about the Andreev levels comes back down the
transmission lines, as opposed to getting lost to other degrees of freedom.
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we assume κi = 0, we find

Γ=

±χ − iκc /2
χ2 − (κc /2)2 ∓ iχκc
=
±χ + iκc /2
χ2 + (κc /2)2

(10.3)

If χ = κc /2, then the real part vanishes, and Γ = ∓i. The responses for the two states are
on opposite side of the unit circle, as far away from each other as they can be.
So we want χ ≈ κc /2. What does this mean for Φr ? In terms of underlying resonator
p
parameters, Φr can be expressed as Φr = pΦzpf . Here Φzpf = hZ
ˉ r /2 is the zero‑point
fluctuations of the resonator flux where Zr is the resonator impedance, and p is the voltage
participation ratio.² As we discuss below, our resonator impedance was approximately
Zr ≃ 90Ω. Choosing p ≃ 0.05 thus gives us

p
(gc /2π)2
gc /2π = p hZ
ˉ r /2 × 30 nA/h ≃ 160 MHz → χ/2π =
≃ 3.5 MHz.
2ϵA /h − fr

(10.4)

While this is slightly above the ideal value χ = κc /2, we figured we could always decrease
the detuning by tuning the transition away from the resonator.³ In the experiment, this
larger coupling worked out well; we ended up focusing on the single‑particle transitions
in long junctions. The Andreev levels of long junctions necessarily carry smaller super‑
currents, so the coupling drops. In the future, we will likely increase this coupling even
further.

10.2 Design
So we know what we want the effective circuit to look like [Fig. 10.1], and we have an
idea of what we want the parameters of the effective circuit to be. What did it look like in
practice?

²For the lumped model depicted in Fig. 10.1, this is just the the ratio of the shared inductance to the total
inductance.
³In principle, one could also work at a different readout frequency. While this would work fine for two quan‑
tum states, in this experiment we are dealing with a richer system. It would be ideal to be able to detect all
states simultaneously, which requires that χ ∼ κc . Adjusting the readout frequency is not enough.
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Microwave considerations
At Yale, 2D resonators have fallen out of style, as 3D cavity resonators generally possess
much higher coherence. However, as of the time of this writing, no one has integrated
DC gates with 3D cavities. In 2D systems, on the other hand, gates have been successfully
implemented. We therefore went with the 2D design shown in Fig. 10.2. The resonator
is a ∼ λ/4 differential co‑planar‑strip resonator. To maximize the coupling, the Joseph‑
son nanowire was placed at the current anti‑node of the device [Fig. 10.2(a, b, c)]. At the
other end (the voltage anti‑node), the resonator was capacitively coupled to transmission
lines as shown in Fig. 10.2(e). Both the readout and drive tones were routed through a
circulator and a 1800 hybrid, resulting in the necessary differential RF voltage on the trans‑
mission lines. The reflected readout signal was then routed through a SNAIL parametric
amplifier [Frattini et al. 2018] and a HEMT before being processed at room temperature.

Gate considerations
This design is a bit unconventional; coplanar waveguide and microstrip are more typical
than the coplanar‑strip design we used here. The reason we chose coplanar strip was to
maximize the symmetry of the readout mode. Up to the slightly off‑center nanowire place‑
ment [Fig. 10.2(b)], the device is perfectly mirror symmetric about the line running down
the center of the chip. As such, the voltage profile of the resonator mode is anti‑symmetric
about the center of the chip, and the center line is at zero RF voltage. This allowed us
to bring in the gate traces along the center line without having to worry about inducing
extra resonator loss. Moreover, it gave us a convenient way to ground the device. This
is the purpose of the purple trace that runs between the two strips of the resonator [Fig.
10.2(c)]. Grounding the nanowire/resonator island was critical for successful gating. An
electric field between the gate and the nanowire is necessary to achieve a field effect, and
an electric field is only present if the gate voltage drops between the gate and the nanowire.
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Majorana considerations
As there was always the chance that we would want to apply a large magnetic field to
drive the nanowire into a topological regime, we used NbTiN for the metallization. The
film had a kinetic inductance per square of 0.6 pH/□. This was important to remember
when modeling the device, as discussed below.

10.3 Modeling
To model the device, we used a combination of a transmission line model [Fig. 10.3(a)] and
the Sonnet Suites microwave simulation package.
The transmission line model was useful for ball‑parking the resonator frequency and
estimating Φr = pΦzpf . To get the frequency, we considered the impedance as seen from
the right side of the resonator in [Fig. 10.3(a)]:

Z = Z0

ZL + iZ0 tan(βℓ)
Z0 + iZL tan(βℓ)

(10.5)

where ZL = iωL, β = ω/ceff , and ℓ is the length of the resonator. Note that this was
assuming κc = 0, which is a decent approximation since it was on the order of MHz.
The unknown parameters in the above expression were the characteristic impedance of the
transmission line Z0 , the speed of light on the line ceff , and the shared inductance. We esti‑
mated Z0 and ceff by performing transmission simulations of co‑planar‑strip transmission
lines in Sonnet, ⁴ and we estimated the shared inductance to be 68 pH using the dimensions
of the trace, a geometric inductance of 1.3 pH/µm, and the kinetic inductance.⁵ Plugging
these estimates in and choosing ℓ = 3 mm, we found the value of ω where Z diverged⁶
gave us 9.7 GHz for the resonator frequency.
⁴Not only did we need to extract the effective dielectric constant of the transmission line, we also needed to ex‑
tract the effective permeability due to the kinetic inductance of the NbTiN. We estimated these by performing
transmission line simulations with/without the dielectric and kinetic inductance included.
⁵We made a mistake here and calculated the shared inductance as only half of its actual value. We thought
that Sonnet was giving us the “odd‑mode” impedance in our transmission simulations, when in actuality it
was giving us the differential impedance. We thus should have plugged in 2 × 68 pH for the shared induc‑
tance. However, as we also neglected the inductance of the tapers up to the shared inductance [Fig. 10.2], the
participation ratio ended up being about right.
⁶Actually, we solved for where its inverse was zero.
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Figure 10.2: The device | (a) An indium arsenide nanowire coated in epitaxial aluminum

(blue), with a gap in the aluminum forming the weak link. The cutter gate (pink) was bi‑
ased to Vc , while the plunger gates (orange) were biased to Vp . The Josephson nanowire was
connected to the rest of the circuit using niobium titanium nitride contacts (green). (b/c)
Zooming out, we see that the nanowire is embedded in a superconducting loop (green).
This loop was used to bias the Josephson nanowire with a flux Φ. In addition, one arm of the
loop served as the shared inductance between the nanowire and the resonator (maroon).
(d) Full device. The differential λ/4 mode of the coplanar strip resonator (maroon, fre‑
quency fr = 9.18843 GHz, coupling κc = 2π × 1.23 MHz, internal loss κi = 2π × 1.00 MHz)
is inductively coupled to the nanowire at its current anti‑node (lower end). At its voltage
anti‑node (upper end), it is capacitively coupled to microstrip lines that lead to the depicted
external microwave circuitry. The purple trace that runs between the microwave lines con‑
nects to a finger capacitor, serving as a reference for the gates voltages. (f) Both the readout
tone (maroon, frequency fr ) and the drive tone (purple, frequency fd ) were routed to the
resonator via a 1800 hybrid. The reflected readout tone was amplified by an SPA [Frattini
et al. 2018] followed by a HEMT, before being processed at room temperature.
To obtain Φr , we needed both p and Φzpf . As stated above, Φzpf =

p
hZ
ˉ r /2 where Zr ,

and we know that for a λ/4 transmission line resonator we have Zr = 4Z0 /π = 90 Ω,
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which is the value quoted above. To estimate p, we calculated the voltage profile along the
transmission line [Fig. 10.3(b)]. This is given by


eiβx + ΓL e−iβx
V (x) = Re iβℓ
e + ΓL e−iβℓ


ΓL =

ZL − Z0
ZL + Z0

(10.6)

The participation ratio is given by p = V (0) ≃ 0.05, as quoted above.
We simulated the entire device in Sonnet to check the frequency and tune κc . We found
that the frequency was 9.1 GHz, close to the value predicted by the transmission line model.
Sonnet actually did an incredible job of predicting the measured resonator frequency of
9.2 GHz, properly accounting for the kinetic inductance of the NbTiN. Sonnet also gave
us the current profile for the mode, which, while not necessary, is a nice way to visualize
the structure of the mode [Fig. 10.3(c)]. Note that we did not include the nanowire in the
Sonnet simulations. This is a good approximation so long as the nanowire inductance is
large compared to the shared inductance, which is also a necessary condition to avoid flux
bias hysteresis.

10.4 Fabrication
The devices had quite a journey before they found their way to our lab at Yale.
The nanowires themselves were grown in Copenhagen by Jesper Nygård and Peter
Krogstrup [Krogstrup et al. 2015]. The wires were MBE‑grown [001] wurtzite indium
arsenide nanowires with epitaxial Al coating two of six facets The nanowires were then
shipped, forest style, to the group of Attila Geresdi at TU Delft. Two of Attila’s students,
David van Woerkom and Daniël Bouman, then fabricated the devices. David fabricated
the early iterations, and Daniël the later.
First, the readout resonator and control structures were patterned by electron‑beam
lithography and reactive ion etching of NbTiN which had been sputtered on the sapphire
substrate.⁷ The NbTiN film had a thickness of 150 nm and a sheet kinetic inductance of
0.6 pH/□, which we took into account when calculating the shared inductance between
⁷Earlier iterations were fabricated on silicon substrates which had a thin capping layers of silicon dioxide.
However, these devices presented with electrostatic instabilities, so we switched to sapphire.
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Figure 10.3: Device modeling | (a) Transmission line model of the co‑planar strip res‑

onator, shared inductance, and readout transmission line. (b) Calculated voltage profile of
the 3 mm resonator, normalized to the voltage anti‑node. Here we assume κc = 0 such that
we can treat the voltage anti‑node as an open. The value at zero position is p, the participa‑
tion of the shared inductance. (c) Simulated current density using Sonnet Suites. The λ/4
mode structure has a current anti‑node at the left end of the resonator, where the nanowire
is coupled.
the nanowire and the resonator as described above. The wires were then deposited using a
micromanipulator. Finally, the weak link was defined by selectively wet‑etching a 500 nm
long section of the Al shell, and contacted to the rest of the circuit using NbTiN.
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10.5 Progression
All of the results presented in this thesis were from two batches of devices [Fig. 10.4]. The
first batch was used in the Andreev pair qubit experiment [Hays et al. 2018], and the second
batch in the Andreev spin qubit experiments [Hays et al. 2020; Hays et al. 2021]. The de‑
sign didn’t change much between these two batches, but we did make an improvement to
the resonator/nanowire coupling in the second batch. In the first batch, we used a mutual
inductance. However, as a mutual inductance is inherently weaker than a shared induc‑
tance, we switched to a shared inductance in the second batch to achieve larger couplings
[compare between Fig. 10.4(c/e)]. In the shared case, we can in principle keep cranking up
the inductance to achieve stronger couplings. The main constraint is that the shared induc‑
tance must be a good bit smaller than the inductance of the nanowire itself. Otherwise, we
would enter an RF‑SQUID regime that would exhibit hysteretic behavior.
In the first batch, we achieved grounding of the nanowire island via a finger capacitor to
the gate ground plane [Fig. 10.4(b)]. In the larger coupling regime of batch 2, however, we
found in simulation that this capacitor significantly broke the symmetry of the resonator
mode. As such, we switched to the center ground trace as discussed above. We also added
two gates on the proximitized section of the nanowire, though we always biased these to
the same voltage.
Finally, in batch 1, we supplied the drive via a separate microstrip line [Fig. 10.4(b/c)].
In the atomic point contact experiments[Janvier et al. 2015], the drive had been supplied
through the resonator mode. We originally believed this would not work as well for us, as
we thought the Andreev transitions could be at higher frequencies, farther away from the
resonator mode. This reasoning was incorrect; we forgot about the higher‑order modes of
the resonator. They make it such that the drive is never attenuated more than ∼ 30 dB by
the resonator. We thus switched to driving through the resonator in the second batch of
devices.
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Figure 10.4: Progression of the device design | Comparing the two device designs used

in this thesis. Note that colors do not match between the two batches. The central differ‑
ence between batch 1 and 2 was that we swapped the mutual inductance (c) for a shared
inductance (e). This resulted in the need to change our grounding technique, swapping the
finger capacitor to the ground plane (green, (b)) for the center ground trace (purple, e). We
also switched to driving through the resonator, and removed the separate drive line (b,c).
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10.6 Cryogenic setup
Finally, we present the full cryogenic setup for the device [Fig. 10.5]. On the microwave
side of things, we used fairly typical attenuation and filtering. We used a directional
coupler to couple the drive in after the circulator, as the circulator was only rated from
7 − 10 GHz. The two gate voltage lines were filtered at base using copper powder and RC
filters. Vc biased the central “cutter” gate (pink), while both flanking “plunger” gates were
biased to Vp (orange).
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Figure 10.5: Cryogenic wiring diagram and device micrographs for the Andreev spin

qubit experiments
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11
Spectroscopy and
dispersive shifts
Originally, cQED was developed for state detection of superconducting qubits [Blais et al.
2004; Wallraff et al. 2004]. In this situation, the system of interest (the qubit) was well‑
understood; it could be accurately modeled as a circuit composed of inductors, capacitors,
and Josephson junctions. Nowadays, electromagnetic simulations and room temperature
measurements can tell us system parameters (frequencies and couplings) to within 10%
even before we cool down. However, cQED can also be used as an exploratory tool; we can
use it to probe systems where we don’t have a complete understanding. Loosely speaking,
there are two operators that we can probe when investigating a system with cQED: the
Hamiltonian and the coupling operator. We can probe the system Hamiltonian by per‑
forming microwave spectroscopy, thereby determining the system energies. Properties of
the coupling operator, on the other hand, can be extracted from the dispersive shifts.
In this thesis, we used cQED to investigate the Andreev levels of Josephson nanowires.
We now have a decent understanding of how spin‑orbit coupling and long junction physics
affect the Andreev level spectrum [Tosi et al. 2019]. Furthermore, we have used this level
structure to achieve spin‑dependent dispersive shifts and Raman processes, enabling the
detection and manipulation of the spin of a single quasiparticle. But there is still so much
we don’t understand. For instance, take a look at how the Andreev levels disperse with the
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gate voltage [Fig. 11.1]; there’s a lot going on here. Universal conductance fluctuations are
causing most of the dispersion, but changing Fermi velocities and other spin‑orbit effects
are also certainly at play. While we certainly made use of these fluctuations, we made no
attempt to rigorously understand them. We simply chose gate voltages where the transition
spectrum was not too busy, and where the dispersive shifts were large enough that we had
single‑shot readout. Often, we also tuned to gate voltage sweet spots to mitigate the effects
of electrostatic noise.
Even if we don’t understand everything going on in Fig. 11.1, it certainly exemplifies
the power of cQED‑based two‑tone spectroscopy. But two‑tone only works because those
very same transitions that we see lighting up in Fig. 11.1 are causing dispersive shifts of
our readout mode. In this chapter, we will discuss our current understanding of these
dispersive shifts, before moving on to extended spectroscopy data.
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Figure 11.1: Transition spectrum with Vc | We see many transitions moving in and out of

the frequency range. What a beautiful mess!

11.1 Andreev level/resonator coupling
In the early years of my PhD, we always assumed that the resonator was coupled to the
current operator JA of the weak link. More recently, we have come to understand that this
is not the full story. Nonetheless, the current operator is a good starting point. We designed
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these experiments with the current operator in mind, and it got us pretty far.

Figure 11.2: Coupling a Josephson nanowire to a superconducting microwave resonator

| The Josephson nanowire (scanning electron micrograph) is wired up in parallel with a por‑
tion of the resonator’s inductance (gray), over which a portion of the resonator’s flux drops
Φr . The quantum‑mechanical current JA created by the Andreev levels flows through the
nanowire and around the gray loop, passing through the shared inductance. This results
in a coupling term in the Hamiltonian between the resonator and Andreev levels of the
form Hc = Φr JA .
As discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 10, we coupled the Josephson nanowire to the
resonator using an inductive coupling [Fig. 11.2]. This coupling can be seen as arising from
the fluctuations of flux Φr = pΦzpf induced by the resonator. Assuming Φr is small, we can
perform an expansion

H = hω
ˉ r a† a + HA (Φ + pΦzpf (a + a† ))
≈ hω
ˉ r a† a + HA (Φ) +

dHA
pΦzpf (a + a† )
dΦ

(11.1)

≈ hω
ˉ r a† a + HA (Φ) + JA pΦzpf (a + a† )
where the current operator JA =

dHA
dΦ .

Our job is then to write down the current operator JA . This is easier said than done. The
problem is that while we can calculate the energy levels and their phase dependence, we
don’t know the wavefunctions or their phase dependence. The theory exists for the short‑
junction regime [Zazunov et al. 2003], and for an individual doublet in the long‑junction
regime [Park and Yeyati 2017], and was finally applied to the multi‑doublet long junction
regime around the time of this writing [Metzger et al. 2021]. In this section, we will first
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discuss the results from the short‑junction theory and try to glean some intuition from
them. We then present our attempts to model the observed dispersive shifts for a multi‑
doublet spin‑orbit‑split weak link, and comment on its short‑comings.

11.1.1 The Andreev pair qubit
For the even‑parity sector of a short weak link, there are only two possible many‑body
configurations of the Andreev levels: |g⟩ and |e⟩. Restricting ourselves to the manifold
spanned by these states, we can derive the current operator using a phase‑independent
basis for the Andreev levels [Zazunov et al. 2003]. In this basis, the Hamiltonian for the
even manifold is given by




0

HA = − 
z ∗ e+irφ/2

ze−irφ/2




z = ∆(cos(φ/2) + ir sin(φ/2))

(11.2)

0

As the basis is φ‑independent, the current operator is simply the derivative of the matrix
elements:

JA =



0
2π ∂ HA
π 
=

Φ0 ∂dφ
Φ0 z − irz ∗ e+irφ/2

z∗

+

irze−irφ/2




(11.3)

0

Rotating back to the Andreev basis we have for the Hamiltonian

HA = ϵA σz (φ)

ϵA = |z|

(11.4)

and for the current operator

JA = IA [σz (φ) +

√

1 − τ tan

φ
σy (φ)]
2

IA =

2π dϵA
Φ0 dφ

(11.5)

where the Pauli matrices are now written in the basis of the Andreev levels, which depends
on φ. The coupling term 11.1 is thus

Hc = Φr (a + a† )JA → gc (φ)(a† σ− + aσ+ );
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√
gc (φ) = Φr 1 − τ IA (φ) tan(φ/2)

(11.6)

Figure 11.3: The spin‑up Andreev level of a short junction | (a) Two loops of electrons

and holes are possible, one with electrons moving to the right, and the other with electrons
moving to the left. They are coupled by scattering within the normal region (black paths).
(b) The Andreev level energy ϵA without (red line for 0 < φ < π, blue for π < φ < 2π) and
with (purple line)
√ scattering in the normal region. Scattering induces an avoided crossing
of strength ∆ 1 − τ .
where we have dropped the diagonal part of the current operator and performed a rotating
wave approximations. We thus find the the inductive coupling can be expressed as the
Jaynes‑Cummings Hamiltonian with a φ‑dependent gc .
It is interesting to note that the eigenvalues of the current operator are not IA , but rather
±(1 − r2 ) sin(φ/2). While the inclusion of normal reflection has resulted in an avoided
crossing between the energy eigenvalues [11.3], the current eigenvalues have only been
weakly affected; their eigenvalues have simply been reduced by a factor (1 − r2 ). We can
gain more intuition by writing down an effective (but slightly hand‑wavey) Hamiltonian
for the pair qubit around the avoided crossing:

Heff = ∆

(φ − π)
σz + ∆rσx
2

(11.7)

where the Pauli matrices are now written in the basis of the un‑scattered ballistic states.
The diagonal components come from expanding the un‑scattered energy ∆ cos(φ/2) about
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φ = π, and the off‑diagonal terms account for scattering to first order in r. If we again
compute the current operator as JA =

√
2 1−τ
JA = IA [σz (φ) −
σx (φ)]
φ−π

2π ∂ HA
Φ0 ∂φ

IA =

and rotate to the energy eigenbasis, we get

2π dϵA
Φ0 dφ

ϵA = ∆

p
(φ − π)2 /4 + r2

(11.8)

Note that tan ϕ/2 ≃ −2/(φ − π). So with this much simplified Hamiltonian, we manage to
capture the physics of the current operator around the avoided crossing. We have missed
a factor of i such that σy has been replaced by σx , but as we only care about the magnitude
of the off‑diagonal elements and not their phase, this is OK. In the next section, we expand
this model to the case of long junctions.

11.1.2 Long-junction regime
As we have seen, the Andreev spectrum of a Josephson nanowire can be much more com‑
plicated than that of a short weak link. Moreover, while we have theory for the energy
spectrum of Josephson nanowires, we don’t have a theory of the full microscopic Hamilto‑
nian.¹ As such, we can’t compute the full current operator JA =

∂ HA
∂Φ , and we can’t calculate

the dispersive shifts.
In our work on quasiparticle spin detection [Hays et al. 2020], we developed a phe‑
nomenological model based on the avoided crossing arguments of the last section. We
begin with a model of the Andreev level energies, and then use this to calculate a current
operator JA . Finally, we outline a calculation of pΦzpf , which acts as a scale factor on the
dispersive shift.

Model of the Andreev levels
In Chapter 8, we found that, for E ≪ ∆, the Andreev spectrum of a disorder‑free, long
weak link is given by

En = ±

∆ˉ
hvF /L
(φ − π(2n + 1))
2(∆ + hv
ˉ F /L)

¹This is not to say it can’t be calculated, it just hasn’t been done yet.
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(11.9)

We also saw that the due to spin‑orbit coupling, the Fermi velocity can become spin‑ and
momentum‑dependent, such that some Andreev levels are built of slow‑moving charge
carriers with Fermi velocity v1 and some are built of charge carriers with fast velocity v2 .
The slopes of the linearly dispersing Andreev levels are thus modified. Labeling these
slopes m1 and m2 , we constructed the phenomenological Hamiltonian to treat the two‑
doublet situation necessary for our realization of the Andreev spin qubit. We label the
four linearly‑dispersing states as | ↑+ ⟩ (slope m2 ), | ↑− ⟩ (slope −m1 ), | ↓+ ⟩ (slope m1 ), and
| ↓− ⟩ (slope −m2 ). Then we include disorder between like spins via a phenomenological
parameter r, such that the Hamiltonian is





r
0
0

+m2 (Φ + Φcross )




r
−m
(Φ
+
Φ
)
0
0


1
cross
1 

HA (Φ) =


Φ0 

0
0
+m
(Φ
−
Φ
)
r
1
cross




0
0
r
−m2 (Φ − Φcross )
(11.10)
Here Φcross is the flux at which the levels cross. between states of like spin. Note that we
have ignored an overall offset of the levels within the gap such that the levels cross at zero
energy. Diagonalizing this Hamiltonian gives the four Andreev levels | ↓q ⟩, | ↑q ⟩, | ↑a ⟩ and
| ↓a ⟩ and the transition frequencies between them fs,s′ . Note that these transition frequen‑
cies over‑constrain the model; i.e. the fourth fs,s′ follows when the other three are known.
The measured values fs,s′ thus completely determine the phenomenological parameters
that define the Hamiltonian. By fitting the spectrum [Fig. 11.4], we find m2 = h×22.6 GHz,
m1 = h × 21.4 GHz, Φcross = 0.055Φ0 , and r = h × 7.6 GHz. Note that ±Φcross is also the
flux point where the frequencies of the spin‑conserving transitions are minimum.

Model of the junction/resonator coupling
As we have discussed, the junction and the resonator are coupled because a fraction p of
the resonator flux Φzpf (a + a† ) drops over the junction. Above, we explained this coupling
by performing an expansion to first‑order in Φzpf , but now let’s take it one more order out:
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Figure 11.4: Dispersive readout and spectroscopy of a trapped quasiparticle | (a) Level

structure and transitions out of the lower doublet for Φ < 0. (b) Measured histogram of
Γ/σ, where σ is the standard deviation of one distribution. The data cluster into three distri‑
butions, corresponding to |g⟩, | ↓q ⟩, and | ↑q ⟩. (c) Drive‑probe spectroscopy of the nanowire
reveals the four transitions depicted in (a), with fits to a simple model plotted for Φ < 0. (d)
The distributions shown in (b) shift with Φ as the detuning between the quasiparticle tran‑
sitions and the resonator varies, from which the absolute dispersive shift (right axis) can
be determined. Dashed line indicates Φ for data in (b), and colored curves are predictions
based on the extracted model parameters in (c) with only one additional free parameter
(see text), which captures the scale and shape of the behavior.

H = hω
ˉ r a† a + HA (Φ + pΦzpf (a + a† ))
1 d2 HA
dHA
pΦzpf (a + a† ) +
(pΦzpf )2 (a + a† )2 + ...
dΦ
2 dΦ2
L
≈ hω
ˉ r a† a + HA (Φ) + JA pΦzpf (a + a† ) + A (pΦzpf )2 a† a + ...
≈ hω
ˉ r a† a + HA (Φ) +

(11.11)

where in the last step we have performed a rotating wave approximation. We thus find
A
that the resonator flux couples to the junction current operator JA = dH
dΦ at first order in
2
L
pΦzpf and to the inverse inductance operator A = ddΦH2A at second order. We now consider
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only the first‑order coupling, and compute JA from our model HA :




0
0
0 
+m1




0
−m2
0
0 
dHA
1 


JA =
=

dΦ
Φ0 
 0
0
+m2
0 




0
0
0
−m1

(11.12)

The dispersive shifts χs of the two qubits states | ↓q ⟩, | ↑q ⟩ can then be computed at second
order in perturbation theory [Manucharyan 2012]
′
(p Φzpf )2 X 2fss′ ⟨sa |JA |sq ⟩
χs = −
2 − f2
fss
2πˉ
h2
′
r
′

2

(11.13)

s

In the basis of the linearly‑dispersing levels, JA is diagonal while HA is not. However, the
only off‑diagonal elements in HA are between states of the same spin. As such, JA remains
block‑diagonal in spin when written in the energy eigenbasis (which we do not do explicitly
here). The matrix elements connecting different spins ⟨s̄a |JA |sq ⟩ are thus zero and only the
inter‑doublet spin‑conserving transitions contribute to the dispersive shift:

χ↓ ∼
=−

(p Φzpf )2
2

2πˉh

2f↓↓
|⟨↓a |JA | ↓q ⟩|2
2
f↓↓ − fr2

χ↑ ∼
=−

(p Φzpf )2
2

2πˉh

2f↑↑
|⟨↑a |JA | ↑q ⟩|2
− fr2
(11.14)

2
f↑↑

As discussed in the previous section, the parameters defining HA (and therefore J) were
inferred from the measured spectrum [Fig. 11.4(c)]. This allowed us to calculate the Φ‑
dependent matrix elements ⟨sa |JA |sq ⟩, and therefore the Φ‑dependence of χs . We found
that a value of pΦzpf /Φ0 = 1.70 × 10−3 , which is within 10% of an independent calculation
(see Chapter 10), matched the data well in the vicinity of Φcross . The coupling strength
gc,s =

pΦzpf
hˉ

⟨sa |JA |sq ⟩ is plotted in Fig. 11.5. As expected, the coupling is peaked around

Φcross where the mixing between the levels is strongest.
Finally, to translate the predicted χs to the resonator response, we used the scattering
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formula for a resonator measured in reflection [Axline 2018]:

Ss =

ωro − (ωr + χs ) + i(κc − κi )/2
ωro − (ωr + χs ) − i(κc + κi )/2

(11.15)

where ωro = 2π × 9188.47 MHz is the readout frequency. After multiplying by a constant
complex scale factor to account for the amplitude and phase of our signal Γs = Aeiϕ Ss ,
taking the imaginary part gave Qs as plotted in Fig. 11.4(d), and again in Fig. 11.5(b). Ad‑
ditionally in Fig. 11.5(b), we plot the expected Φ‑dependence of the distributions assuming
gc,s remains constant at the maximum value of 2π × 37.4 MHz (dotted lines). In this case,
the dispersive shift has much less Φ‑dependence than what is measured. This illustrates
the necessity of using the Φ‑dependent gc,s as calculated from our model of JA .
L
We now return to the inverse inductance A . In the original expansion, we saw that
L
the resonator and junction were coupled at first order in JA and second order in A . How‑
ever, because the current coupling is via the off‑diagonal elements ⟨sa |JA |sq ⟩, the dispersive
shift is second order in pΦzpf . On the other hand, the inverse inductance may induce fre‑
L
(pΦzpf )2
⟨sq | A |sq ⟩. Thus, both coupling terms
quency shifts through its diagonal elements:
hˉ
contribute frequency shifts at second order in pΦzpf . Although within our simple model
L
L
A = 0, in reality the full junction Hamiltonian is needed to calculate both JA and A . It
is worth noting that in the short junction case where we do have theory, the value of the
L
inverse inductance computed from ⟨g| A |g⟩ can be much smaller than what one might ex‑
pect from the Φ‑dispersion of ϵA . Moreover, while we anticipate that the dispersive shift
L
due to A around Φ = 0 should be negative, the shift around Φ = −0.5Φ0 should be pos‑
itive and of similar magnitude. In contrast, the shifts due to the current coupling should
always be negative so along as fs,s′ > fr . We only observe negative frequency shifts over
the entire Φ range [Fig. 11.6], which we interpret as the current coupling being dominant.
In general, a more advanced theory should be applied to understand the full flux depen‑
dence and dispersive shifts. Around the time of this writing, such a theory was developed
and experimentally validated [Metzger et al. 2021].
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Figure 11.5: Φ‑dependence of gc | (a) Extracted coupling strengths gc,s for the two inter‑
doublet spin conserving transitions. The peaks coincide with the minimum frequency of
the transitions (Φ = ±Φcross ) because this is where the mixing between current and energy
eigenstates is strongest (see Supplementary Information). (b) Same data as shown in Fig.
11.4(d). Solid lines are the predicted χs,1 as in the main text, and dashed lines are the χs,1
if gc,s is assumed to be constant at its maximum value.
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Figure 11.6: Spectroscopy and dispersive shifts over a full half flux quantum | (a) Φ‑

dependence of Q over a full half flux quantum. The | ↓q ⟩ and | ↑q ⟩ distributions (traced with
purple and pink splines respectively) remain below the bare resonator Q (black dotted line)
over the full Φ range, indicating negative dispersive shifts which are inconsistent with χ re‑
sulting from coupling to the inverse inductance operator. The dispersive shift of |g⟩ (traced
with the gray spline) is likely due to a pair transition with frequency above our measure‑
ment bandwidth. We also observe a small number of counts around Φ = 0 at positive Q,
indicating a residual quasiparticle population in | ↑a ⟩ and | ↓a ⟩. Assuming the observed dis‑
persive shift of |g⟩ is due only to the properties of the lower doublet, the dispersive shift
of a quasiparticle in the upper doublet should be given by χs,a = −χs,q + χg . Based on
this formula and the plotted splines, we estimated the Φ‑dependence of the | ↓a ⟩ and | ↑a ⟩
distributions (dashed, teal, and yellow). The predictions track roughly with the residual
counts in the vicinity of Φ = 0 before crossing the bare resonator Q. (b) Spectroscopy over
the same flux range. We attribute the sign change in the measured ∆Q̄ to the crossings of
χs1 with χs2 indicated in (a).
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Dispersive shifts in the presence of resonator crossings
Mainly to give a flavor of how the dispersive shifts can vary qualitatively, we present some
spectroscopy and dispersive shift data in the presence of resonator crossings [Fig. 11.7].
This data was taken on a different device (6YD1122). In two‑tone spectroscopy, we observe
two bundles of single‑particle transitions, a pair transition coming down to ∼ 5 GHz at
Φ = Φ0 /2, and some other pair‑like transitions at higher frequency that I believe are due to
mystery levels (see Chapter 14). Where the pair transition crosses the resonator (frequency
∼ 9 GHz), we observe divergences in χ which we fit to a Jaynes‑Cummings model. Other
features, likely associated with single‑particle states, are observed at Φ = Φ0 /2.

11.2 Extended spectroscopy
11.2.1 Comparing spin-flipping/-conserving single particle transitions
In section 11.1.2 and in Ref. [Hays et al. 2020] in general, we explored a gate‑bias point
where the spin‑conserving single particle transitions were much brighter than the spin‑
flipping ones. However, we did not find this to be a generic feature of all gate‑bias points
[Fig. 11.8]. Indeed, in Ref. [Hays et al. 2021] it was critical that all transitions be bright. We
now understand that this has to do with a broken mirror symmetry. When the nanowire
has a mirror symmetry, we do not expect spin‑flipping single particle transitions. When
this symmetry is broken, so long as spin and orbital degrees of freedom are suitably entan‑
gled, all transitions will be bright. In fact, it is even possible for the spin‑flipping transitions
to be brighter, as in Fig. 11.8(c)]. Near half flux, fainter features are also visible. The faint
feature at χ ∼ −3 MHz has qualitative properties characteristic of spin‑orbit split levels.
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Figure 11.7: Spectroscopy and dispersive shifts in the presence of resonator crossings |

Upper panel: two‑tone spectroscopy versus Φ of device 6YD1122 at Vc = 0.953 V. Two bun‑
dles of single‑particle transitions are observed, a pair transition that dips down to ∼ 5GHz
at Φ = Φ0 /2, and higher‑frequency pair‑like transitions that likely involve mystery levels.
Crossings with the resonator mode (flat line around 9 GHz) are marked in purple (pair
transition) and pink (brightest single‑particle transition). Lower panel: dispersive shift χ
over a portion of the same Φ range. The strongest divergences are observed where the
brightest single‑particle transition and the pair transition cross the resonator. Fitting these
divergences using a Jaynes‑Cumming model using an estimate of n̄ as well as the measured
Φ‑dependence of the transitions give gc /2π = 25 MHz for the single‑particle transition at
the crossing point and gc /2π = 35 MHz for the pair transition.
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Figure 11.8: Comparing transitions brightness | Spectroscopy of single‑particle transi‑

tions at several gate‑voltage bias points. (a) Vc = −1.36 V, Vp = 0.9 V (b) Vc = 23 mV,
Vp = 0 mV (c) Vc = −214 mV, Vp = −30 mV
What is the difference between these gate bias points? One possible explanation is that
the gate is adjusting the extent to which spin and motional degrees of freedom are entan‑
gled. For instance, maximal entanglement would be achieved in the model of Fig. 8.5 if the
chemical potential was tuned to the avoided crossing between the two sub‑bands. While
this may indeed be what’s happening, as of yet we haven’t done a systematic study of
spin‑flipping transition brightness versus voltage.
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Figure 11.9: Brightness of the four inter‑doublet transitions of 11.8(a) as a function of

estimated drive power at the device | At low powers, only the spin‑conserving transitions
are visible, but as the power is increased the spin‑flipping transitions also appear. Note
that the spin‑flipping transitions at the maximum power (‑115 dBm) are still substantially
dimmer than the spin‑preserving transitions at the lowest power (‑140 dBm).
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11.2.2 Zeeman splitting of single-particle transitions
To perform a measurement of the Andreev levels in a Zeeman field, we used the same coil
that we used to apply Φ. We simply measured the spectrum at Φ ≃ 414Φ0 . Converting
this flux to a magnetic field using the device loop area of 2250 µm2 gives 380 µT. In this
way, we could measure the effect of a Zeeman field applied perpendicular to the plane of
the device [Fig. 11.10]. We modeled the spectrum using the same approach as described in
11.1.2, but with an additional Zeeman‑like term such that the spin‑up states were shifted
by +EZ and the spin‑down states were shifted by −EZ . Note that within this model, only
the spin‑flipping transitions are affected by EZ . We found that EZ ≈ h × 35 MHz qualita‑
tively described the data, which corresponds to a shift in the | ↓q ⟩/| ↑q ⟩ degeneracy point to
φ = 2π × 0.013. For a more sophisticated treatment of the effects of magnetic field on the
spectrum of Josephson nanowires, see Tosi et al. 2019.
We were unable to perform a more systematic investigation with magnetic field be‑
cause, at these large coil currents (∼ 30 mA), the spectrum wasn’t very stable. It was
pointed out by Cristian Urbina and Hugues Pothier that this was likely due to vortex dy‑
namics in the resonator.
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Figure 11.10: Spectroscopy at B⊥ = 380 µT | Here we plot both I (a) and Q (b) to present

information in both quadratures. The observed instabilities varied with time, and occurred
when operating our flux coil at high current. The same data is plotted in (c)/(d), but with
overlaid fits. We describe the data by the model described in 11.1.2 but we include an
additional Zeeman‑like term.

11.2.3 Other observations

+/− pattern of single-particle transitions
A feature that we occasionally observed was that, when all four inter‑doublet transitions
were bright, the transitions out of | ↑q ⟩ (the first and third lowest‑frequency) manifested
as positive changes in Q̄, while the transitions out of | ↓q ⟩ (the second and fourth lowest‑
frequency) manifested as negative changes. Several examples of this can be seen in Fig.
11.11. We never explored this in detail, but a potential explanation is sketched out in panel
(d). If we’re constantly driving population out of one spin state which then decays back
to both, the net result will be population flow from the initial spin state to the other spin
state. For | ↓q ⟩, this means a negative change in ∆Q̄ (| ↑q ⟩ is below | ↓q ⟩ in the IQ‑plane),
and vice versa for | ↑q ⟩. This spin‑mixing decay would be consistent with the observation
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that all four transitions are bright. I don’t think I’ve ever noticed a situation where only the
spin‑preserving transitions are visible, but one has negative ∆Q̄ and the other positive.

Figure 11.11: +/− pattern in spectroscopy| (a‑c) We occasionally observed that the four

inter‑doublet transitions had alternating +/− signs of ∆Q̄. (d) A potential explanation:
population driven out of | ↑q ⟩ (| ↓q ⟩) decays back partially to | ↓q ⟩ (| ↑q ⟩), resulting in positive
(negative) ∆Q̄.

Miscellaneous transition spectra
As we saw in the spectroscopy of the Andreev levels versus gate voltage [Fig. 11.1], things
can get quite messy. We can have nice clean spectra where we see a single bundle of single‑
particle transitions and a pair transition as in panel (a), (though the pair transition might
actually be a two‑photon process here). But things can vary a lot. We can have two sets
of single‑particle transitions close in frequency [panel (b)]. The dispersion of the single‑
particle bundles can vary strongly, and we can have a mess of pair transitions [panel (c)].
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Panel (d) shows a bundle of single‑particle transitions where the spin‑flipping transitions
are completely suppressed, and the | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition dips down to very low frequen‑
cies. In panel (e) we have some funny features flanking the pair transition above/below.
Panel (f) shows a pair transition accompanied by a multi‑photon feature, and a hint of a
low‑frequency feature that is symmetric about zero flux (marked by white circles). Hope‑
fully, one day we can have a more detailed understanding of all of this variety.
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12
Raman transitions of the
quasiparticle spin
In this chapter, we first present the theory of Raman transitions in the context of Andreev levels in
Josephson nanowires. We then present detailed spectroscopy of Raman transitions, before disuss‑
ing the measurement and simulation of quasiparticle spin manipulation. Special thanks to Javier
Cerrillo for his help with the Raman Rabi simulations.

12.1 Theory of Raman transitions
In this section, we have set hˉ = 1.

Setting up the Λ system
To begin with, let’s suppose there are only three Andreev levels of interest: | ↓q ⟩, | ↑q ⟩ and
| ↑a ⟩ [Fig. 12.1(a)]. The undriven Hamiltonian is given by

HA = E↓,q | ↓q ⟩⟨↓q | + E↑,q | ↑q ⟩⟨↑q | + E↑,a | ↑a ⟩⟨↑a |

(12.1)

Our goal is to drive transitions between | ↓q ⟩ and | ↑q ⟩ using | ↑a ⟩ as an auxiliary level. We
apply two drives [Fig. 12.1(a)] with frequencies and amplitudes given by
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Drive 1 :

ω↓ = ω↓↑ + ∆R + δ/2

A↓

Drive 2 :

ω↑ = ω↑↑ + ∆R − δ/2

A↑

(12.2)

You can think of ∆R as the detuning of the virtual level from | ↑a ⟩, and δ as the detuning of
the drives from the virtual level (we will want δ ∼ 0). These drives result in the two terms
necessary to induce a Raman process:
Ω↓ iω↓ t
Ω↑ iω↑ t
e | ↑a ⟩⟨↓q | +
e | ↑a ⟩⟨↑q | + H.c.
2
2

(12.3)

where the Rabi rates are Ω↓ = A↓ M↓↑ , Ω↑ = A↑ M↑↑ with Mij the drive matrix elements. It
is convenient to move into the rotating frame of the two drives. We’ll use the interaction
representation H →= eiHr tˉh (HA − HR )e−iHr tˉh where the rotation‑generating Hamiltonian
is

Hr = HA + δ/2| ↓q ⟩⟨↓q | − δ/2| ↑q ⟩⟨↑q | − ∆R | ↑a ⟩⟨↑a |

(12.4)

The Hamiltonian then becomes

H = − δ/2| ↓q ⟩⟨↓q | + δ/2| ↑q ⟩⟨↑q | + ∆R | ↑a ⟩⟨↑a |
+(

(12.5)

Ω↓
Ω↑
| ↑a ⟩⟨↓q | +
| ↑a ⟩⟨↑q | + H.c.)
2
2

This is the classic Λ system Hamiltonian: we have the energies of the three uncoupled
Andreev levels in the rotating frame, and we have terms coupling the lower two levels to
the upper one. However, there is no direct coupling between the lower two levels.
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Figure 12.1: Building up the Hamiltonian under the action of the Raman drives | (a) The

three levels and transitions of our desired Λ system. (b) The two drives can also couple to
the opposite transition, producing Stark shifts (thin solid arrows). (c) In reality, the second
level of the upper doublet | ↓a ⟩ will always be present. This results in a secondary Raman
process with the same δ, but a different value for the large detuning ∆′R . Including the
Stark shifts, there are thus a total of eight Hamiltonian terms that depend on the drive
amplitudes.

Adiabatic elimination of | ↑a ⟩
To gain some intuition for how the Hamiltonian 12.5 drives transitions between | ↓q ⟩ and
| ↑q ⟩, it’s helpful to adibatically eliminate¹ | ↑a ⟩. We solve the Schrodinger equation for the
time derivative of the | ↑a ⟩ amplitude and demand that it is zero:

0=i

Ω↓
Ω↑
d
⟨↑a |ψ⟩ = + ⟨↓q |ψ⟩ +
⟨↑q |ψ⟩ + ∆R ⟨↑a |ψ⟩
dt
2
2

(12.6)

where |ψ⟩ is the full quantum state. We then solve for ⟨↑a |ψ⟩, plug it into the equations for
d
dt ⟨↓q |ψ⟩

and

d
dt ⟨↑q |ψ⟩,

and arrive at a reduced Hamiltonian which acts in the qubit Hilbert

space spanned by | ↓q ⟩, | ↑q ⟩:

H=

δeff
Ω
σz + eff σx
2
2

δeff = δ +

Ω↑ 2
Ω↓ 2
Ω↑ Ω↓
−
, Ωeff =
4∆R 4∆R
2∆R

(12.7)

where we have dropped a constant offset. This is just the Rabi Hamiltonian for a driven
¹This procedure is only valid for Ω↑ , Ω↓ ≪ ∆R such that | ↑a ⟩ remains depopulated, which was not always true
for the experiments presented in this thesis.
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qubit! The Rabi rate Ωeff scales with the product of the two drive strengths, but drops off
with the detuning ∆R from the auxiliary level | ↑a ⟩. The effective detuning of the Raman
qubit δeff is due both to the original detuning δ of the drives from the virtual level, but
also to the Stark shifts Ω2i /4∆R . As with a typical qubit, we will only have full oscillations
when δeff = 0. For δ = 0, we thus find that we need equal drive strengths Ω↑ = Ω↓ for full
oscillations between | ↓q ⟩ and | ↑q ⟩.

Stark shift corrections
We have seen how the drives Eqn. 12.2 allow us to coherently manipulate the | ↓q ⟩/| ↑q ⟩
manifold. However, when we went from Eqn. 12.2 to Eqn. 12.3, we made an assumption:
we assumed that drive 1 only coupled to the | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition, and that drive 2 only
coupled to the | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition. There is no reason for this to be true; drive 1 will also
couple to | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ and drive 2 to | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ as shown in Fig. 12.1(b). As these terms
are far off resonance, we can take them into account by including them as Stark shifts in
the Hamiltonian. They will modify the effective detuning as

δeff → δeff +

(A↑ M↓↑ )2
(A↓ M↑↑ )2
+
4(∆R − Es ) 4(∆R + Es )

(12.8)

Note how the pairing of the drive amplitudes and matrix elements has been swapped. We
now have four drive‑dependent terms in the Hamiltonian: the two desired inter‑doublet
couplings and the two Stark shift terms.

What about | ↓a ⟩?
Throughout this section so far, we have ignored | ↓a ⟩, which we know has to be present in
the system. How will this affect the Raman process? As shown in Fig. 12.1(c), it results in
a secondary Raman process with the same small detuning δ, but a different value for the
large detuning ∆′R . This modifies the effective Rabi rate

Ωeff →

A↓ A↑
2



M↓↑ M↑↑ M↓↓ M↑↓
+
∆R
∆′R


(12.9)

The first term is exactly what we had in Eqn. 12.7, just split up into the drive amplitudes
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and matrix elements now. The second term comes from the second Raman process. In our
case, ∆R < 0 and ∆′R > 0. As such, the two Raman processes destructively interfere to
reduce the overall Rabi rate. In this experiment, it was roughly a ∼ 20% effect. As with the
primary Raman process, there are also cross terms that lead to Stark shifts. Thus in total,
there were a total of eight drive‑dependent Hamiltonian terms we had to worry about.
But from an experimental point of view, it was only really necessary to consider all
eight terms when we wanted to understand the structure of the coherent oscillations in de‑
tail (discussed below). When we first set out to drive Raman transitions, the main idea was
straightforward: locate | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ and | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ in two‑tone spectroscopy, then apply
two simultaneous drives with carrier frequencies equally detuned from the measured res‑
onances. Below, we sketch out how the experiment proceeded, starting with a tune up of
the device.

12.2 Tuning up the device
As always, we possessed three in‑situ control knobs of the nanowire Andreev levels: the
loop flux Φ, a main gate voltage Vc acting on the nanowire weak link, and an additional
gate voltage Vp applied to two more gates positioned on either side of the main gate. Upon
cooling down the device, we observed Φ and gate voltage dependence of the readout res‑
onance around Vc , Vp = 0, indicating that conduction channels in the nanowire link were
transmitting. With Φ = −0.13Φ0 and Vp = 0, we swept Vc while performing two‑tone spec‑
troscopy [Fig. 12.2(a)]. We observed several dispersing transitions, with a local maximum
at Vc = −71.0 mV.
Parking Vc at the local maximum to mitigate the effects of electrostatic noise on the
Andreev level coherence (see below for further data and discussion), we then performed
two‑tone spectroscopy while sweeping Φ [Fig. 12.2(b)]. Four flux‑dependent resonances
were observed, which cross at Φ = 0. This is characteristic of inter‑doublet transitions of a
quasiparticle between spin‑orbit split Andreev levels [Tosi et al. 2019]. In conjunction with
the population transfer measurements shown in Fig. 12.4(a), this characteristic spectrum
allowed us to identify the two lowest‑frequency transitions as | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ and | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩.
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At certain Φ bias points, some of the transitions are not visible, or become significantly
dimmer. For example, the | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition is barely visible at Φ =≃ −0.13Φ0 . This
drop in signal occurs because the quasiparticle population of the relevant level of the lower
doublet (either | ↓q ⟩ or | ↑q ⟩) decreases, often below 0.01. We attribute these population
drops to evacuation of the quasiparticle into cold, dot‑like levels in the nanowire that are
brought into resonance with the Andreev doublets as Φ, Vc , and Vp are varied. This phe‑
nomenon is discussed in more detail in Chapter 14. While these features are not completely
understood, we found they could easily be avoided with an appropriate choice of bias con‑
ditions. The effects of these population drops can be observed in Figs. 12.2, 12.3 and 12.5.
Having identified the transitions that defined the Λ system, we searched for a local
maxima of the transitions in both gate voltages (not just Vc ) in order to mitigate electrostatic
noise. We found such a bias point at Vc = −71.9 mV and Vp = 4.0 mV (see Fig. 12.3 for
Φ‑dependence at these gate voltages).

Figure 12.2: Gate and flux dependence of the inter‑doublet transitions | (a) A local max‑

imum (“sweet spot”) is observed in both | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ and | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ at Vc = −71.0 mV
(black dotted line). (b) Flux dependence of the four inter‑doublet transitions at Vc =
−71.0 mV, Vp = 0.0 mV. Black dotted line indicates Φ bias for data shown in (a).
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Figure 12.3: Flux dependence at the main working point | Flux dependence of | ↑q ⟩ ↔

| ↑a ⟩ and | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ at the main working point (Vc = −71.9 mV, Vp = 4.0 mV).
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12.3 Searching for Raman transitions
Having characterized the Λ system, we then investigated two‑photon Raman transitions of
the trapped quasiparticle at Φ = −0.10Φ0 . We first give a summary of these measurements,
then present further details below.
After initializing the quasiparticle in | ↑q ⟩ via post‑selection, we applied two simultane‑
ous Gaussian pulses with variable respective carrier frequencies f↑ and f↓ and then mea‑
sured the final qubit spin state [Fig. 12.4(b)]. Along a line given by f↓ = f↑ + 609 MHz, we
observe increased | ↓q ⟩ population that we attribute to the onset of a Raman process. As ex‑
pected for Raman transitions, the slope of this line is equal to one, since a shift of one drive
frequency must be compensated by an equal shift of the other. The discrepancy between
the spin splitting Es = 684 MHz and the 609 MHz offset was due to an uncontrolled shift
of the Andreev spectrum that occurred in between the measurements shown in Fig. 12.4(a)
and Fig. 12.4(b).
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Figure 12.4: Raman transitions of a trapped quasiparticle | (a) In a two‑tone measure‑

ment, the Josephson nanowire was first driven by a saturation pulse (gray) of variable
carrier frequency fd before the quasiparticle state was determined with a readout pulse
(maroon). A dip is observed in P↑ corresponding to the | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition and in P↓
corresponding to the | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition. (b) The quasiparticle was first prepared in
| ↑q ⟩ via an initial readout pulse and post‑selection. Simultaneous Gaussian pulses (100 ns
standard deviation) of variable frequency fs were then applied, followed by a final readout
pulse. The observed peak in the final | ↓q ⟩ population lies along f↓ = f↑ + 609 MHz (black
dashed line). (c) Full Γ histograms of the final readout pulse for the two subsets of mea‑
surements enclosed by the gray and black solid lines in (b). Data in the region enclosed by
the gray line shows little population transfer from the post‑selected | ↑q ⟩ (left panel), while
data in the region enclosed by the black shows significant population transfer to | ↓q ⟩ (right
panel).
To further illustrate the dynamics of the quasiparticle under the Raman transitions, we
histogram Γ for data points off/on resonance with the Raman process [Fig. 12.4(c)]. Off res‑
onance, the quasiparticle was found predominantly in | ↑q ⟩, as expected from post‑selection
on the initial readout pulse. On resonance, there was significant population transfer to
| ↓q ⟩ as desired, as well as a small population transfer to |g⟩. This is due to drive‑induced
quasiparticle evaporation, which we had to account for in our simulation of coherent spin
dynamics, as is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 12.5: All transition probabilities under the action of simultaneous drive pulses

of variable carrier frequencies | Measured transition frequencies of | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ and | ↓q ⟩ ↔
| ↑a ⟩ are indicated by pink and purple dashed lines, respectively. Black dashed lines have
a slope of one, and run through the crossing point of the two transitions.
First though, a bit more detail on our Raman spectroscopy measurements. In Fig. 12.5,
we present the data for any post‑selected initial state (not just | ↑q ⟩), and over a wider‑
frequency range than shown above. We note that the drive powers used in this measure‑
ment were 30 dB larger than in the two‑tone spectroscopy measurement of Fig. 12.4(a).
The | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition is visible (though broadened) just above its low‑power value,
while the | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition is no longer visible. Other transitions that are constant in
one drive frequency or the other are observed, perhaps due to evaporation of the quasipar‑
ticle into the same dot‑like levels as discussed above. Several multi‑photon transitions are
observed that lie along f↑ = −f↓ + c. The −1 slope indicates that the two drive frequencies
are adding to reach a highly‑excited state of the system, perhaps even exciting the quasi‑
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particle above the superconducting gap. Finally, the desired two‑photon Raman process
| ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑q ⟩ occurs along the black dashed line, which has slope 1 and intersects with the
crossing point of the two single‑photon transitions of the Λ system (unlike the data shown
in Fig. 12.4(b) above). This measurement was taken between the measurements displayed
in Fig. 12.4(b) and 12.4(a). We thus conclude that there was an uncontrolled shift of the An‑
dreev levels between the measurement shown Fig. 12.5 and Fig. 12.4(b), as we referenced
above. Such jumps were not uncommon in this experiment, and occurred on a timescale
of days to weeks.
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12.4 Coherent spin dynamics
Using an experiment similar to that shown in Fig. 12.5, we chose drive frequencies such that
the desired Raman process | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑q ⟩ was being driven, but the drives were maximally
detuned from undesired processes. We then varied the amplitudes A↓ , A↑ to induce coher‑
ent oscillations of the quasiparticle spin [Fig. 12.6(a)]. To better understand these coherent
dynamics, we performed a simulation of our system using QuTiP [Johansson, Nation, and
Nori 2013] [Fig. 12.6(b)]. Here we present transition probabilities out of the two spin states
under the action of these variable amplitude drive pulses, both measured and simulated
(measurements where the system started in |g⟩ showed no features).

Figure 12.6: Coherent Λ‑Rabi oscillations of the quasiparticle spin | (a) Measured final

state probabilities after the application of simultaneous drive pulses, with the spin initial‑
ized in either | ↓q ⟩ or | ↑q ⟩. (b) Simulated probabilities. (c) Level diagram with simulation
parameters.
The simulation of the coherent dynamics included all four Andreev levels | ↓q ⟩, | ↑q ⟩,
| ↑a ⟩, and | ↓a ⟩ [Fig. 12.6(c)]. While there were only two drives applied in this experiment,
because each drive could couple to each of the four inter‑doublet transitions we needed to
account for a total of eight Hamiltonian terms. Four of these terms produced two Raman
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processes [dashed double‑headed arrows in Fig. 12.6(c)], one of which was via | ↑a ⟩ as
desired, and the other was via | ↓a ⟩. The | ↑a ⟩ Raman process dominated the dynamics, as
the detuning of the drives from | ↑a ⟩ was ∆R = −290 MHz, as compared to the detuning to
| ↓a ⟩ which was ∆′R = 1.36 GHz. The other four Hamiltonian terms produced Stark shifts
[thin solid double‑headed arrows in Fig. 12.6(c)], which were necessary to include in order
to properly capture the shape of the oscillations.
The fixed parameters in the simulation were the four inter‑doublet transition frequen‑
cies, the measured dephasing rates of both doublets, the pulse length and shape (Gaussian,
40 ns standard deviation), and the detunings ∆R = −290 MHz, ∆′R = 1.36 GHz. We fit the
simulation to the data using six free parameters: the four drive matrix elements associ‑
ated with the four inter‑doublet transitions (M↓↑ , M↑↑ , M↓↓ , M↑↓ , ), the detuning δ from
the Raman resonance condition, and the ratio α of the f↑ drive amplitude to the f↓ drive
amplitude. From the fit, we extract the below values and associated co‑variance matrix:

δ/(2π) = 5.5
M↓↑ /(2π) = 232 MHz
M↑↑ /(2π) = 255 MHz
M↓↓ /(2π) = 280 MHz
M↑↓ /(2π) = 80 MHz
α = 0.54
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(12.10)
Note that the extracted values of the matrix elements include the drive amplitudes at the
device, which we estimate to be ∼ 400 nV across the junction.
Additionally, as can be seen in Fig. 12.6, we observed a drive‑induced quasipar‑
ticle evaporation rate; the |g⟩ population grows as the drive amplitudes are increased.
In simulation, we found that this quasiparticle evaporation was captured by including
√
two dissipators on the lower doublet of the form γevap (|A↓ |2 + |A↑ |2 + |A↓ ||A↑ |)|g⟩⟨↓q |,
√
γevap (|A↓ |2 +|A↑ |2 +|A↓ ||A↑ |)|g⟩⟨↑q |, with γevap /(2π) = 1.2±0.1 MHz as extracted from the
|g⟩ population data. While this is certainly an over‑simplified model (no frequency depen‑
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dence, no spin dependence, etc.), the scaling of the rate with the drive amplitudes indicates
that the evaporation is likely due to multi‑photon transitions of the trapped quasiparticle
to excited states either in the dot‑like levels previously discussed or into the continuum
above the superconducting energy gap of the leads. This differs with previous results on
drive‑induced quasiparticle evaporation where a linear scaling of the rate with power was
observed [Levenson‑Falk et al. 2014], most likely because the Andreev levels studied in this
work exist at lower energy. These results are also consistent with our observation that the
undesired transitions seen in Fig. 12.6 only occur at high powers.
Finally, we included readout errors in the simulation by extracting the transition proba‑
bilities between the outcomes of the first and second readout pulses for the zero‑amplitude
experimental data and then applying the resultant transfer matrix to the simulated prob‑
abilities for all drive amplitudes. While this did not result in a qualitative change of the
data, it was important for replication of the experimental contrast. Note that this is why
there are some Raman features visible in the simulated |g⟩ data: the rate at which the quasi‑
particle spontaneously evacuates the junction during readout is slightly spin‑dependent.
Although we were unable to measure the upper doublet population directly because the
dispersive shift of these states was too small at this bias point, the simulation indicates that
it was below 20%.
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13
Interactions of Andreev levels
with the environment
Interactions between a quantum system and its environment will cause the system to de‑
cohere. We can separate this decoherence into two kinds of processes relative to the energy
eigenstates of the system:
1. Transitions: The environment can induce transitions between the eigenstates.
2. Dephasing: The environment can dephase superpositions of the eigenstates.
In this Chapter, we will first discuss environment‑induced transitions of Andreev levels
in the context of both the Andreev pair qubit as well as long‑junction physics. We will
then investigate dephasing of pair states, single‑quasiparticle states, and spin states of an
individual quasiparticle.

13.1 Environment-induced transitions
For Andreev levels, environment‑induced transitions can be further broken down into
parity‑conserving processes, which can occur via phonon/ photon exchange with the envi‑
ronment, and parity‑switching processes, which require the exchange of quasiparticles.
In general, there are two kinds of measurements we can perform to investigate
environment‑induced transitions. One approach is to apply a microwave pulse to move
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the system to an excited state, which we can then watch decay back to the steady‑state
of the system. The second approach is to repeatedly measure the system and monitor its
quantum jumps: every so often, the system will spontaneously transition from one eigen‑
state to another due to interactions with the environment.
As a first example, we will present our investigation of parity dynamics in the Andreev
pair qubit experiment. We will also discuss a tool that we used throughout this thesis to
investigate quantum jumps called a hidden Markov model. We will then move onto our
investigations of other environment‑induced transitions, moving back and forth between
quantum jump measurements and pulsed measurements as we go.

13.1.1 Parity dynamics and hidden Markov models
We originally probed parity dynamics in the context of the Andreev pair qubit [Fig. 13.1].
By continuously monitoring the resonator response to the readout tone, we captured quan‑
tum jumps between |g⟩, |e⟩ and the two spin states.¹ Qualitatively, we found that while the
system moved quickly between |g⟩ and |e⟩, it remained in the odd manifold on much longer
timescales.
As with all quantum jump analysis presented in this work, we used a hidden Markov
model algorithm to analyze the trace. This analysis assumes that the system possesses three
states, and that each state |i⟩ results in values of Γ with different (but potentially overlap‑
ping) probability distributions P (Γ|i). Importantly, P (Γ|i) does not need to be known a
priori. By analyzing Γ(t), the algorithm yields the most probable P (Γ|i), state assignments
at each t, and transition rates γji from |i⟩ to |j⟩. In this context, the analysis gave us the
rates between |g⟩, |e⟩, and the spin states [Fig. 13.2(a)].
However, the hidden Markov model analysis makes an assumption: the underlying
processes governing the jumps are Poissonian. To verify this, we would always compare
the probability distribution of dwell times between jumps of the system to theory. A his‑
togram of the dwell times between any two states should follow an exponential decay
1 −τ /τ̄
τ̄ e

where τ is the dwell time and τ̄ is the average dwell time. We instead histogrammed

the dwell times weighted by their length and compare to ττ̄ e−τ /τ̄ [Fig. 13.2(b)] [Vool et al.
¹Note that in the context of the pair qubit, the two spin states have the same dispersive shift.
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Figure 13.1: Quantum jumps between the many‑body configurations of a single An‑

dreev doublet | (a) Histogram of the I and Q quadratures of the resonator readout tone
(fpair = 8.5 GHz, Φ = Φ0 /2). Each count corresponds to an integration period of 480 ns
and the total number of counts is 9.6 × 105 . The (I, Q)‑pairs cluster into three Gaussian dis‑
tributions corresponding to the many‑body configurations of the Andreev levels. Data are
rescaled by the standard deviation σ of the |g⟩ distribution. (b) Time evolution of I/σ for
a sample of the data in (a). The state assignments shown by the blue, purple, and red bars
result from a maximum‑likelihood estimation to a hidden Markov model. This also yields
the parity lifetime of the doublet Tp = 160 µs. As was noted in Chapter 3, this data was
taken with a small detuning ∼ 500 MHz between fpair and fr , resulting in off‑resonant driv‑
ing of fpair by the readout tone. The parity dynamics may also have been affected [Janvier
2016].
2014]. This weighting increases the visibility of low‑frequency fluctuations of the transition
rates. The fidelity of the data to the theory is computed as
P √
i Mi Ti
F = P
i Mi

(13.1)

where Mi are the measured bin values and Ti the theoretical. For this data, the fidelities of
all six histograms are 0.97 or above, verifying that the system follows Poisson statistics and
that the use of a hidden Markov model is valid. Throughout our exploration of Andreev
levels in Josephson nanowires, we never observed jump traces that were significantly non‑
Poissonian.
If we want to talk about the dynamics between the even and odd manifolds, it is a bit
cumbersome to have to quote all four parity‑switching rates. Typically, we use the parity
lifetime as a summary of the dynamics between the even and odd manifolds. We define
it as follows: the parity decay rate 1/Tp is the average rate of population transfer from the
odd manifold to the even manifold, plus the average rate of population transfer from the
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Figure 13.2: Transition rates and dwell times of the Andreev pair qubit | (a) The six

transition rates between |g⟩, |e⟩, and the odd manifold extracted from the data in Fig. 13.1
with a hidden Markov model algorithm. (b) Histograms of dwell times between jumps
of the Andreev levels, weighted by the dwell time. The dashed lines give the predicted
distributions assuming the processes are all Poissonian. The fidelity F of the measured
histograms to a Poisson process is shown above each plot.
even manifold to the odd manifold.² Separating the odd manifold into the two spin states

| ↑⟩ and | ↓⟩, the rate from odd to even is given by γodd, even = P↓ (γ↓,g + γ↓,e ) + P↑ (γ↑,g + γ↑,e )
where Pi is the probability for the state to be occupied. Because we cannot distinguish
between | ↓⟩ and | ↑⟩, we assume P↓ = P↑ = 0.5, γ↓,g = γ↑,g = γo,g , and γ↓,e = γ↑,e =
γo,e . With these simplifications, we have γodd, even = γo,g + γo,e . Similarly, we assume that
γg,↓ = γg,↑ = γg,o /2 and γe,↓ = γe,↑ = γe,o /2, where the factor of 1/2 comes from the spin
degeneracy. This gives γeven, odd = Pg γg,o + Pe γe,o , and the final expression for the parity
lifetime becomes
1
= γodd, even + γeven, odd = γog + γoe + Pg γgo + Pe γeo
Tp

(13.2)

where the probabilities to be in |g⟩ and |e⟩ are given by Pg = γeg /(γge + γeg ) and Pe =
γge /(γge + γeg ). Plugging in the rates extracted with the hidden Markov model yields =
160 ± 10 µs.
From the quantum jumps measurement, we could also extract the pair lifetime from
the rates between |g⟩ and |e⟩. However, these measurements were a bit spoiled: due to
²This is approximately double the average parity switching rate; we define the parity lifetime in this way to
mirror the definition of T1 for a two‑level system
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the relatively weak coupling gc /2π = 23 MHz in this original experiment, we had to op‑
erate the system with fpair quite close to the resonator at a detuning of only ∼ 500 MHz.
The readout tone was thus off‑resonantly driving fpair , and inducing the observed large
excited state population. In later experiments, we were able to increase the coupling and
so enter the QND regime typical of cQED. These problems should not have affected the
parity switching rates.³

13.1.2 Pair decay
While we never performed a systematic study of pair transition lifetimes, it always seemed
to be in the range of 5 − 20 µs. This is similar to what was measured in atomic point
contacts [Janvier et al. 2015]. In our paper on the Andreev pair qubit, we found a lifetime
of 13 µs, which was measured at Φ = Φ0 /2. Due to the electrostatic instabilities in that
device, we were unable to measure the Φ‑dependence of the lifetime (though we certainly
could have in later devices; I just never got around to it). What is causing this energy
decay? It doesn’t seem like it can be photons. In the pair qubit paper, the closest known
microwave transition was the readout mode. This should only have induced a Purcell
decay of ≃ 170 µs. The most likely culprit is phonons; they are often to blame for energy
loss in conventional quantum dots. This is just speculation though. More work needs to
be done on this front.

13.1.3 Inter-doublet quasiparticle decay
Upon entering the long‑junction regime of Josephson nanowires, we had access to much
richer dynamics. However, even when more doublets were present, we found that the un‑
perturbed nanowire was still most likely to be in |g⟩, | ↓q ⟩, or | ↑q ⟩.⁴ This made sense; within
a particular parity manifold, the nanowire was predominantly in the lowest energy states.
A natural question for the odd manifold was then, given that a single trapped quasiparticle
³We have seen some effects on the parity switching rates at higher readout power, see Ref. [Janvier 2016] for a
systematic study of such effects in atomic point contacts. While we don’t understand exactly what’s happening
here, this is a common theme in cQED. Bad things happen when you crank up the power too much.
⁴By this point, we had cranked up gc so that we did not need to tune the Andreev transitions close to the
resonator to achieve the necessary dispersive shifts. We thus did not observe heightened |e⟩ population as in
Fig. 13.1(a), or similar effects with the upper doublet.
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Figure 13.3: Measurement of the pair transition lifetime | A π‑pulse resonant with a pair

transition at fpair = 6.84 GHz was first applied, then we waited a variable delay τ before
measuring the resonator response. An exponential fit yielded a pair transition lifetime of
13 µs.
likes to relax to the lowest doublet, how fast does this decay take place? To probe this, we
excited quasiparticles from the lower doublet to the upper doublet, then watched them fall
back down.
As an example, we present the effect of driving with Gaussian pulses the two transitions
available to a quasiparticle initially in | ↑q ⟩ [pink dashed arrows in Fig. 13.4(a, e)]. Two new
distributions were revealed, attributable to | ↑a ⟩ and | ↓a ⟩ [Fig. 13.4(b, f)]. Because χ for the
upper doublet was approximately negative that of the lower doublet over this flux range
[Fig. 11.6], these distributions were located at positive Q. By varying the amplitude A of the
| ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ pulse, we induced Rabi oscillations of the quasiparticle population between the
two doublets [Fig. 13.4(c)]. While coherent manipulation of quasiparticle pairs had been
demonstrated in the past [Janvier et al. 2015; Hays et al. 2018], this data represented the
first coherent manipulation of an individual quasiparticle in a superconductor.
With an understanding of the upper doublet distributions in hand, we measured the
decay of a quasiparticle back down to the lower doublet. Following a | ↑q ⟩ to | ↑a ⟩ π‑pulse,
we found that the quasiparticle decayed preferentially to | ↑q ⟩ [Fig. 13.4(d)] with a timescale
of Taq,↑ = 2.8 ± 0.1 µs, whereas after a saturation pulse on the | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↓a ⟩ transition, the
quasiparticle decayed preferentially to | ↓q ⟩ with a timescale Taq,↓ = 3.2 ± 0.1 µs [short‑time
behavior in Fig. 13.4(g)]. We thus observed that the spontaneous inter‑doublet decay was
spin‑conserving, though we do not believe it was limited by JA ‑mediated Purcell decay (see
next paragraph). Following the spin‑flipping | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↓a ⟩ pulse, the initial spin‑conserving
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Figure 13.4: Driven dynamics of a quasiparticle initially in | ↑q ⟩ (Φ = 0.085Φ0 ) | The

quasiparticle was excited into either | ↑a ⟩ ((a) through (d)) or | ↓a ⟩ ((e) through (g)) using
Gaussian pulses on the transitions depicted by the pink arrows in (a)/(e). Following each
pulse, the distributions corresponding to | ↑a ⟩/| ↓a ⟩ were visible in the Γ histogram ((b)/(f)).
In (c), (d) and (g), we plot occupation probabilities for the states of interest as pulse sequence
parameters are varied. Probabilities are computed as the number of counts within 2σ of
the distribution centers, normalized by the steady‑state counts. Fits to theory are denoted
by dotted black curves. (c) Varying the normalized amplitude A of the | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ pulse
resulted in coherent oscillations of the quasiparticle within the ↑ manifold. (d) Varying the
delay τ between the | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ pulse and the readout pulse revealed exponential decay
of the quasiparticle back to | ↑q ⟩ with timescale Taq,↑ (black arrow in (a)). (g) Following a
| ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↓a ⟩ pulse, an initial exponential decay to | ↓q ⟩ with timescale Taq,↓ (single‑headed
black arrow in (e)) resulted in equal and opposite deviation of the | ↓q ⟩ and | ↑q ⟩ populations
from their equilibrium value (magenta dotted line). This spin polarization then exponen‑
tially decayed with timescale Ts (double‑headed black arrow in (e)).
relaxation resulted in an average spin polarization of the quasiparticle in the lower doublet,
which then decayed on a timescale Ts = 90 ± 10 µs [Fig. 13.4(g)]. We attribute the slight bi‑
exponential behavior of | ↓q ⟩ to spin relaxation within the upper doublet before decay to the
lower doublet, and thus only fit to the long‑time behavior of | ↓q ⟩. Such inter‑doublet spin‑
flipping pulses followed by spin‑conserving decay could thus be used to initialize the spin
state of a trapped quasiparticle, with a fidelity limited by the rate of | ↑q ⟩ → | ↓a ⟩ population
transfer compared to Ts .
As the spin‑conserving nature of inter‑doublet quasiparticle decay dynamics mirrored
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that of the drive/resonator coupling to the Andreev levels, a natural hypothesis was that
the coupling to the environment was also via the current operator. This would just be
typical Purcell decay; the curent operator could couple the Andreev levels to the microwave
environment. As in the pair qubit case discussed at the beginning of this Chapter, the
closest microwave mode was the readout. We can thus calculate the expected Purcell decay
g2

c
rate as ≈ (κc + κi ) (2πf↑↑ −2πf
2 =
r)

1
4.3 ms .

This is roughly three orders of magnitude higher

than the observed decay rate. As such, another bath must be at work. Phonons? Again, no
hard evidence.

Figure 13.5: Analysis of the driven dynamics | (a) Histogram of all measurement shots

taken during the experiment Fig. 13.4(c). Shots inside the dashed circles (radius 2σ) were
assigned to the corresponding state. Shots outside these regions were left unassigned. Note
that here we also include |g⟩ for illustration. (b) At each value of the normalized pulse
amplitude A, we count the number of points inside each of the four depicted circles in (a).
The number of unassigned counts is also plotted.

Further details
The Gaussian pulses used in the experiments depicted in Fig. 13.4(b‑d) had standard devia‑
tions of 20 ns, while the pulses used in the experiments depicted in Fig. 13.4(f,g) had 250 ns
standard deviations due to the larger total energy required to induce spin‑flipping transi‑
tions. To compute the probabilities plotted in Fig. 13.4(c,d,g), we first counted the number
of shots within 2σ of the distribution centers. Shots outside of these regions were left unas‑
signed. Fig. 13.5 illustrates this for the measurement depicted in Fig. 13.4(c), additionally
including counts assigned to the |g⟩ population as well as the unassigned counts. For Fig.
13.4(c,d,g), we then normalized by the steady‑state (undriven) counts for the primary states
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of interest (| ↓q ⟩, | ↑q ⟩ and | ↑a ⟩ for the Fig. 13.4(c) measurement). Due to decay from | ↑a ⟩
to | ↑q ⟩ during measurement, some shots were mistakenly assigned to |g⟩ and | ↓q ⟩ or were
unassigned because their mid‑flight capture resulted in a value of Γ that was not associated
with any one state distribution. This resulted in small oscillations in the apparent popula‑
tions of these states, large oscillations of the number of shots not assigned to any state [Fig.
13.5], and also what appears to be an unequal probability change between states | ↑a ⟩ and
| ↑q ⟩ in Fig. 13.4(c). The magnitude of these unintended oscillations decreased with shorter
integration time, which is consistent with our interpretation; however, the discrimination
power also suffered. Such decay during measurement also explains the observed | ↓a ⟩ pop‑
ulation in Fig. 13.4(f), as well as the unequal population deviations at τ = 0 observed in
Fig. 13.4(d,g).
A simultaneous fit of the form P↓,q = c↓,q , P↑,q = −a↑,q e−τ /Taq,↑ +c↑,q , P↑,a = a↑,a e−τ /Taq,↑
was applied to the three curves of Fig. 13.4(d). Because the data were not normalized,
the only shared parameter between the three curves was Taq,↑ . Similarly, the three curves
of Fig. 13.4(d) were simultaneously fit with P↓,q = −a↓,aq e−τ /Taq,↓ + a↓,S e−τ /Ts + c↓,q ,
P↑,q = −a↑,S e−τ /Ts + c↑,q , P↓,a = a↓,a e−τ /Taq,↓ . Here the shared parameters were Taq,↑ and
Ts . We only fit to the | ↑q ⟩ data for greater than 20 µs due to the observed bi‑exponential
decay. We attribute this to spin‑mixing within the upper doublet before decay to the lower
doublet. However, we were unable to accurately measure these dynamics due to the large
overlap between the | ↑a ⟩ and | ↓a ⟩ distributions and the relative weakness of the effect (the
quasiparticle decays to the lower doublet before much spin mixing can occur).

13.1.4 Spin flips
Given that, in the long‑junction regime of a Josephson nanowire, we found the system to be
predominantly in |g⟩, | ↓q ⟩, and | ↑q ⟩, we then wanted to understand the dynamics between
these states. In particular, we wanted to understand the spin dynamics; this had never been
measured before.
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Figure 13.6: Quantum non‑demolition readout of the quasiparticle spin (Φ = 0.100Φ0 ) |

(a) The system state was assigned to be |g⟩, | ↓q ⟩, or | ↑q ⟩ based on thresholds indicated by the
black dashed lines. (b) Q(t) reveals quantum jumps between the three states. Colored bars
indicate state assignments, with isolated points indicated by crosses and colored by the
most likely state. (c) Histogram of Q conditioned on the state assignment of the previous
measurement (indicated by color). Solid lines are Gaussian fits. (d) By analyzing Γ(t) using
a hidden Markov model, the spin lifetime Ts was determined as a function of both φ and a
magnetic field B⊥ applied perpendicular to the chip substrate. The star indicates the bias
for data in (a), (b), and (c).
As in the case of the pair qubit, we probed these dynamics by continuously monitoring

the response of the resonantor to the readout tone [Fig. 13.6]. In this experiment, as it was
the first time the spin state of a quasiparticle had been probed, we also wanted to know how
well we could detect the spin state. Instead of exclusively using a hidden Markov analysis,⁵
we performed state assignment using the thresholds indicated by the black dashed lines in
Fig. 13.1.4(a). For perfectly QND measurement, consecutive shots should always yield the
same result, which means that transitions should never be observed. To compare to this
ideal, we histogrammed Q conditioned on the state assignment of the previous shot [Fig.
(c)]. We observed that consecutive shots found the same state |i⟩ with high probability
Pi,i , with occasional transitions and miss‑assignments resulting in the observed peaks at
the other distribution centers. We quantify these effects with the quantum non‑demolition
metric [Touzard et al. 2019] F = (P↓,↓ + P↑,↑ )/2 = 92.2 ± 0.1%.
Besides the spin detection fidelity, we were also interested in the spin lifetime. We
determined the spin lifetime Ts as a function of both φ ∼
= 2π ΦΦ0 mod(2π) and a magnetic
field B⊥ applied perpendicular to the chip substrate [Fig. 13.1.4(d)] using a hidden Markov
model algorithm [see Fig. 13.9 for all rates]. At B⊥ = 0 µT, we observed that Ts increased
⁵For state detection, we usually want to know how well we can determine the state given a single shot (an
IQ‑pair)
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with |φ| symmetrically about φ = 0. Note that at φ/ 2π = 0.085, Ts = 42±2 µs as compared
to 90 ± 10 µs obtained in the free‑decay measurement [Fig. 13.4(g)], perhaps due to drive‑
induced saturation of the environment. The dependence of Ts on φ is correlated with the
energy splitting between | ↓q ⟩ and | ↑q ⟩, which goes to 0 at φ = 0 [Fig. 13.7]. Applying a
positive (negative) B⊥ resulted in a positive (negative) shift of the φ‑dependence. This can
be explained by a Zeeman‑like shift of the Andreev levels, consistent with the observed
spectrum at B⊥ = 380 µT [Fig. 13.10] and expected for a magnetic field applied parallel to
the spin‑orbit field [Reynoso et al. 2012; Tosi et al. 2019].

Figure 13.7: Comparison of Es and Ts | (a) Zero‑field cut of data presented in Fig. 13.6(d).

(b) Spin splitting extracted from spectroscopy at B⊥ = 0 µT and B⊥ = 380 µT [Fig. 13.10].
(c) Same data as presented in Fig. 13.6(d). (d) Calculated energies of | ↓q ⟩ and | ↑q ⟩ based
on panel(b), referenced to their average. At B⊥ = 380 µT, | ↓q ⟩ is shifted down and | ↑q ⟩ is
shifted up. Their crossing point thus shifts right, along with the full Es curve as depicted
in (b). The interpolated value of the crossing point shift with field is depicted by the white
dashed line in (c), which tracks with the behavior of the Ts .
In an attempt to understand the source of the quasiparticle spin flips, we compared our
system to electrostatically‑confined semiconductor quantum dots [Hanson et al. 2007]. In
any spin‑flip process, two quantities must be conserved: angular momentum and energy.
There are two possible culprits for the angular momentum exchange:
1. It could be the nuclei of the nanowire (hyperfine interaction); all the isotopes of our
nanowires have nonzero nuclear spin. The only naturally‑occurring isotope of ar‑
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senic is 75 As, which has a nuclear spin of 3/2, while indium has two naturally occur‑
ring isotopes 113 In and 115 In both with a spin of 9/2.
2. It could be an interaction between spin and phonons mediated by spin‑orbit coupling.
We will go into more detail on this below.
For energy exchange, it can only be phonons. Because the nuclear magnetic moment is so
much smaller than that of the electron, if the Es isn’t approximately zero then the nuclei
will be unable to absorb the energy associated with the electron spin flip.
Here we make an attempt to describe the spin flips we observe using a simple spin‑orbit
coupling + phonon model. The basic idea is the following: phonons can create an electric
field E due to the piezoelectric effect.⁶ If, due to spin‑orbit coupling, the “spin” is actually
a hybridized state of spin and orbital degrees of freedom, then an electric field can induce a
transition. The Andreev levels of our Josephson nanowires are certainly hybridized states,
as discussed in Chapter 8.
To estimate the scaling of such an effect in our system, we first need to consider the
structure of the phonon modes. For the sub‑GHz frequency range that we’re interested
in, the only phonons of interest are the “extensional” phonons, which are basically just
vibrations in the longitudinal direction [Mariager et al. 2010]. Assuming these phonons
can leak into the niobium titanium nitride leads fairly easily, we’re left with a simple 1D
problem ωph = cph /kph . Note that this means the phonon density of states will be constant.
Fermi’s golden rule tells us that the rate from | ↓q ⟩ to | ↑q ⟩ should be given by

Γ↑,↓ =

2π X
|⟨↑, N ′ |E|↓, N ⟩|2 p(N )
hˉ
′

(13.3)

N,N

=

2π
|⟨↑q |E/|E|| ↓q ⟩|2 Ezpf 2 (N̄ + 1)
hˉ

and Γ↓,↑ = Γ↑,↓ e−Es /kB T . Note that we normalize the strength of the electric field in the
⁶Electric fields can also be created by so‑called “deformation potential” phonons, though these typically dom‑
inate at larger energy scales (approximately 35 GHz for indium arsenide [Hanson et al. 2007]).
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spin‑flip matrix element, and then each phonon contributes an additional factor of Ezpf .
Let’s just focus on the scaling with energy. The zero‑point fluctuations of the phonon‑
induced electric field are given by the zero‑point fluctuations of the displacement times a
piezoelectric constant. So using our knowledge of the quantum harmonic oscillator, we
have Ezpf 2 ∝ 1/Es (the phonons must have the same energy as the spin). We will also get
some scaling from the population of the phonon mode N̄ , which is just the Bose‑Einstein
distribution. Finally, the electric field matrix element ⟨↑q |E/|E|| ↓q ⟩ will have some energy
dependence. We’ve actually calculated this using a tight‑binding model; see the supple‑
ment of our work on spin manipulation. Putting this all together, we plot the normalized
spin‑flip rate in Fig. 13.8. The phonon portion of the rate (N̄ + 1)(1 + e−Es /kB T )Es (purple
curve) decreases as we move away from Φ = 0, just like the data [Fig. 13.7]. But this is
cancelled out by the matrix element |⟨↑q |E/|E|| ↓q ⟩|2 (pink curve), such that their product,
which gives the total rate Γs = Γ↓,↑ + Γ↑,↓ (green curve) ends up increasing away from
Φ = 0. This is not consistent with the data. An additional mystery (clue?) is that increas‑
ing the temperature did not affect Ts until approximately 150 mK [Fig. 13.11], and even
then the increase was Φ‑independent. This indicates that whatever bath is causing the Φ‑
dependent spin flip rate is not well‑coupled to the rest of the device. Nuclei? Perhaps.
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Figure 13.8: Estimated Φ dependence of spin‑orbit induced spin flips | All curves are

normalized to their maximum value. The spin splitting Es (black curve) and spin‑flip
electric‑field matrix element |⟨↑q |E/|E|| ↓q ⟩|2 (pink curve) are calculated using a tight‑
binding model of the Josephson nanowire (see the supplement of our spin manipulation
work). The scaling of the phonon portion of the spin flip rate (N̄ + 1)(1 + e−Es /kB T )Es is
shown in purple. Green is the estimated spin flip rate Γs , and is the product of the pink
and purple curves. The scaling is relatively weak, but the spin‑flip matrix element wins
out in the calculation such that Γs increases as we move away from Φ = 0, unlike the data
[Fig. 13.7].
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Dependence of all transition rates on temperature and magnetic field
Not only did our analysis give us the spin flip rates, it also gave us the all the parity switch‑
ing rates. As discussed above, we found strong dependence of the spin‑flip rates on φ
correlated with the energy splitting between | ↓q ⟩ and | ↑q ⟩. As described in Chapter 11,
the B⊥ ‑dependence is consistent with a Zeeman‑like shift EZ of the Andreev energies. We
found that EZ ≈ h × 35 MHz qualitatively described the data, which corresponds to a
shift in the | ↓q ⟩/| ↑q ⟩ degeneracy point to φ = 2π × 0.013, consistent with the B⊥ /φ slope
observed in the spin‑flipping rates [white dashed lines in the γs,s̄ plots of Fig. 13.9].
The two rates corresponding to quasiparticles entering the junction were almost en‑
tirely unaffected by both φ and B⊥ . Curiously, the rates corresponding to the inverse pro‑
cess (quasiparticles leaving the junction) were generally higher and exhibited some weak
features. In particular, the φ‑dependence of γg,s at B⊥ = 0 exhibits a peak for the higher
energy spin state [Fig. 13.9]. Applying a positive (negative) B⊥ resulted in a negative (pos‑
itive) shift of the φ‑dependence, opposite that of the spin‑flip rates. This is consistent with
the higher‑energy spin state coming into resonance with a cold mode through which the
quasiparticle can be evacuated. See Chapter 14 for more discussion and data associated
with such unknown fermionic modes.
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Figure 13.9: All transition rates versus φ and B⊥ | The six extracted transition rates γi,j

between |g⟩, | ↓q ⟩, and | ↑q ⟩ as a function of φ and B⊥ at the base temperature of the fridge
T = 35 mK. White dashed lines in the spin‑flip rate panels are an estimate of the B⊥
dependence of the | ↓q ⟩/| ↑q ⟩ degeneracy point (see Fig. 13.10).

Figure 13.10: Spectroscopy at B⊥ = 380 µT205
| Here we plot both I (a) and Q (b) to present

information in both quadratures. The observed instabilities varied with time, and occurred
when operating our flux coil at high current. The same data is plotted in (c)/(d), but with
overlaid fits. We describe the data by the model described in Chapter 11, but we include

We also investigated the dependence of the rates on the temperature of the mixing
chamber T [Fig. 13.11]. Surprisingly, we observed the spin‑flipping rates were unaffected
by increasing T until ∼ 150 mK. Moreover, the temperature dependence of the spin‑flip
rates was purely additive to the low‑temperature behavior and did not itself depend on φ.
This suggests that the mechanism resulting in the low‑temperature φ‑dependence is not the
same as the mechanism that kicks in at higher temperatures. Similarly, the parity‑switching
rates were unaffected by increasing T until ∼ 150 mK. These rates should be related to the
fraction of broken Cooper pairs in the circuit, which has been shown in other contexts to be
temperature independent below a similar temperature scale due to non‑equilibrium quasi‑
particles present at low temperatures [Martinis, Ansmann, and Aumentado 2009; Barends
et al. 2011; Catelani et al. 2011; Serniak et al. 2018]. Thus, this data is consistent with the
known phenomenology of non‑equilibrium quasiparticles in superconducting circuits.

Figure 13.11: All transition rates versus φ and T | The six extracted transition rates γi,j

between |g⟩, | ↓q ⟩, and | ↑q ⟩ as a function of φ and mixing chamber temperature T at B =
0 mT.
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13.2 Dephasing
For the most part, we found that dephasing of the Andreev levels was due to flux noise and
electrostatic noise. This is a common theme in coherent quantum systems; if you can tune
the system energy with a bias knob, that usually means that the environment can too. In this
work, the one exception we found to this rule was the Andreev spin qubit. Instead, as we
will explain in this section, the Andreev spin qubit T2 was limited by an unknown source
of dephasing that coupled specifically to spin; this was the most interesting result to come
out of our investigations of Andreev level dephasing. We will thus frame our discussion
around the Andreev spin qubit coherence, and will naturally touch on the coherence of
inter‑doublet and pair transitions as we go.

Figure 13.12: Coherence decay of the quasiparticle spin | Bias settings were Vc =

−59.1 mV, Vp = −33.3 mV, Φ = −0.115Φ0 . (a) A Ramsey experiment reveals T2R =
18 ± 1 ns. (b) A Hahn‑echo experiment reveals T2E = 52 ± 3 ns. Oscillations were in‑
troduced in both cases by adding a τ ‑dependent phase to the final Raman pulse.

13.2.1 The Andreev spin qubit
As discussed in detail in Chapter 12, we used Raman transitions to manipulate the quasi‑
particle spin, thus realizing the Andreev spin qubit. With this ability in hand, we then
characterized the coherence lifetime of this qubit. A Ramsey measurement [Fig. 13.12(a)]
revealed spin coherence decay with a timescale T2R = 18 ± 1 ns, while a Hahn‑echo pulse
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sequence [Fig. 13.12(b)] resulted in a slightly longer timescale T2E = 52 ± 3 ns. Both mea‑
surements were well‑described by a decay envelope exp [−(τ /T2 )1+α ] with α = 0.3 ± 0.1,
indicative of broadband noise 1/f α [Martinis et al. 2003]. We note, however, that the ob‑
served ratio of T2E /T2R = 2.9 would predict a different exponent α = 0.8 ± 0.1, though
still broadband compared to 1/f where T2E /T2R → ∞. The observed oscillations in P↑ , P↓
are centered about a lower value in Fig. 13.12(b) as compared to 13.12(a), which we at‑
tribute to additional quasiparticle de‑trapping caused by the echo pulse (see Chapter 12).
Both the observed Ramsey and Hahn‑echo coherence times are comparable to that of spin‑
orbit qubits, perhaps the closest cousins of the Andreev spin qubit [Nadj‑Perge et al. 2010;
Petersson et al. 2012; Van den Berg et al. 2013]. However, because here the quasiparticle
was trapped in Andreev levels, we possessed a different experimental lens with which to
investigate the effects of the environment on the spin coherence.

13.2.2 Comparing to inter-doublet transitions
As the Andreev levels of a Josephson nanowire are tunable via both electrostatic voltages
and Φ, we first suspected charge or flux noise as the source limiting the Andreev spin qubit
coherence. However, we found that neither T2R nor T2E varied with Vc , Vp or Φ.
We then took a step back, and started investigating the T2 of interdoublet transitions.
They were much easier to measure (no need to tune up Raman), so a more thorough study
was easier. Unlike the spin T2 , we found that the inter‑doublet T2 did vary with Vc . Specif‑
ically, it was maximum at sweet spots, which are bias point where the transition of interest
has a local minimum or maximum in the bias knob. At sweet spots, the transition is first‑
order insensitive to noise in the bias.
An example of a sweet spot is shown in Fig. 13.13(a) for two inter‑doublet transitions;
we indeed observed that the T2 of the | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition had a maximum at the sweet
spot. Away from this sweet spot, first‑order electrostatic noise contributed to dephasing,
causing T2 to drop. We model this behavior using the relation for exponential coherence
df 2
decay T12 = 2πVrms dV
+ Γ0 , where Vrms = 0.24 ± 0.01 mV is the fitted value for the
c
effective root‑mean‑square voltage noise and Γ0 = 0.012 ± 0.001 ns−1 is a Vc ‑independent
dephasing rate [Martinis, Ansmann, and Aumentado 2009]. We note that the T2 at the sweet
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spot is given by Γ0 , as we found that second‑order noise coupling to

d2 f
dVc2

was negligible

[Houck et al. 2009].

Figure 13.13: Extracting a lower‑bound on the electrostatic‑noise‑induced dephasing

time of the quasiparticle spin | (a) Two‑tone spectroscopy and inter‑doublet T2E versus Vc .
A local maximum is observed in both transitions at Vc = −71.0 mV. Measurements of the
coherence time of | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ are shown in pink (right axis). White dashed line is a fit to
the T2 data assuming first‑order noise in Vc plus a constant dephasing rate. Black dashed
line corresponds to the expected T2 given this same constant dephasing rate, but twice the
Vc noise. (b) Same data as shown in (a), but with the fitted frequency of the | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩
transition subtracted from fd for each Vc bias. Both the purple and pink lines have no slope,
and lie along the average values of the two transitions. The black dashed line is an upper
bound on the slope of the | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition.
Why didn’t this gate noise affect the Andreev spin qubit coherence? The answer is
that we observed an immeasurably small dependence of the spin splitting Es on Vc . We
extracted Es /h versus Vc by taking the difference between the frequencies of the | ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩
and | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transitions. We visualize this in Fig. 13.13(b) by plotting the same two‑tone
data as shown in Fig. 13.13(a), but with the fitted value of the | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition f↑↑
subtracted from the drive frequency fd at every Vc bias. The | ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩ transition thus lies
along fd − f↑↑ = 0 (pink horizontal line), while the Vc dependence of the Es /h is given by
the behavior of f↓↑ (purple horizontal line). We observe that Es /h has no discernible slope
with Vc , consistent with the lack of a spin T2 dependence on Vc . The spin T2 was limited by
something else.
Suppose this unknown source of dephasing disappeared. What would we expect the
spin T2 to be? We determined a lower bound on the Vc ‑induced spin T2 as follows: using
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an upper bound on the Es /h slope

dEs /h
dVc

< 32 MHz/mV [black dashed line in Fig. 13.13(b)]

and twice the extracted value of Vrms as an upper bound on the electrostatic noise [black
dashed line in Fig. 13.13(a)], we found a lower bound 4.2 µs. This is quite extraordinary;
we can have this nice control knob Vc over the Andreev levels, but at the same time it doesn’t
cause much dephasing.

13.2.3 Comparing to pair transitions
What limits the Andreev spin qubit coherence? Similarly, what limits the coherence of
the inter‑doublet transitions at the sweet spot? While these questions are not yet fully
answered, we gained one more clue by comparing the coherence of pair transitions and
inter‑doublet transitions at several gate bias points [Tab. 13.1]. We found that the pair
transition coherence times were systematically an order of magnitude longer than inter‑
doublet transition coherence times. To first order, perturbations that couple to spin (such
as a Zeeman field) result in equal and opposite energy shifts of the two doublet. As such,
these perturbations do not change the frequency of the doublet pair transition, and there‑
fore do not cause dephasing. However, spin‑specific perturbations do induce dephasing
of both inter‑doublet transitions and the Andreev spin qubit. We thus conclude that the co‑
herence lifetime of the Andreev spin qubit is limited by a spin‑specific noise source such as
hyperfine interactions with the spinful nuclei of indium and arsenic (though nuclear baths
are typically lower frequency than the measured ratio T2E /T2R = 2.9 would indicate [Ma‑
linowski et al. 2017]), phonon‑induced fluctuations of the nanowire spin‑orbit coupling, or
noisy paramagnetic impurities on the surface of the nanowire [Hanson et al. 2007].
Transition
| ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩
pair
| ↓q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩
pair
| ↑q ⟩ ↔ | ↑a ⟩
pair

Vc (mV)
‑166.3
‑164.9
144.5
116.2
32.7
30.0

Vp (mV)
‑127.6
‑127.6
24.9
23.8
‑4.7
‑4.7

T2E (ns)
39 ± 8
257 ± 9
9±1
420 ± 20
11 ± 3
490 ± 10

Table 13.1: Coherence lifetimes of various Andreev transitions.
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14
Unexplained observations
14.1 Quasiparticle interaction with unknown sub-gap states
In several devices, we have observed signatures of unknown fermionic modes that are cou‑
pled to the Andreev levels of the Josephson nanowire. We refer to these modes as “mys‑
tery levels.” Personally, I think a near‑perfect understanding of such modes will be crit‑
ical if a Majorana‑based topological computer is ever to be realized. The mystery levels
can exchange quasiparticles with the Andreev levels, which, in the context of parity‑based
Majorana qubits, will result in decoherence. Much like a thorough understanding of the
microwave environment is necessary for successful implementation of superconducting
qubits, a thorough understanding of the fermionic environment will be necessary for Ma‑
jorana qubits.
The main “mystery” associated with the mystery levels is their physical location. As we
show below, the energies of these levels do not disperse much with Φ. However, they could
still be localized to the weak link. For instance, they could belong to a channel with weak
coupling to the left/right leads such that they do not disperse with Φ, and thus are more
similar to the states of a conventional quantum dot. Or, they could inhabit other dot‑like
regions elsewhere in the nanowire. For instance, there are known to be imperfections at
the ends of the nanowire. Though as the ends of the nanowire are many coherence lengths
away from the weak link, this seems unlikely to be the source of the mystery levels. While
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the data presented below certainly proves the existence of these mystery levels, it does little
to answer this question of physical location. That must be left to future work.
The data presented in this section was taken on device 6YD1122 (weak link length of
a 200 nm). We also observed signatures of mystery levels in device 6YD1111 (the device
used in [Hays et al. 2020; Hays et al. 2021]), primarily in the form of bias points with low
odd‑manifold population.

Spectroscopy
We first noticed the mystery levels in spectroscopy [Fig. 14.1]. In addition to a pair transi‑
tion (frequency fpair ), we observed several transitions with frequency fpair /2+c with c some
constant. Additionally, there were two dimmer transitions with frequency −fpair /2 + c.
These transitions can all be described by assuming the existence of four additional levels
with energies E/h = 9.8 GHz, 10.3 GHz, 13.9 GHz, 12.9 GHz as shown in panel (c). The
transitions can then be attributed to either pair transitions where one quasiparticle is driven
into the Andrev doublet and one into a mystery level, or single‑particle transitions where a
quasiparticle is driven from the Andreev doublet to one of the mystery levels. For some un‑
known reason, we only observed the single‑particle transitions for the two higher‑energy
mystery levels.
To verify this interpretation, we checked how the Andreev doublet population was
affected when the mystery level transitions were driven. In Fig. 14.2, we present the effect
of driving a doublet/mystery level pair transition. With the doublet mystery level in the
ground state [panel (a)], driving the pair transition populates the mystery level and one
level of the doublet. We thus expect population flow from |g⟩ to the odd‑parity (spin)
states, which is what we observe in panel (c). However, if the doublet starts off in the
odd‑parity manifold, we would expect population flow from the odd‑parity manifold to
|e⟩ [panel (b)]. However, we observed no increase of the |e⟩ population. For some reason,
the transition shown in panel (b) was blocked. This could be explained by an interaction
energy Ec between the quasiparticles. In this simplistic model, the odd parity manifold
would still have energy EA , but |g⟩ would have energy Ec and |e⟩ would have energy 2EA +
Ec . This would be consistent with the observed pairs of parity‑breaking transitions [Fig.
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Figure 14.1: Spectroscopy of the mystery levels | (a) Two‑tone spectroscopy of an An‑

dreev doublet and four mystery levels. (b) After extracting the frequency fpair of the pair
transition (lowest‑frequency transition), the other six transitions can be explained accord‑
ing to the level diagram/transitions depicted in (c). The pair transition curve is a naive fit
to the short junction formula, which gives ∆/h = 12.8 GHz and τ = 0.996.
14.1(a)] spaced by ∼ 500 MHz. We would only need two mystery levels with frequencies
(9.8 + 10.3)/2 GHz, (12.3 + 12.9)/2 GHz, and Ec = 500/2 MHz.
Is this a reasonable charging energy? If the normal region of the weak link was
completely de‑coupled from the superconducting leads, then we would expect Ec ∼
(2e)2
2h(15ϵ0 )(200 nm)

= 3 THz, where 15 is the diectric constant of indium arsenide. On the other

hand, a short weak link has Ec = 0. In between these regimes, the charging energy is scaled
roughly by the percentage of time spent on the dot, squared. In the double‑barrier model,
for instance, one would need to consider the coupling to the leads, the time of flight across
the junction, and the superconducting gap. One could imagine fitting the spectrum to ex‑
tract these parameters, but the double‑barrier model is under‑constrained for this data set
[Fig. 14.1(a)] since we don’t have data around Φ = 0.
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Another issue is that if the split transitions were due to charging effects, then we would
expect the higher‑frequency transition in each pair to be associated with population flow
from the odd manifold to |e⟩, which is not what we observe [Fig. 14.2(c)]. We note that we
have observed this blocking phenomenon [Fig. 14.2(b)] only once; perhaps it was a one‑
off. Also, note that the splitting could not be explained by spin‑orbit effects. Such splitting
must depend on Φ and, in particular, must go to zero at Φ = Φ0 /2.
Finally, we also found that we could achieve partial coherent manipulation between |g⟩
and the odd manifold by driving this transition [Fig. 14.2(d)]. Oscillations were observed
upon varying the amplitude of a 10 ns square pulse, albeit with very low contrast.

Figure 14.2: Driving a pair transition with a mystery level | (a) Driving a pair transition

involving a doublet level and a mystery level with energy h×10.3 GHz results in population
flow from |g⟩ to the odd manifold (c). However, we would also expect population flow from
the odd manifold to |e⟩ as depicted in (b), but this is not observed. (d) Driving the pair
transition using a 10 ns square pulse of variable amplitude resulted in weak oscillations.
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Steady-state parity fluctuations
While the blocking phenomenon described above may have been a one time observation,
the effect of the mystery levels on steady‑state parity was certainly not. We observed gate‑
and flux‑dependent fluctuations of the parity at many bias points over several devices. We
present one example in Fig. 14.3.

Figure 14.3: Parity fluctuations due to mystery levels | (a) Histogram of the phase of the

resonator reflection coefficient versus Φ. A doublet pair transition is tuned close to the
resonator frequency, such that we can distinguish the two parity manifolds. Fluctuations
of the parity are observed that are symmetric about Φ = Φ0 /2. (b) Odd state population
with Vc and Φ. In a separate spectroscopy measurement, we found that the doublet energy
ϵA increased in frequency with decreasing Vc , as indicated by the white arrow. The dips in
population can be explained by the doublet coming into resonance with various mystery
levels, which gobble up the quasiparticles occupying the doublet.
First, we biased the device such that a pair transition was slightly above the resonator
at Φ = Φ0 /2. In panel (a), we histogram the readout phase as a function of Φ. We observe
fluctuations in the average parity that are symmetric about half flux. In panel (b), we show
the same experiment, repeated as Vc was varied. The odd state population was computed
as the counts around zero phase [see panel (a)]. We find that the parity fluctuations follow
parabolic bands in Φ/Vc .
These results can be explained by the presence of the mystery levels. Let’s suppose the
mystery levels are cold, such that when the doublet is tuned into resonance with one of
them, it gobbles up the doublet’s quasiparticle: odd manifold → |g⟩. Now imagine the flux
parabola of the Andreev doublet (locally a parabola anyway) being tuned past this mystery
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level with the gate. Then, what we observe in panel (b) is exactly what we expect. Each
dark parabola corresponds to the doublet energy being tuned past a particular mystery
level. However, this explanation does not explain why the odd manifold population can
be above 0.5.
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14.2 Temperature dependence of quasiparticle parity jumps
In our investigation of the Andreev pair qubit [Hays et al. 2018], we found that the odd
manifold had larger population than the even manifold at higher temperatures [Fig. 14.4].
While both the odd→even and even→odd jump rates increased with temperature, we
found that even→odd rates had a stronger dependence, and thus the odd manifold had
higher population. We did not take data between 50 mK and 150 mK because the rates
seemed stable up until 150 mK, and we were dealing with electrostatic instabilities in this
sample that made measurements difficult.
We hypothesized that this could be due to a charging effect. Suppose the ground state
has energy Ec , the odd manifold energy EA , and the excited state energy 2EA + Ec . Then,
it is possible that the odd manifold would have higher population at intermediate temper‑
ature scales. Such a charging energy might be expected if the coupling to the leads was
weak such the the Andreev levels were more dot‑like. However, preliminary theory sug‑
gested that it would be difficult to have a situation where charging energy is high, but also
observe as large a Φ‑dispersion as we did.

Figure 14.4: Temperature‑induced increase of odd manifold population | A hidden
Markov model algorithm was used to extract the rates between the even and odd mani‑
fold states as a function of the mixing chamber temperature. At higher temperatures, the
rates from even to odd are higher than those from odd to even, corresponding to an increase
in the odd manifold population.
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